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Abstract
This study is the first known survey of visual art materials housed i n Tennessee's
repositories. Little has been written about the arts materials in the state's repositories
and no overview exists for art scholars. The purpose of the study was to create a profile
of collecting in Tennessee of visual art materials in relation to policies, funding levels,
and collection accessibility. It was determined that almost one-half of responding
repositories in Tennessee maintain some visual art primary resources in their vertical
files. The presence of collection policies and missions that speak directly to the need to
collect art resources was not seen to be a critical factor in the presence of art files.
Another goal of this report was to raise awareness of the value of arts materials
to artists and arts repositories. A survey was conducted of the types of materials that
artists in Tennessee collect as by-products of their art making. The results show the
broad range of items that archivists and museum registrars should consider when
accepting artists' materials. As importantly, the su rvey of artists' understanding of estate
planning shows that few artists i n the state consider estate planning for their primary
resources. The commu nication gap between the state's repositories, which desire these
arts materials, and the state's artists, who have little or no information about estate
planning, is wide and needs to be addressed in further studies.
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I . Introduction
This study is the first published survey about the state of primary resou rces in the
visual arts in Tennessee. Little has been written about the arts materials in the state's
repositories and no overview of repository holdings exists for art scholars. No statewide
finding aid has been created for these materials. No articles have been written about the
location, arrangement or availability of these materials. Scholars looking for primary
documents on the arts must rely heavily on the bibliographies and endnotes of such
books as A History of Tennessee Arts,1 Art of Tennessee, 2 and other titles among the
small but growing number of publications on the arts of Tennessee.
Furthermore, insufficient research has been conducted into the types of materials
collected by artists in the creation of their work. Repositories have little information about
what to expect when considering the acquisition of an artist's estate. Archivists may not
be prepared for the many three-dimensional objects that often are fou nd in artist's
collections (paint palettes, clay models, and craft samples, for example). Little has been
written about the types of materials that art historians find useful in their research.
These problems are worsened by a lack of communication between the state's
artists and arts organizations and state repositories about estate planning options. There
is no contact system within the state to encourage artists and arts organizations to
donate their materials to local repositories. Many of the arts resources in Tennessee are
lost at the artist's death or the closing of the art organization . The Archives of American
Art actively solicits artists of national reputation, but there is no method for making other
artists aware of the value of their materials to the state's repositories. And yet it is the
papers of these locally and regionally known artists that may have greater relevance to
the state's intellectual and cultural history, due to their long-term association with
Tennessee.

1

Carroll Van West. A History of Tennessee Arts. (Knoxville, TN: The U niversity of Tennessee
Press, 2004)
2 Benjamin H. Caldwell, Jr., Robert Hicks and Mark Scala. Art of Tennessee. (Nashville, TN: Frist
Center for the Visual Arts, 2003).
.

1

Together, these issues paint a bleak picture for art historians in their search for
primary resources. This study was intended to examine both the state of primary
resources in the visual arts and to raise awareness among artists, arts organizations,
and repositories of the value of these materials for art scholarship. A primary goal of the
project was to identify arts materials i n the state's archives and if special funding and
institutional mission are determinants for the existence of such collections. Non-profit
private and public collecting agencies i n Tennessee were surveyed in order to determine
collection emphasis and u nderstand what components are necessary for the existence
of an art collecting focus. Repositories were also queried to estimate the level of access.
to archival materials found across the state.
The project was also designed to determine the level of interest on the part of
repository administration in acquiring primary art resources . A positive response to the
existence of primary art resources would support the need for a finding aid for the state's
art resources; interest in bringing more primary art materials into their collections would
strengthen this need .
Artists were contacted across the state to better understand what types of
materials they are collecting , what plans they have made for preserving these materials
after their death, and how much they know about estate planning. This study also hoped
to determine if artists are interested in learning more about repositories and estate
planning. A positive response to the offer of repository information combined with a
similar response from the repositories would support the need for better communication
between artists and repositories.
Scope and Limitations of Study
While public and private archives and libraries are our main focus, other
collecting organizations, such as museums and historical societies, have been included
in this survey in order to provide a broad u nderstanding of where these materials are
currently housed across the state. They also served to compare resou rces in archives
and libraries· with those in institutions with different funding streams and different
missions.
2

A search of the

International Directory of Art Libraries,

3 a com pilation of the

International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (I FLA), lists five art
libraries in the state of Tennessee: Cheekwood Botanical Garden and M useum of Art
(Nashville); Vanderbilt University Libra ry (Nashville); Memphis College of Art; Memphis
Brooks Museum of Art; and the Hunter Museum of Art (Chattanooga). No listings are
found for Knoxville, Murfreesboro, Clarksville, Cookeville, Smithville or Johnson City,
and yet files exist in some or all of those locations, as on-site searches of the records
and newsletter articles attest.
The TSLA's
Tennessee

4

Directory of Archives and Historical Records Repositories in

(which includes listings from the

Repositories in the United States

and the

United States and Canada, 141h Edition,

Directory of Historical Organizations in the

as well as the Archives in Appalachia: A

Directory, Library Resources in Tennessee
Libraries

Directory of Archives and Manuscript

and

Special Collections in Tennessee Public

along with results from questionnaires distributed at TSLA workshops) lists 1 44

public and private archives in the state of Tennessee. Only eight (six percent) list
specific visual arts records: ( 1 ) Archives of Appalachia, East Tennessee State University
5
(crafts) ; (2) Archives of the City of Kingsport, Kingsport Public Library and Archives
(cartoons)6 ; (3) Chattanooga African American Museum (African art; contemporary art
and African artifacts) 7; (4) Nashville and Davidson County Public Library, The Nashville
Room (artisans; arts)8 ; (5) Robertson County History Museum , Robertson County
Historical Society (drawings and paintings by W. Harry Elam; photographs)9 ; and (6)
Vanderbilt University, Special Collections and University Archives (cartoons),10 along

3

Thomas E. Hill, General Editor. International Directory of Art Libraries (The Hague, Netherlands:
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions). Available online at URL:
http://iberia.vassar.edu/ifla-idal/index.html. Accessed 9 August 2003.
4 John-Paul Richiuso. Directory of Archives and Historical Records Repositories in Tennessee
(Nashville, TN: Tennessee State Library and Archives). 2001. Available online at URL:
http://www .state.tn.us/sos/statelib/techsvs/ArchDirectorv.pdf. Accessed 9 August 2003.
5 Ibid: 47-48.
6 Ibid: 44-45.
7 Ibid: 21 .
8 Ibid: 1 3.
9 Ibid: 37.
10
Ibid: 1 5.
3

with (7) The Abraham Lincoln Library and Museum (cartes-de-visite and printed
1
Americana) and 1 (8)The Brady-Hughes-Beasley Photographic Archives & Museums
(photograph collection).1 2
However, a quick look at current archive and library newsletters shows that there
are more arts materials at these repositories. Vanderbilt University's recently acquired
S.T.A.R. Archives, which contain important self-taught artist resources, are not
mentioned in the TSLA directory, nor are the Eleanor Wiley diaries at the Calvin M .
McClung Historical Collection i n Knoxville. Also not noted in the TSLA's list are the
records for East Tennessee artist Emma Bell Miles ( 1 879- 1 91 9), whose m aterials are
housed at the Special Collections of the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga.1 3
Eight (six percent) of the repositories listed i n the

Directory

list "cultural materials" that·

may include art records. Since this general search terminology is not designed for the
language of art scholars, it is unclear if the state's repositories actually contain primary
art resources. Because of these known omissions, the questionnaire in this study was
distributed to all 1 44 repositories (see Appendix I a nd I I ). The survey was also sent to
·

1 22 museum collections from the 2003
While the

Official Museum Directory.

Official Museum Directory does

14

provide a brief summary of each

institution's collecting focus, it typically does not offer the same informatio n for their
archives. The number of institutions that might hold relevant primary art resources can
be estimated by looking at their collecting focus. If the scope is limited to the number of
organizations that focus on art, there are 32 potential repositories of primary art
documents (26 percent) in the 1 22 listings. By expanding the range to include history
museums and historical societies, which often contain period furniture and crafts, 38
listings are added , for a total of 70 strong candidates (57 percent) for having primary· art
materials. Combined with the listings from the TSLA's

Directory

(above), this creates a

111bid : 4.
1 2 Ibid: 47.
13
. "The Special Collections at the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga." Tennessee
Archivist Society of Tennessee Archivists. (Fall/Winter 2003): 7.
14
. Official Museum Directory., (Washington, D.C: American Association of Museums).
2003.
__

__
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base estimate of 78 potential respondents, or 31 percent, of the repositories that are
likely to have primary art documents in their collections.
Artists were drawn from all counties (as available) through the state's arts
councils and represent a range of levels of reputation and experience among artists in
the state. Full time status as an artist was not a stipulation for inclusion in the artist
survey since many artists (especially younger emerging artists) work at other jobs to
support time to create. It was important to look at a variety of art being produced . Efforts
were made to find artists who were diversified in terms of media, so as to determine the
range of record formats held by artists in Tennessee. Because art creation methods
vary with media, a sculptor may produce different types of materials than a painter. In
2003, The Tennessee Arts Com mission listed 58 arts agencies in the Tennessee Local
1 5 By 2004, that n umber had risen to 66 . Each of the 66 arts
Arts Agencies Directory.
agencies was contacted to recom mend three visual artists living in their county, all of
whom would be solicited for the q uestionnaire (see Appendix I l l and IV). Each artist's
response was coded so as to protect the anonymity of the data collected on each
participant (see Append ix XXVI I ). The code log was maintained so that artists who
wished to learn about repositories in their areas might be sent that information.
At the completion of the project, summaries of the results were sent to all
requesting repositories. Summaries of the artist's survey were sent to requesting artists,
along with a list of repositories that expressed interest in learning about donation
opportunities .. Contact information was provided for all of the repositories.

15

. Tennessee Local Arts Agencies Directory. (Nashville, TN: Tennessee Arts
Commission). Available online at URL: http://www.arts.state.tn.usllistnlocalartsdirectory. htm.
Accessed 9 August 2003.
__
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I I . Statement of the Problem
Collection Development Issues
An artist's estate may contai n a variety of items, including papers, journals,
notebooks, scrapbooks, correspondence and exhibition records. Together, these items
give a much better view of the artist, his or her life, and working method than any
individual item may do on its own. At the time of an artist's death, these materials
become the property of surviving family members unless the artist has made a
concerted effort to place these materials in an archive. In accordance with their m ission
and scope, The Archives of American Art collects the effects of nationally recognized
artists. Artists of regional or local significance must look to state and city organizations
as potential repositories of their materials. Some surviving family mem bers do not place
value on their relative's effects and may dispose of them. Others will choose to sell or
give away the materials to family or friends. Some items end up in yard sales or on
Internet auction sites. Once these materials are dispersed it may be difficult, if not
impossible, to recover them.
For the artist who does want to make his or her materials available to the public,
there are few options. While there are advantages to collecting artists' records in
conjunction with their artwork, museums generally are unable to make records of artists'
estates accessible to the public, due to insufficient staff and lack of suitable storage
space. Museums frequently maintain their own archives, as do most art associations.
In Tennessee, the Tennessee State Library and Archives (TSLA) holds a number
of primary arts resources, including the records of the Tennessee Historical Society.
However, the TSLA's mission is necessarily broad : to collect materials about the people
and history of Tennessee.1 6 The archives are divided into four categories: state

16

Edwin Gleaves. "General Description of Programs." Tennessee State Library and Archives
(Nashville, TN : Tennessee Secretary of State). 2002. [web page]. Available online at URL:
http://www.state.tn.us/sos/statelib/gen.htm. Accessed 25 May 2003.
6

7
archives, manuscripts, gov�rnors' papers, and microfilm.1 While there are some notable
resources in the TSLA's manuscript collection that relate to the arts (for example, the
online finding aid lists the original photographic records of the
America Portraits in Tennessee Painted before 1866),

Colonial Dames of

the collections are heavily

weighted toward government and genealogy records.
However , few archives publish information about their arts resources. Reviews of
the libraries and archives of eight other southeastern states18 (Alabama, Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North Carolina and South C arolina) show that
this problem is not limited to Tennessee. Public libraries and archives seem to have little
funding for the arts and mos.t resources appear to be devoted to government documents
and genealogical files. More primary art materials, here referring to artist
correspondence, journals, drawings, photographs, ephemera and oral histories, as well
as audio, video and multimedia documents, are more often found in academic and
museu m libraries. But access to those resources is usually limited to students, scholars,
'

.

'

and alumni. Little or , at best, inconsistent attention has been give to this important
r�sourc� in public libraries.
Accessibility Issues: Public Collections
Primary art materials are often more readily accessible in public university
archives than they are in public library collections. Research in Tennessee's public
libraries has shown that art records are frequently stored within history and culture
subject files (see Appendix XXXI I I for repositories contacted). However , there is no
consistent method for finding the materials in the state's public libraries. It is difficult or
impossible to access materials under the traditional art historical content topics of artist,
artwork, style, or art subject. This system makes it hard for art historians to access
needed materials and the records are nearly invisi ble in resources such as the TSLA's
17

. "Archives and Manuscript Collections, Tennessee State Library and Archives (Nashville,
TN: Tennessee Secretary of State). 2002. [web page]. Available online at U RL:
http://www.state.tn.us/sos/statelib/techsvs/collections.htm. Accessed 25 May 2003.
18
Repository of Primary Resources. (Moscow, Idaho: University of Idaho Library)., 1995.
[Web Page]. Available online at URL: http://www . uidaho.edu/special
collections/Other.Repositories.html. Accessed 19 October 2002.
· _.
-

7

repository index, which is designed as a broad overview of collection strengths. Broad
missions and insufficient funding patterns would seem to be contributing factors to this
dilemma.
Library archives may hold primary a rt collections, but if art is not a focus of their
collections, subject guides are rarely created . Archivists may have a great interest in
creating access resources for primary art materials, but without major fund ing for a large
scale project, the work progresses slowly. For example, the online catalog of the Calvin
M. McClung Historical Collection (Knox County Libra ry, Knoxville) lists records from the
Anna Catherine Wiley (1879 -1958 ) Collection and the Eleanor McAdoo Wi ley (18761977) diaries, as well as resources such as the McClung papers that might contain
primary art materials.1 9 However, the finding aid is a work in progress, and so it does not
list all materials known to be in the collections, such as the arts exhibitions records of the
Appalachian Expositions of 1910 and 1911 . The Tennessee State Library and Archives
holds the Colonial Dames of America Portraits in Tennessee Painted before 1866
Photograph Collection; the Highlander Folk School Collection; Quilts of Tennessee
Collection; and Tennessee Association of Museums Records. 20 However, both the
McClung and TSLA finding aids are grouped by proper name, not by standard art
terminology, which limits browsing.
It is easier to find primary arts resources in public universities, where greater
resources may be devoted to subject areas that support the curriculum. While the
budgetary and time restrictions of this study preclude visiting all of the archives in the
state of Tennessee, it is possible to gather some information about public university
archives through an online search of their materials. Five of the state's eleven public
university archives contain online information about their primary arts materials. Middle
Tennessee State University (Murfreesboro), which offers a concentration in book arts

19

. "Materials in the Collection." Calvin M . McClung Historical Collection. E ast Tennessee
Historical Center. Available online at U RL: http://www.knoxlib.org/departments/ethc/mcclung/mcc
mats.php#Manuscripts. Accessed 24 September 2004.
20
. "Archives and Manuscripts." Tennessee State Library and Archives. Available online at
URL: http://www.state.tn.us/sos/statelib/techsvs/. Accessed 24 September 2004.
__

__
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studies, lists artists' books as a collecting strength?1 East Tennessee State University's
Archives of Appalachia

in Johnson City subdivides its special collections into subject

headings including "Appalachian Arts and Crafts."22 The University of Memphis's
Mississippi Valley Collection

lists photographs among its holdings. 23 The U niversity of

Tennessee's Lupton Library in Chattanooga has integrated some of their special
collections records within their online catalog. 24 The University of Tennessee Libraries
(Knoxville) subdivides their Special Collections into "Culture and Society" holdings,
which includes performing arts, literature, folklore and the Civil Rights Movement, but
also contains the collections of Tennessee artists Eleanor Dickinson (b. 1 931 ) and
5
Joseph Brown (b. 1 909). 2 A search of the University of Tennessee online catalog
produces citations for each of these artists.
Accessibility Issues: Private Collections
Only three (eight percent) of the thirty-six private universities in Tennessee
contain online descriptions about primary arts resources. Fisk University holds the Aaron
Douglas Collection as well as Carl Van Vechten's photographs from the Harlem
Renaissance. 26 The Jessie Ball duPont Library Archives of Sewanee: The University of
the South lists online the collections of the Association for the Preservation of

21

. "Collections." Special Collections, James E. Walker Library, Middle Tennessee State
University. Available online at URL: http://ulibnet.mtsu.edu/SpeciaiCollections/collections.html.
Accessed 24 September 2004.
22
. "Appalachian Arts and Crafts." Archives of Appalachia. East Tennessee State
U niversity. Available online at URL: http://cass.etsu.edu/ARCHIVES/arts.htm . Accessed 24
September 2004.
23
. "Special Collections/Mississippi Valley Collections (Speciai/MVC) Resources." The
University of Memphis. Available online at URL:
.
http://exlibris.memphis.edu/resource/special.html. Accessed 24 September 2004.
24
. " Manuscripts and Personal Papers." The Lupton Library, The U niversity of Tennessee
at Chattanooga. Available online at URL:
http://www.lib.utc.edu/services/special collections/manuscripts.html. Accessed 24 September
2004. .
25
. "Culture and Society." The University of Tennessee Libraries. Available online at URL:
http://www.lib.utk.edy/spcoll/searchms/msCU .html. Accessed 24 September 2004.
26
. . "Special Collections." Fisk University Franklin Library. Available online at URL:
_
http://www.fisk.edu/index.asp?cat=7&pid=257. Accessed 24 September 2004.
__

__

__

__

__

_
_
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Tennessee Antiquities as well as i � dividual photographic collections. 27 Vanderbilt
University's online finding aid lists the Sol Biderman Collection , the Brockman Collection,
the Contini-Volterra Archive, the Norman and Roselea Goldberg Collection, and the
S.T.A.R. Collection. 28 While other private university archives may contain primary arts
materials, there are to date no online finding aids to guide scholars to these materials.
The materials may be there, but it is difficult for scholars to find the information without
finding aids.
Private art museums often contain a wealth of information on the arts. For
example, the Memphis Brooks Museum of Art Library has extensive records on area
artists, as does Cheekwood Museu.m of Art (Nashville), the Hunter Museum of American
Art (Chattanooga) and the Knoxville Museu m of Art. But these archives are also rarely
available online and are d ifficu lt to gain access to, as they require an appointment with
the museum curator or librarian. Users are screened to assure that they are serious
scholars. Usually, these collections are housed in clip-and-save vertical files and have
no finding aid . This situation discourages scholarly publication on the visual arts of
Tennessee as materials are difficult to find and to access. The lack of finding aids for
the state's museum libraries may be attributed in part to their focus on staff needs. 29
Museum staff members tend to be the biggest users of the art museum library and their
intimate knowledge of the "house" museum diminishes the need for finding aids. 30
Moreover, the art museum library is typically under-funded and understaffed compared
to other art libraries, even in this age of fiscal restraint, and are even less likely to have
the resources to create a finding aid. 31

27

"Archives and Special Collections." The Jessie Ball duPont Library, Sewanee: The
University of the South. Available online at URL: http://librarv.sewanee.edu/archives/index.html.
Accessed 24 September 2004.
8
2
"Manuscript Subject Listing." Special Collections, The Jean and Alexander Heard
Library, Vanderbilt University. Available online at U RL:
http://www .librarv.vanderbilt.edu/speccol/su bjectguide.shtml. Accessed 24 September 2004.
29 Jo-Ann Benedetti. "Managing the Small Art Museum Library." Journal of Library Administration
39 no. 1 (2003): 28.
30 Esther Green Bierbaum. "Museum Libraries: the More Things Change . . . . " Special Libraries 87
no 2 (Spring 1996): 84.
31 Ibid: 35
__ •

__ •
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This condition is not limited to Tennessee. Volunteers with little background in
librarianship often maintain access records. 32 The vertical files become the source of last
resort, a conglomeration of diverse and, at times, irrelevant materials . 33 The case is
quite different in larger museums, such as the Museum of Modern Art, and in large
metropolitan libraries such as the New York Public Library, where librarians have begun
34
to integrate archival materials with standard print and electronic catalog holdings. For
example, the Online Catalog of the Museum of Modern Art Library, Archives and Study
Center's (DADABASE) records for Nashville artist William Edmondson (c. 1865-1951)
contain books on the artist as well as ephemera from his 1937 exhibition at the
5
museum. 3
These results suggest that there may be notable materials in repositories across
the state but sources for finding these materials are few. Materials in public universities
and large private universities may be fairly accessible through online catalogs, but those
materials stored in museums, historical societies, and public libraries or in the smaller
private universities, are difficult to locate.
I mportance of the Study
The lack of resources and limited accessibility of the few existing records causes
concern for a number of reasons. (1) The fragile nature of these materials suggests that
time is limited to acquire and preserve these materials before they become unusable.
This is a time-sensitive issue, as wood pulp-based docu ments and deteriorating film
footage have finite life spans. (2) There is little public information to encourage and
direct private record holders to appropriate repositories. No electronic or printed
brochures are available anywhere in the state to encourage artists a nd art associations
to donate materials to state and local archives. (3 ) It also seems that access to and
possible benefits of contributions would go unrecognized . (4) In addition, many original
32
33

Bierbaum:??.
Milan Hughston. "Preserving the Ephemeral: New Access to Artists' Files, Vertical Files and
Scrapbooks." Art Documentation (Winter 1990): 1 79.
34 Ibid: 1 80.

35

DADABASE: Online Catalog of the Mubeum of Modern Art Library, Archives and Study
Center. ( New York, NY: The Museum of Modern Art). 200 1 . Available online at URL:
http://librarv.moma.org/. Accessed 16 August 2003.
__•
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materials on the visual arts are currently held in private, elderly hands. These
individuals may be prepared to turn over the materials, but they are unsure of where to
submit the items. If the material is inappropriate for The Archives of American Art, these
potential donors do not know what to do with the items. With no concerted
com mu nication from the state's libraries and archives, these materials will be lost and
with them much of the history of our culture. (5) Without original materials, scholarly
research on the arts suffers.
This lack of research leads to the loss of the state's cultural history and its
significance within the nation's cultural history. For states such as Tennessee, where
the support structure for the arts com munity (schools, galleries and museums)
developed in the first half of the twentieth century, much later than that of most
northeastern states, this is particularly significant, as it further excludes the state from
appropriate inclusion in the nation's cultural history. Scholarship is also especially
important for Tennessee and other states with great strengths in indigenous, non
traditional arts, such as basketry, weaving and other crafts. These media are frequently
excluded from art historical texts and so are at greater risk of losing their histories.
Several organizations are aware of this problem and provide funding
opportunities or other resources to protect and make accessible these documents,
photographs, artwork, and ephemera. Internationally, there is the Artists' Papers
Register, a compilation of primary resources on the arts housed in the United Kingdom.
The project began in the mid-1 980s at Glasgow University with funding from the Getty
Grant Program. It received major support in 1 996 when Leeds University Library joined
with the Henry Moore Foundation to support a hired position at Leeds. Additional
funding followed and today the national register has covered Scotland and England ,
completing the London area between 2002 and 2004.

Currently, the project is funded

under the Royal Commission on Historical Manuscripts and is avaiJable for searching at
www.hmc.gov. uk/artists/. Artist papers may be searched by artist name, repository
name, art mediu m , records descriptors, and biographical activities of the artist. To be
considered for i nclusion, the materials need only be housed in the U nited Kingdom; the
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artist need not have been a resident of the United Kingdom , nor is celebrity a
determinant for inclusion.36
Since the late 1 970s, the Research Libraries' Group (RLG) has made significant
advances in access through an international consortium of major universities, national
libraries, archives, museums, and historical societies. Following a 1 985-1 988 survey of
information needs within the humanities, the group has focused some of their efforts on
making museum bulletins, auction, exhibition and trade catalogs, artists' books and art
newspapers m ore accessible through the electronic Research Libraries Information
Network (RU N ). 37 They have also worked to provide access to records for art objects,
photographs, and architectural drawings through AVIADOR (Avery Videodisk I ndexing of
Architectural Drawings Online in RLI N ) . 38
Nationally, the I nstitute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) has aggressively
funded digitization projects to improve accessibility by providing grants for digital
archives in over half of the states. For example, in 2004, the I MLS provided funding for
the University of Tennessee, in partnership with the Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts
and the Pi Beta Phi Elementary School in Gatlinburg, Tennessee, to create an online
archive of the Pi Beta Phi Settlement School, the precursor to Arrowm ont. In that same
year, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill School of Information and Library
Science, in partnership with Folkstreams, Inc. , and ibiblio.org , was given funds to digitize
materials of American folk culture.
Private organizations such as the Mellon Foundation have spearheaded
metadata projects like the Library of Congress' American Memory project, which
provides online exhibits and finding aids for oral histories, a rt works, music, film ,
correspondence and other primary resources about American history and creativity.
However, these are projects that create exhibits of primary materials but do not include
information about the entire collections. The Henry Luce Foundation has awarded many
36
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grants through its American Art funds for the identification of notable arts materials
around the country. In the mid-1 980s, the Luce Foundation sponsored travel costs for
one staff member of The Archives of American Art to travel around the South to locate
art resources for microfilming. Research from this project has yet to be published. In
the last two years, from 2002 to 2004, the Luce Foundation has sponsored a guide to
the diaries in the Archives of American Art as well as a grant to the Montclair Art
Museum ( New Jersey) for the Morgan Russell Archives Project. 39
A recent project of interest is The Arts Collection40 , an effort of the University of
Wisconsin Digital Collections (UWDC) to make primary and secondary materials about
the creative arts available online. The project currently contains 1 8 years of Arts in
Society

issues and a project that pairs photographs with images from books in the

University of Wisconsin's campus libraries. It also offers links to other arts p rojects of
the UWDC. However, the participants plan to expand the collections to include other
p rimary a rts resources.
In Tennessee, administrators of organizations such as Humanities Tennessee
and the Tennessee Arts Commission are aware of this need . They have shown their
commitment to making these primary resources accessible through their support of this
project and other publications that raise awareness of arts resources in Tennessee. A
recent example of that com mitment is seen in the 4 72-page A History of Art
Tennessee, 41

in

a study of the development of the literary, performing and visual arts in

Tennessee, sponsored by the Tennessee Arts Commission.
But how can these organizations make p rimary art resources in Tennessee
accessible if it is unclear where the materials are housed? One of the goals of this study
is to determi ne the level of i nterest in primary art materials in the state's repositories
through their existing collections, their missions, collection policies, and funding. Is art a

39
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collecting priority for Tennessee's archives? This study will a lso discover if the state's
artists are interested in donating their materials to repositories. Do the state's a rtists
want to see their papers and documents preserved? Or is Tennessee at risk of losing its
a rt history due to a disinterest in collections? The study will also look at the level of
access to primary resources in the state. Can art historians find resources in
Tennessee's archives? How well have the state's repositories made a rchival collections
available to scholars?

15

I l l . Literature Review
Research about Primary Art Resources
A literature review was performed to determine the existence of previous
research on the subject of primary art materials in American repositories and in artists'
collections. Preliminary review suggests that no published work had been done in
Tennessee and that little research had been conducted in the southeastern U. S. This
proved to be true. One statistical survey was conducted in the country about primary art
resources, and that was almost 20 years old.
Other topics in the survey were add ressed in the literature review. Funding
levels, mission statements, and collection policies were rarely discussed by authors
except within art library and archive handbooks. These materials addressed the need
for well-written missions and policies, but did not offer statistical research on the subjects
as a necessary component for the existence of primary art resources. As suspected ,
published researc.h on the value of primary art resources was available. These articles
supported the need for this survey, as they speak to the i mportance of these materials to
scholars, students and the public. It was expected that a large num ber of materials
about access to primary art resources would exist, but no surveys were found on the
subject.
For the purposes of the artists' survey, research was conducted to determine
what types of materials artists collect in order to identify a standard to compare
Tennessee's artists against. Again there was no evidence of any survey research. The
literature, which consists primarily of single-institution reports on collection holdings, did
help to create a list of possible material formats to use to create the surveys used in this
study, in the inquiry letters, and definitions. No articles designed to encourage artists to
donate were found. One book was located , published by a private foundation , which
contains the proceedings of an estate planning seminar held in 1997, where artists
papers were discussed .

16

Published Surveys of Art Archives: the National Picture
Is Tennessee's lack of scholarship on the state of art resou rces in our
repositories an aberration within the literature of archival research? Are the archives in
the major metropolises better surveyed than those in smaller cities, where art museums,
galleries and schools are fewer in number? Logically, it would seem that more research
would have been done on larger, better-funded, more established institutions. But while
a number of articles have been written about specific art archives, a literature search
yielded no quantifiable surveys that focus on the state of collecting primary art resources
in the nation's repositories.
Additionally, there is little available that broadly examines how art records are
maintained across the country. One such document comes from ARLIS/NA, the Art
Libraries Society of N orth America, which conducted a survey in 1985 of 136 art libraries
in the U.S. The resu lts show that 61 percent of the responding libraries maintained
separate areas for art subjects (though only three percent maintained vertical files).
Materials collected i ncluded photographs (38 percent), reproductions (26 percent),
original art (12. 5 percent), and other items (architectural drawings, book jackets,
manuscripts, postcards, scrapbooks, among other examples).42 The IMLS has also
sponsored surveys on specific topics such as
in the Nation's Museums and Libraries

43

The Status of Technology and Digitization

as well as working papers on best methods, but

has not conducted a broad survey of America's collecting institutions. There is nothing
published that links policies and funding to art resources.
While little is publicly available that documents where primary art resources may
be found across the country, there are a number of efforts to network existing online
finding aids to facilitate access to materials. ARLIS/NA has been actively involved in

42
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projects that make art collections accessible. The Montreal/Ottawa/Quebec Chapter of
ARLIS/NA published a guide to Canadian vertical files collections in 1 989 called
Directory of Vertical File Collections on Art and Architecture Represented by
ARLIS/M/0/Q.

The guide lists collections in the area with a brief description of size,

nature, and the organizational structu re of the collection, along with archive policies and
services. ARLIS/NA has also addressed the issue of access to art vertical files in their
annual conferences, notably in 1 994's panel discussion, "Creating a Database Directory
of Vertical Files on Art and Architecture: From Chapter Project to North American
Resource" and in a 2002 panel discussion on the Museum of Modern Art's artists' files.44
Other important efforts to network collections and expand access to artists'
records are being conducted by N I N C H , the National Initiative for a Networked Cultural
Heritage, which was established in 1 993 and is working with the University of Michigan,
·

Rice University Library, and the University of Virginia on the
Digital Humanities Projects.

International Database of

Outside of the U.S., the Museum Libraries and Archives

Cou ncil, created in 1 999 in the United Kingdom , is working to create a database of arts
resources in the U . K. I n Amsterdam, the Rijksmuseum Library and the Nation Library of
the Netherlands in the Hague are producing a history of the Netherlands using print
materials as illustrations in the Digital Atlas of

4
Dutch History. 5

Published Surveys of Citywide Collections
Published resources of citywide archives were sought that might serve as a
model for this survey. Four documents have been published that survey citywide
collections. The Archives of American Art has produced, a long with numerous other
guides, three such finding aids for Paris, Philadelphia, and C hicago. 46 Additionally, The
Getty Research I nstitute for the History of Art and the Humanities has published a
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collection of 178 archival resources in the Los Angeles area, entitled LA.

as

Subject.47

The goal of the 1999 project was to make ethnic materials visible and available to the
mainstream public and to scholars in large institutions by offering the finding aid as a
free 350-page book. But the bulk of the Getty's publications, as well as that of The
Archives of American Art, relates to other areas of interest (the Getty focuses a great
deal of effort on art provenance records; The Archives of American Art publishes finding
aids for their collections, as well as subject-based finding aids, such as their "Papers of
African American Artists"). To date, no work has been published about a southern city's
collections.
Occasionally, an article will emerge from a regional professional organization that
will report on activities within a part of the country. However, these reports are not
. scientifically created but are rather subjective selections. Joan Benedetti's report of the
1988 ARLIS/NA Western Regional Meeting session, "A Sampling of Special Collections
in the Western Region," is such a summary. 48 Five art historical collections in southern
California were profiled for collection concentrations. Such reports give researchers
insight into regional strengths but their random nature does not make them suitable for
broad generalization.
Single Archive Research
The lion's share of research has been conducted at the institutional level as
single-site reports that provide highlights of an institution's art collections. These articles
tend to serve as publicity vehicles for the archive in question. While they give scholars
insights into the notable materials in these collections, no such reports have been written
about repositories i n either Tennessee or the South. Examples include Janis Ekdahl's
examination of the artists' books collections held by the Library of the Museum of

47
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.
Modern Art49 and Elizabeth Lawes and Vicky Webb's look at the collections of the
5°
Chelsea College of Art & Design. Janine Jacqueline Henri's 2003 article on service
issues in art and architecture libraries includes some information about the resources in
5
her own library at the University of Texas, Austin, as an introduction to her topic. 1
Liz Clare's report on the Texas State Library's latest effort to provide digital
access to p rimary resources in the library is typical of that state's leadership in art
5
resource access efforts. 2 Building on the l ibrary's previous online projects, Texas
Treasures

and

Portraits of Texas Governors,

the newest project makes accessible the

papers of Henry McArdle ( 1 836-1 908), the artist whose grand painting,
Jacinto,

The Battle of San

highlights the Senate Chamber of the Texas State Capitol. McArdle's notebooks

are especially significant for the original research and interviews that the artist performed
before creating the painting. Another example is Eleanor Gehres' report on the Western
History Department at the Denver Public Library, which follows the changes that have
occurred at the archives since its inception in 1 945. 53
Research about Materials Collected by Artists
There are no published surveys about what materials artists collect, yet this kind
of information is relevant to repositories that collect art as a guideline of what to expect
in an artist's estate. Without such i nformation, it is difficult for repositories to determine if
they can accept a collection and properly store and care for it. Additionally, this material
informs repositories approached by artists about materials that might augment a
donation. An archivist without specific training in a range of art media might not think to
49
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ask an artist for his or her palette or their glaze formula. And yet these materials can
provide valuable i nsight into an a rtist's creative process.
There has been one notable effort at identifying the types of ephemera created
by artists as part of their exhibition activities. In 1 999, the California College of Arts and
Crafts, San Diego, published a catalog in conjunction with an exhibition on artists'
ephemera, Extra Art: A Survey of Artists' Ephemera. The accompanying catalog,
written by curator Steve Leiber and co-author Todd Alden, examines the types of
ephemera produced by artists between 1 960 and 1 999, an extremely fertile period of
ephemera production by contem porary artists. While, like all exhibitions, this is a
curator's interpretation of an artistic activity and so must not be viewed as a scientific
survey, it does offer the only example of a museum exhibition devoted entirely to the
5
display and identification of primary art resources. 4
Research about Tennessee Artists
Jack Robertson's Twentieth Century Artists on Art: An Index to Artists' Writings,
Statements and Interviews is an i ndex of locations of original materials about artists. 55
This resource is helpful and, possibly, unique among finding aids for a rtists' materials.
Robertson's emphasis is on better-known artists working in major art centers, the type of
information that the typical art history student might seek. His book lists entries for
Tennessee's nationally known a rtists [Charles "Red" Grooms (b. 1 937) and Robert
Ryman (b. 1 930), for example], whose materials are found in The Archives of American
Art, but makes no mention of significant but regionally known Tennessee artists, such as
Anna Catherine Wiley ( 1 879-1 958) and Burton Callicott (1 907-2003). These are the
types of materials that should be in Tennessee's archives.

Steve Leiber and Todd Alden. Extra Art: A Survey of Artists' Ephemera, 1 960-1 999. (Santa
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Interviews, � Edition. (Boston: G.K. Hall, 1 996).
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Research on the Value of Art Ephemera
Another relevant area of research speaks to the value of art ephemera and the
need for archival collecting in the visual arts . This material su pports the importance of
this survey. The recognition of the value of these historical documents has been building
56
for almost a decade, as noted by Serena Kelly in June 1 995.
One of the earliest
examples of a single-site evaluation is found in Jane Block's 1 982 article in Art
Documentation. 57 This report on a conference workshop, "Artist's Records - Using,
Collecting , Creating them," examines the views of four different professionals (an art
librarian, gallery owner, art historian and filmmaker) in terms of their use of ephemera.
Two ephemera projects at the Boston Public Library are discussed , The Boston Art
Information File, a history of Boston's art institutions, and the archive of The Boston
Society of Independent Artists. The value of these often unique materials is emphasized
and information specialists are encouraged to actively augment the collections and
publish information about them. Block's article, and the others like hers, provide good
field cases for the topic, and support the need for more information a nd data about art
collections in Tennessee's libraries.
Lisa Brower's 2002 article in Libraries & Culture expresses concern for public art
58
collections. Her report on a recent conference panel discussion explores the
relationship between rare book/manuscript dealers and archivists in the digital age and
looks at new issues in acquisitions and copyright that result from improved access.
Browar notes three notable changes in collection development: ( 1 ) because primary
sources are now viewed as sou rces of continuous earned income, many authors and
publishers are withdrawing deposited materials from libraries to generate income; (2)
acquisition costs are increasing as libraries compete with not-for-profit establishments to

56
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purchase rare documents; and, (3) finally, many companies choose to keep their own
archives and so donations to libraries and universities are diminishing.59
Brower's article points to the diminishing pool of resources in the arts, the result
of new competition from for-profit institutions. Brower also refers to increased
competition from high profile non-profit organizations, particularly The Getty Research
I nstitute for the History of Art and the Humanities, which has a mandate to acquire
original documents from around the world. With an incredible acquisition fund, the Getty
is helping to d rive up acquisition costs for original docu ments for non-profit institutions.
While less likely to i mpact local and less established artists, these reports support the
need for proactive solicitation efforts on the part of archives and better com munication
with artists across the country.
Connell Gallagheri also documents the need for primary resources in the visual
arts.in a. 1 994 rEWOrt ir:l Mississippi Libraries on the rising number of requests for unique
or rare materials. Gallagher believes that public access to the Internet will make such
requests increase in the coming years. 60 Ekdahl also notes an increase in curatorial
demand for ephemera. 6 1 Likewise, David Cobb sees i ncreased access to u nique
resources in the future, but he also thinks that these new materials will come with
greater patron fees. 62 As Internet access and collaborative digitization projects bring
greater access to primary art resources, dema nd for these materials will i ncrease among
art historians. Competition for these materials is likely to grow as for-profits see financial
opportunities in document access and not-for-profits, such as the Getty Institute, expand
their collecting parameters. It is i mportant for archives in Tennessee and across the
country to actively pursue existing private col lections and make artists aware of the
importance of planning for their estate dispersal. We cannot know which artists will rise
to national prominence during their lifetime or after their death.
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This is especially important for artists with regional or local reputations or for
artists in the early stages of their careers, as local repositories may be the only place to
find information about their work. For women and m inorities working in the South in the
nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century, when exhibition opportunities were
denied to them, repositories may have the only record of an artist's existence. These
truly unique resources should be given a high priority in access programs. 63 Terri Wilson
and Erika Dowell's 2003 article on access to artists' files supports the value of local
repositories as a resource for materials that may not be available elsewhere. Archival
collections in college and university libraries where artists worked prior to becoming wel l
known often contain important resources. For example, Michigan State University's Fine
Arts Library contains ephemera relating to the early career of Jackson Pollock, during
the years that Pollock served on the faculty. Their repository contains significant
resources that cannot be found in larger libraries. 64 For anyone studying the early work
of Pollock, it is especially useful to have electronic access to these materials.
Robert Mclaughlin has reported on the value for scholars of maintaining original
5
photograph files in museums and libraries. 5 He examines the history of scholarly
opinion about the value of photographs. Five acquisition and collection development
policy issues are discussed that the author feels should be considered by all collecting
institutions. These issues concern the photographic bias of the photographer, the value
of the photograph as historical document or as aesthetic object, and the need for
objectivity when categorizing these resources for access. Mclaughlin's article points to
the need for collection development policies and to the lack of standards in filing and
access points and supports the national need for research in this area.
In 1999 , Jane Carlin and Adrienne Varady reported on u nusual ephemera
collections at the University of Cincinnati's Design, Architecture, Art and Planning
Library. Their article includes information about twelve other "weird and wonderful"
63
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ephemera collections in the U .S. and Canada as a way of showing the range of
resources collected by repositories. 56 Though helpful in exploring the range of materials
that might make their way into an artist's estate, this article does not intend to serve as
an exhaustive overview of artist ephemera.
A small number of articles have been written about the range of materials that
may be found in an arts repository. These reports point to the need for more research
into the kinds of materials that artists produce a nd keep in the creation and
dissemination of the artwork. Michael Katchen's report on the difficulties of archiving
museums' alternative media is reported in his examination of the archives of New York's
Franklin Furnace. 67 Franklin Furnace is an alternative art space that produces
exhibitions of art that utilize new and u nusual media. The institutional archive is different
from most in that it emphasizes "first-hand docu mentation" of the exhibitions, what
Katchen describes as materials that were actually used in the exhibition , as opposed to
the slides, photographs and text that are typically collected in archives. I mprovements in
online access and the pressure to add fuel to the "information highway" have convinced
the archive to bend its collection policy so as to add "secondhand" materials such as
CO-ROMs that might substitute for real performances when seen online.
Publications about Artists' Estate Planning
One of the goals of this project was to make Tennessee's repositories and its
artists aware of the value of primary art materials. It is hardly surprising that only one of
our surveyed artists felt "very knowledgeable" about estate planning: only one resource
was found in a literature survey that addressed the topic of estate pla nning for primary
materials other than art works. While there are several books, articles and Web sites
about estate planning for artists, little to no attention has been given to letters,
photographs and other primary docu ments in an artist's estate. The one published
.

.
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source that examines this topic is A Visual Artist's Guide to Estate Planning. 68 In 1 997,
the Marie Walsh Sharpe Art Foundation and the Judith Rothschild Foundation
sponsored a conference about estate planning for artists. A book, published with the
proceedings, focuses on planning for art works but is the only resource to date that also
recommends planning for primary art documents. The authors, all well-established,
nationally significant artists (Chuck Close, Philip Pearlstein and others), emphasize the
importance of artists' papers to the understanding of an artist's work and they encourage
artists to donate their primary art materials to repositories during their lifetime or in their
will. When considering where to give these materials, the authors refer to large national
repositories su ch as The Archives of American Art and The Smithsonian I nstitution,
along with a number of organizations, all but one of which are located in the northeast or
on the west coast (the University of Texas at Austin is the exception). They also
encourage artists to donate their papers to a museum if their work has been placed
there. 69
Research about How Archives Are Utilized
Reports of how archives are utilized confirm the importance that art historians,
artists, and students place on primary resources and confirm the need for additional
research in art archives. They also support the need for separating the primary art
collection from other materials. Art historians receive the lion's share of attention from
researchers, for reasons ranging from accessibility (they are working at the universities
where most researchers are based) to assumed need (art historians are generally
viewed in these articles as the primary users of original art sources). Some of the
earliest studies took place i n the 1 960s as bibliographical examinations of existing
literature ?0 Trish Rose, of the University of California, San Diego, in a 2002 report,
found that archives were the second most frequently consulted sources for art historians
(26.7%), following libraries ( 1 00%). 71 She writes, "Several of the art historians
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commented on the importance of primary resources to their research and particularly the
need to visit these resources in person."72
Studies of artists' use of archives are less consistent in methodology and tend to
focus on secondary materials. Geert-Jan Koot points to the increased demand for
primary art resources among the general public. Koot, head of the Rijksmuseum
Research Library in Amsterdam, has experienced an increase in requests from patrons
interested in continui ng education. He notes that little research has been done on the
types of questions asked by patrons of museum art libraries. 73 Joseph A. Busch and
Angela Giral reported on a related study conducted between 1 989 and 1 990 by The
Getty Art History and I nformation Program, which showed that humanities scholars tend
to search by proper name (artist or location), while science and social science
·

·

researchers typically search by subject terms. 74 But while an u ndergraduate art history
student or art history scholar may search under well-known artists' names, for the art
historian working in less fully developed areas of research , such as the art h istory of the
southern United States, this type of proper name search is less meaningfu l . When little
is known about an area of study, scholars must work first from general terminology ("art,"
"Impressionism," "painting," and so forth) in order to find the artists' names. Moreover,
this research does not take into account the reliance that art scholars place on browsing
to find material.
Research about Access in the South
Access to records reflects a belief in the value of primary documents on the part
of the holding institution. Access may be facilitated through printed or electronic finding
aids, or it may take the form of digitized materials. However, little material is available
about primary art repositories in the South and no articles have been written on
repositories in Tennessee, excluding those articles found in archive newsletters. The
literature on access to art records has been dominated in the past ten years by reports
of grant driven digitization projects. An October 200 1 survey by Susan Craig found that
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about half of 1 95 respond i ng college and university art and architecture libraries were
5
involved in digitization projects. 7
Indeed , digitization efforts have focused on larger cities with established art
trades, such as New York and Chicago, and little work has been done in regional areas
such as Tennessee. However, some states outside of America's main art centers are
working to make their primary art resources electronically accessible. A recent article in
76
the Texas Library Journal reports on the Texas Archival Resources Online ( TARO),
initiated in 1 999. The TARO project is exploring ways that the state's archives can
collaborate to make primary resources available to all citizens . Funded by the Texas
Telecommu nications Infrastructure Fund Board and organized under the Texas Digital
Library Alliance (founded in 1 997), the project's goal is to make accessible archives and
other original materials in Texas libraries. The Online Archive of California, a similar
project, is a compilation of finding aids from more than thirteen repositories that include
the Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archives and the Huntington Library, sources
rich in primary art documents ?7
A small number of reports include collections from southern repositories.
Institutions in Georgia and Virginia are among the participants in Donald Waters' 2001
report on seven online projects funded by the Mellon Foundation. 78 A brief synopsis of
each project is given from each of the participants: the Research Libraries Group, The
University of M ichigan, The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, The Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars, The University of Virginia, Emory University,
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and the Southeastern Libra

� Network, Inc. (SOLINET). 79 SOLINET, a consortium of

southeastern libraries, brings library resources together for shared training , staff
development, consu ltation, database support, digitization and volume discount
purchasing. It was the leading force in the 200 1 creation of The American South, a
database of primary resources of southern culture that contains the collections of the
Atlanta History Center, Auburn University, Emory University, Louisiana State University,
University of Florida, University of Georgia, U niversity of Kentucky and the Kentucky
Virtual Library, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, University of Tennessee at
Knoxville, and Virginia Tech. 80
Research Supporting the Ne�d for Communication with Artists
Literature about acquisition policies, Vv'h ich differ between museums, university
art libraries, and archives, addresses the need for primary art resources in an age of
dwindling acquisition and publication budgets. Susan Craig's October 200 1 survey
confirms tli at acquisition methods differ among types of art libraries, and that the weak
economy is leading to fewer exhibition publications, a factor that will negatively affect
collections i n art museum libraries, due to their reliance on exchange programs. 81 These
articles support the need for better commu nication between collecting institutions
(particularly museums) and artists. If, as these writers report, museum publications are
dwindling, then it is more important for artists to send exhibition annou ncements to
archives and to establish an understanding with a repository for the long-term housing of
primary resources in the artist's estate.
Research about Funding Patterns in Art Repositories
Studies about funding patterns and changes in the way art h istory is taught also
speak to the need for primary art resources, and the importance of this survey. Since
the early 1 990s, there has been a change in the way that art history is taught in many
79
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university programs. While previously the accepted teaching method was to study the
formal evolution of art from the earliest examples to present day, now many educators
are taking a multidisciplinary approach to art history, drawing upon resources in other
fields to show a common development pattern, both stylistically and culturally. Several
writers point out that research patterns among art historians now call for a wider range of
resources. Paul Greenhalgh described the art library as a "moving target" in his 1 994
ARLIS report because of the increased demand of multidisciplinary teaching. 82 Amy
Lucker reports that the changes in art history pedagogy have led to severe budget crises
among art libraries because art libraries are expected to offer a broader range of
materials to support a multidisciplinary teaching method . 83 These reports reconfirm the
importance of collecting policies and suggest a greater reliance on donated artist's
materials for archives associated with teaching institutions in the future.
Summary of the Research
In summary, the literature review suggests that there is a strong and growing
demand for art ephemera and other primary art materials that is being fed by digitization
projects, Internet access, and increased demand in the ephemera market from affluent
institutions. Scholars rely on visual imagery and primary documents to formally analyze
images and place them within the context of their contemporaries. At the same time, the
number of publications from galleries and museums is dwindling, and the archive
collections of museums and other repositories that rely on exchange programs are in
danger of becoming static. Most seriously affected are the materials about regional and
emerging artists, for they are less likely to be given a publication from a major exh ibiting
institution. And yet these are the materials that are more likely to be u nique in the
country's archives. It is critical for collecting institutions to actively commu nicate with
artists to establish lifelong relationships to continue to enrich art library collections. The
situation in the South is among the worst, as little funding has been given to southern
collections to make their materials accessible. These are also the least likely resources
among the nation's repositories to have literature published about their holdings.
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IV. Methodology
Repository Questionnaire
The study methodology i ncluded surveys of public and private archives, libraries,
universities and museums in Tennessee in order to ( 1 ) establish a profile of collected
visual arts resources in the state's repositories; (2) determine if designated art policy or
art funding is a necessary prerequisite for collecting primary art materials; and (3 )
assess the level of public access to primary resources in the state. The questionnaire
focused on how policy and funding affect arts collecting, but also covered basic
information about primary art holdings.
Questions were designed to add ress a number of areas of archival collecting
within the state. What level of collecting for primary art materials is found in the state's
repositories? Which types of repositories collect primary art materials? Are repositories
with large collections more likely to hold primary art materials? Are the state's
repositories interested in learning about primary art materials that might currently be held
by artists? This question was later linked with a similar question posed to artists to
determine if there was evidence of the need for greater communication between artists
and repositories based on the high level of interest on both parties.
Questions also add ressed institutional funding and policy and responses were
correlated _with answers i n other categories to determine if there was a relationship
between budget and mission and the existence of primary a rt materials. Where are the
funds for the arts concentrated? Is the existence of a budget line for primary art
materials necessary for the existence of those materials? Are institutions with large
budgets more likely to contain primary art materials? More importantly, how does a
mission statement determine the existence of a collection emphasis? Must art be
mentioned in the mission statement before a primary art collection may exist? Must it
exist in the collection policy to be in existence? Or are primary resources more likely to
come to repositories "through the back door," as part of a larger mission-related gift?
Identifying the characteristics of institutions with primary art collections allows scholars to
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more easily search for primary art collections that may not be identified in existing finding
aids as they know the kind of institution most likely to hold such materials.
The survey was also designed to determine the level of access to archival
materials in Tennessee and what factors, if any, can affect access. Do institutions with
large budgets offer more access to their resources? Is access related to the size of the
collection or to institutional mission? Where do Tennessee's repositories need to
improve their access resources? Where are we lacking in terms of access and
geography of the state? A pre-test survey questionnaire was sent to five Tennessee
repositories. In the ful l study, surveys were sent to the repositories listed in the Directory
of the TSLA and to the museums an� repositories listed in the Official Museum
Directory.
The first survey question analyzed collection focus throug h the institution's policy
priorities, art collection files, and acquisition policies. This multivariate approach was
intended to support content validity in the study. Primary art files were defined as
materials that relate to the visual arts (including painting, scu lpture, drawings, print
making and decorative art as well as less traditional media such as digital art,
installations and crafts). Architectural materials and performing arts (music, theater,
dance, etc. ) were excluded from the search. A comparison of total collection files with
primary art files was used to support construct validity of the respondent's collection
focus.
The existence of primary art files does not necessarily suggest that a collection
emphasizes art resources, as many materials find their way into repositories by
unsolicited donation. Collections with art files were therefore examined in terms of
policies, funding and access resources to determine collection emphasis. The second
survey question examined the collections' levels of public accessibility. Making
collections accessible suggests a commitment on the part of library administrators to the
art collection because of the staff time and funding needed for the creation of these
resources. Finding aids, digitization projects, devoted web sites, other publications,
exhibitions and other projects were quantified to determine this level. These variables
strengthened contentvalidity and supported the respondents' answers.
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The third question sought to identify funding levels and priorities by examining
governance, collaborative efforts, successful grant funding, and primary funding source.
This information supported the creation of a collection profile. The existence of art
funding was gathered to determine if institutions were prioritizing pri mary art collections
in their budgets. An emphasis on primary art resources was determined by the number
of files devoted to the visual arts (artist files, style, period and art work files); funding
devoted specifically to art collection and care; staff commitment to accessibility for the
collections; and the prioritization of arts materials within the collection's mission and
acquisition policy (quantified by the presence of these statements).
Overall, the three questions assessed above provided quantifiable indicators to
create a profile of collecting activity within Tennessee. For example, numbers of art files
reflected the institution's willingness to devote staff time to this area of collecting. Policy
references supported administrative commitment to the arts. The existence of art funding
substantiated collection priorities and questions about access projects defined the
methods the institutions were using to make those materials accessible. A comparison
of the totals suggested how much could be done with a range of funds. See Append ix
V I I for all archive variables.
Pretest Responses
A pre-test survey was sent to five repositories in order to test the wording of the
survey for clarity and sufficient response categories. Archives were selected to offer a
broad range of funding levels and types of collecting institutions: a private art museum, a
public history museum, a public archive, a private u niversity archive a nd a n historical
society were selected . After the surveys were completed, on-site and telephone reviews
were carried out with three of the archives to determine if they had any problems
completing the survey due to its layout or wording. Changes were determined to be
appropriate for the survey as a result of these meetings. A general description of the
overall collection was added to the survey. This was intended to help place the primary
art materials within the context of the entire collection, which it did to some extent.
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However, it also became a place where respondents who declined to participate could
explain their reasons. More information was added to the introduction about the purpose
of the survey and definitions of materials were expanded. The definition of photographs,
which had originally been limited to non-commercial images (such as photojournalism),
was expanded to i nclude all photographs. Pre-test respondents also suggested that the
option "unknown" be added to the question about the total number of art files in the
collection, as they felt that not all repositories would be able to estimate a count for this
question. The option was already available in total files, and so it was added to art files.
This was a helpful change, as 17 percent chose the "unknown" option for art file
numbers.
The biggest change to the archives survey that came from the pre-test responses
was made in the budget questions. Most respondents felt that the budget numbers were
too high and that many repositories would check the lower option, which would not give
the most accurate reading of the levels of budgets across the state. This was an
important change, as 82 percent of the responses in the survey listed budgets u nder
$500,000. The great number of budgets at the lower end of the budget range would not
have been known without the changes. Similarly, respondents felt that there needed to
be a greater range on both ends of the budget spectrum, and so these options were
changed . This, too, proved to be an i mportant change, as 94 percent of the respondents
chose the "under $1 0,000," an added category. This was informative, but it became
apparent from write-in responses of the full survey that two additional categories, "none"
and "unknown, " would have been useful here.
Responses for the responding four participants may be found in Appendix VI I I .
Pre-test responses were not included i n the actual research results. Of the five archives
contacted, four responded , but the survey sample was too small to forecast the
response rate for the larger survey. Two of the responding repositories had missions that
referred to art or were entirely about art (test 3 and test 4 ) Both were museums: one
.

was a private art museum and the other was a public history museum . These two
reported 1 52 percent more collection activity than those two institutions without art
related missions (one of which was a private u niversity archive and the other was a
public archive). They had more art files (each had over 250 files) as compared with
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institutions without art-related missions (only one noted the presence of art files and that
was fewer than 1 0 in number). They were also more likely to have separate areas for
their art files.
In terms of access to the collections, the institutions with art-related missions
were especially strong. Both of the institutions with art-related missions had finding aids
for the entire collection, while only one of the two institutions without art-related missions
had materials accessible through finding aids. The same was true in terms of digitization
of the collection, which only the museums had pursued. They were a lso the
only institutions with publications (21 catalogs, two websites, and 1 6 brochures). The
numbers of projects in the museums also greatly exceeded that of the institutions
without art-related missions, with the latter noting three exhibitions and one lecture. The
museums reported 53 exhibitions, 200 lectures, 30 symposia and 1 30 0 tours. The Test
3 respondent listed "many" under tours, and so that reference was not counted among
the totals. While one would expect that museums would outdistance u niversities and
libraries with exhibition numbers and tour num bers, the volume of lectures and symposia
give the institutions with art-related missions a 230 percent advantage over the
institutions without an art-related mission.
Operating budgets for the two institutions with art-related missions were much
greater than those of the institutions without art-related missions. Art budgets were also
significantly higher in the institutions with art-related missions, as we would expect to
find in museums, where art is often a central focus of the exhibition program. In
summary, the institutions with art-related missions were more likely t o contain separate
art files, and they were more likely to have created publications, projects and online
resources for their collections. Similarly, these institutions were most l i kely to have
budgets devoted to the arts than those institutions without art-related m issions.
The pre-test phase proved to be useful as a refining tool for the actual research
questionnaire. While the sample was too small to . predict results for the project, results
showed that art museums, as might be expected , were likely to hold large collections of
vertical files with primary art resou rces. Budgets were higher for art museums and
access was greater than that of non-art museu ms.
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Artist Questionnaire
A sample of 63 artists residing in Tennessee, drawn from 21 responding arts
councils across the state, was surveyed to determine (1 ) the types of materials that
artists collect; (2) what artists are planning to do with their records; and (3) how
knowledgeable they are regarding available alternatives and legal or taxation issues that
could affect their donation. What types of materials do the state's artists generate? How
many artists have considered donating materials to local or state repositories? Are the
state's a rtists interested in learning more about repositories and estate planning? At the
conclusion of the study, contact information for collecting repositories was sent to
interested artists. The response rate was too small (29 percent) to provide a valid
estimate of the collections. Responses suggest a number of reasons for the low
response rate: confusion on the part of the artist about the purpose of the questionnaire;
the reliance on U.S. mail, which tends to produce fewer responses; and modesty on the
part of the artists that their estate is of historical significance, which, though not asked of
the artists, was clearly a question that was generated by the request. Results do
suggest the need for greater research in this area. They also support the need for
greater communications between archives and artists. See Appendix IX for all artist
variables.
Artists' Pre-Test Survey
Respondents were chosen for the artists' pretest survey to provide a range of
types of a rt materials, so as to address the collecting areas listed on the survey:
painting, drawing, mixed media, sculpture, crafts and photography were represented by
the selected artists. Four of the five surveys were returned with responses. Again, this
sample was too small to project the response rates of the full survey. I nterviews with
three of the respondents conducted after the survey was completed led to the addition of
one material type (digital materials) and the addition of options of repository types u nder
consideration for donation. Added to the survey were state options (state archive, state
arts agency, and state museum) and international options (international archive, arts
agency, international museum). These were added to the survey before the pre-test
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period was completed, so some of the later pre-test artists marked these options. These
proved to be helpful options, as 28 percent of the full survey chose the state museum
option (possibly due to the strength of outreach efforts on the part of Tennessee's state
museum) and .1 1 percent in the full survey chose "international arts agency." Digital
materials were also selected by 50 percent of the respondents in the full survey.
Artists' responses in the pre-test phase showed a strong interest in collecting
materials about their artwork. All four respondents collected sketches and photographs
relating to their preparatory studies, written records, exhibition catalogs and newspaper
clippings. Half of the respondents had considered donating their materials (although one
admitted that he or she had .not thought about it extensively). One respondent, who
noted , "I 'm note sure anyone would want them ," reflected a common theme of the artists
responding in the larger survey.
None of the artists had chosen a repository and three-fourths of the respondents
reported that they had no information about repositories. Three-fourths of the
respondents felt they had only some knowledge of estate planning. Three respondents
asked for more information about repositories (one did not respond to the question ) .
. The pre-test results show that there was interest in collecting among artists and,
when compared with the pre-test archives responses, there did appear to be a lack of
communication between repositories and artists. Artists seemed to be interested in
finding a good location for their papers but they were unsure if there was any interest on
the part of the repositories to take their materials. For the complete responses, see
Appendix X.
Description of Overall App roach
Questionnaires (see Appendix I I) containing five to six questions for each of three
variables were sent to a purposive or judgmental sampling of five local collections
managers and questionnaires (see Appendix VI) with four questions were sent to five
artists for pre-testing in the spring of 2004. The pre-testing number was limited due to
financial and time constraints affecting this self-fu nded study. Responses were
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examined to determine if the questionnaires should be revised in order to clarify
meaning or ease completion. Archives funding categories were expanded to offer more
low-end choices and an "unknown" option was added for file numbers and policy
questions. Artists were given state and international options for repositories. Follow-up
telephone and on-site interviews were performed with three repositories and th ree artists
to gather sufficient information to refine the questionnaire's design.
I nformation about the Web-based questionnaires was then emailed to the
collections managers in public and private libraries, public and private archives, and
museums in the late spring of 2004. Institutions without Internet access received mailed
questionnaires. The survey group was drawn from two sources: ( 1 ) the lists of 1 44
public libraries and private repositories in the state of Tennessee listed with the
Tennessee State Library and Archives (2) a nd the American Association of Museums'
Official Museum Directory, drawing on all 1 22 of the state's museums. Total
questionnaires distributed for the survey were 246, excluding duplicate listings. All 21 1
non-responding institutions were re-contacted by email or U.S. post and 43 were
contacted three times.
Emails to 66 county arts councils were sent in fall 2004 to request three possible
respondents from each area of the state. A second request was sent to the 55 arts
councils who did not respond to the initial request; a third request was sent to 25
councils and telephone calls were also made to 50 non-responding councils. Artist
surveys were distributed in late fall to the artists generated from letters sent to the state's
local arts agencies. Thirty-one non-responding artists were telephoned . As responses
to both questionnaires were received , they were tallied on a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet
for later analysis.
Details of the Research Design and Measurement Procedures
The key variables outlined in the introduction have been selected to provide a
multivariate approach to the issue of collecting emphasis among surveyed institutions.
Wherever possible, they have been operationalized to make them both exhaustive and
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mutually exclusive. 84 I n most cases , each respondent should have found one and only
one response that was appropriate. Variables were primarily ratio measu res (funding
intervals and numbers of files, for example), considered the highest level of
5
measurement, 8 although some ordinal measures (as in the answers for the policy
question) were also used. Questions were closed-ended , so that each question was
followed by a number of answers. Respondents were instructed to mark the box or
boxes of the best answer to each question. Additional instruction was provided at the top
of the questionnaire to explain (briefly) the purpose and use of the survey. The
questionnaire took the form of a Web-based document whenever possible.
The presence of art .c ollection files, a dependent variable quantified by the
number of files devoted to the visual arts, was determined by ranking, from none
(ranking 0) to under 1 0 (ranking 1 ); under 50 (ranking 2); under 1 00 (ranking 3); u nder
250 (ranking 4 ); over 250 (ranking 5). "Unknown" responses were also ranked zero. 86
Numbers of files in the entire collection were ranked in a similar fashion.
The prioritization of arts materials at the institution was also determined by the
degree to which arts materials were emphasized within the institutional policies and
mission. This was considered our independent variable, based on the reasoning that
theory precedes application. A range was established from being devoted entirely to the
·

arts (ranking 2) to having a separate section devoted to the arts (ranking 1 ) to no
mention of the arts in the mission or policy (ranking 0). Institutions with no collection
mission or acquisition policy were able to note that also (ranking 0). This system created
an ordinal measure, since it only determined if the institution had a total , partial or no
emphasis on the arts. One organization might have had one reference to the arts in
their collecting policy, while another might have devoted half of its document to the a rts
7
and each was ranked one. 8 It would have been difficult to weight this answer, requiring
a copy of all policies i n order to analyze the significance of the arts policies in relation to
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other policies. Requesting the other policies would probably have deterred some
respondents from returning their questionnaires, limiting the validity of the results.
The degree of accessibility, a second dependent variable, was also used to
determine collection emphasis, as the evidence of a finding aid or exhibition suggests
that administration is willing to commit staff time to these endeavors. Rates were
established by the presence of finding aids (ranking 2 for finding aids for the entire
collection; rank 1 for finding aids for part of the collection and rank 0 for no finding aids)
and other printed resources (ranking 1 point for each publication in the form of
brochures, flyers and catalogs), online resources (ranking 1 point for online resources
and 0 for none), and interpretive projects available (ranking 1 point for each project,
including lectures, symposia, tours and exhibitions) about the collections.
Ideally, funding, our third dependent variable, would be determ ined by asking the
respondents to submit their precise arts budgets. But this approach has at least one
serious problem: many staff members do not know exact funding num be rs and the
difficulty of finding the information might lead to a lower response rate. For this reason,
funding resources were determined by ranking the revenue stream for o perational art
collecting expenses and sources for project funding, including grants and collaborative
projects. Institutions with annual allocations for arts collections above $ 1 , 000,000 were
ranked 5; $500,000 to $ 1 , 000,000 were ranked 4; those $ 1 00,000 to $500,000 were
ranked 3; those with budgets of $ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000 were ranked 2; and budgets of
under $1 0,000 were ran ked 1 (total budget figures were requested in a similar fashion,
.

using similar ranking). I nstitutions were also ranked by gra nts awarded ( 1 point per
award) and collaborative p rojects (1 point per collaboration) . This ranking method
provided an ordinal measurement, as the system was not based on dollar amounts but
on numbers of projects. H owever, higher numbers suggested that those institutions
have more stable revenue streams and were making greater efforts to d evelop outside
funding resources.88
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Our goal was to obtain a 35 percent return on the mailed questionnaires.
However, results of 25 percent or greater were considered adequate for a reliable
analysis. 89 Reliability was also strengthened by a comparison of types of repositories
that returned their surveys unanswered with those who completed the survey. Results
showed that there was no predominant type of repository that chose to decline or
participate (see Appendix XI and XI I ).
The artist questionnaire was tallied for types of documents created by the artists,
so as to determine the most typical needs for archives. Responses to estate planning
were given a 0 for "not considered ," 1 for "have considered but have no information," and
2 for those who had specific ideas about where they wanted their materials to be
deposited. Responses to question four concerning knowledge of arch ives were assigned
a 0 for "no knowledge;" 1 for "some knowledge;" and 2 for "very knowledgeable."
Description of Field Procedures
When the researcher performed the limited number of pre-testing studies, she
called the respondent to schedule an appointment for the interview. During the
interview, the researcher explained the purpose of the survey and asked the respondent
about problems or confusion that may have occurred when he or she completed the
survey. Were there areas of the su rvey that were ambiguous in meaning? Were there
answers that they felt should be included in the survey? These responses were used to
refine the design of the questionnaire before sending it to the full list.
Analysis
This study used a variable-oriented analysis, looking for a partial explanation
based on a small number of variables. 90 Logically, there may be other reasons for an art
emphasis in a collection: serendipity can play a role in collections when, for example, a
major gift is offered to an institution. This type of activity can even change institutional
acquisition policies. With little or no previous research on this topic, the variable-oriented
89
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method formed a basis for future studies. This form of content analysis was also chosen
because of time and funding limitations.
Questionnaires were coded for manifest content using standardized responses,
which added to the study's reliability and specificity. 9 1 Scores were tabulated into a n
index, but then scales were created to interpret the necessity of the independent variable
for art collecting emphasis. The independent variable, the presence of a m ission
statement that addresses the visual arts, was the antecedent control variable in the
elaboration paradigm, a system designed to produce results that may be replicated . This
allowed us to determine, using the elaboration model, if the presence of an art-related
mission was necessary for the existence of an emphasis on the arts.
The artist questionnaire was tabulated to determine the types of materials most
likely to be found in the collections of Tennessee artists. This provided useful
information to state archives with an interest in preserving primary resources in the
visual arts. It also provided insight as to how important these materials are to
Tennessee's artists. Together, the two questions addressed the need for primary art
collection in Tennessee. Perhaps as important, the survey offered information to artists
who had an interest in learning more about estate planning and repositories in the state.
The study analysis concluded with an evaluation of the results based on the
above-mentioned activities, using the manifest content tabulations along with the latent
content results to support the theories expressed. Suggestions for areas of further
research were also listed . The study was completed in the fall of 2004, allowing for six
months from the pre-testing phase in spring 2004. Questionnaires were mailed in the
late spring of that year and tabulation and analysis was made over the summer and fall
of 2004. The project was funded with a total expense of $904.93, which i ncluded costs
for six pre-test interviews (only local archives and artists were visited on-site, requiring
one tank of gasoline

=

$25), correspondence (41 letters at $0.60 each for arts council

with $0.37 posted return envelopes, 48 artist letters at $0.60 each with $0.37 posted
return envelopes, and 1 53 letters sent at $0.83 each for archive letters and $0.37 each
for return envelopes), telephone charges ( 1 2 months x $30
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=

$360), and office

expenses, such as computer paper, ink cartridges (3 reams of paper and 3 ink cartridges
= $200), and labels ($50).
The solicitation letter was an important part of the questionnaire , as it contained
the purpose of the survey and the names of institutions supporting the project. Since
this project was com pleted by correspondence, the letter also contained definitions of art
and primary resources to guide the respondent in answering the questions. This was an
important element of the survey design , as terminology in art and arch ival work can be
technical as well as subjective.
Definitions: Primary Materials
Art archives collect primary materials that document the history of the arts. The
Archives of American art (established in 1 954 ), one of the most important art repositories
in the world, has as a mission the "collection, preservation, and study of papers and
other primary records of the history of the visual a rts in the United States."92 Primary
materials are those documents that contain a person's original thoughts. Gerd
Muehsam defines primary materials as "docu ments or other written information dating
from the artist's own time or from the period in which a particular work of a rt was
produced."93 Each definition carries with it the idea of immediacy and of the artist's
direct connection· to the document. In the case of artists' records, these thoughts may be
conveyed in either of two broad formats: as the artist's words, in letters, interviews and
.

statements; or as the artist's images, in finished art works and preparatory materials,
4
such as sketches and maquettes.9
However, other relevant primary materials exist in the art world, which come from
sources associated with artists. And so Muehsam defines primary docu ments in three
groups: those writings produced by the artist (these he breaks down into
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Liza Kurwin. "Introduction." The Papers of Latino & Latin American Artists. Archives of
American Art. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution).
93 Gerd Muehsam. "Primary Sources. " Guide to Basic Information Sources in the Visual Arts
(Santa Barbara, C A: Jeffrey Norton Publishers/ABC-CLIO, 1978): 27.
94 Jack Robertson. "The Exhibition Catalog as Source of Artists' Primary Documents." Art
Libraries Journal v 14 no 2 (1989): 32.
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autobiographical statements, as found in letters and journals; theoretical or critical texts;
prose and poetry; and artists' philosophical statements); archival material that
documents art and artists (records, contracts, etc.); and contemporary reports by people
5
other than the artist. 9 In comparison, Lois Swan Jones offers an even broader
definition of archival material, grouping Muehsam's three categories into one
("collections of unique papers and letters relating to the past history of a person, family,
firm, institution, or association") and adding two other categories: original works of art
and photographic reproductions of art works. 96 Swan's more flexible defin ition was used
in this paper, to allow for examples of written and visual documents by artists and by
persons within each artist's community to be considered examples of primary resources.
Definitions: Artists
An artist uses art media, found objects, or other permanent or transient media to
create works that are valued and evaluated based on formal aesthetic qualities. 97
Tennessee arts councils were solicited for the names of three artists to contact. They
were asked to select artists whose materials they would like to see preserved in their
local repositories. They were also asked to consider whose materials would be of use to
local or national art scholars and which might be most important to Tennessee's history.
Traditionally, fine arts are differentiated from crafts by their functionality,
particularly by art historians. However, The Archives of American Art contains "records
of American painters, sculptors, craftspeople, collectors, and dealers, as well as those of
critics, historians, curators, societies, and institutions concerned with art i n America."98
Additionally, crafts are especially important in the evolution of Tennessee's culture. For
these reasons, both fine and craft artists were included in this survey. For the purposes
of this paper, painters, sculptors, craftspeople, and artists working in alternative media
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Muehsam: 27.
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(film, audio and installation artists) were g rouped under the term "artist." By medium,
this included artists who work in:
•

Painting in oil, acrylic, watercolor and gouache or less traditional solutions such
as earthen pigment in oil as might be used by an untrained artist

•

Drawing in charcoal , pencil, pastel or marker

•

Printing in etching, aquatint, engraving, serigraph, woodcut and linocut,
monograph (not photomechanical reproduction)

•

Photography i n color and black and white

•

Sculpture in clay, marble, iron and steel , as wel l as alternative media

•

Video art and computer-generated art

•

Installation art and mixed media

•

Craft in textiles, clay, wood , glass and mixed media

Definitions: Document Types
Lois Swan Jones notes two standard methods for storing a rchival records within
European and North American a rt libraries: microform-reproduced records, as one would
find at The National Gallery of Art or The J. Paul Getty Museu m , and "clip-and-save"
files, the more common format for smaller institutions. 99 The Archives of American Art
lists letters, journals, scrapbooks, sketches and sketch books, photographs, oral
histories, business records, art periodicals and exhibition catalogs along with other
documents among its fourteen million items.100 Artists, other a rt professionals, and art
organizations create these and many other types of records in the creation,
interpretation, and d issemination of art.
Artists produce a number of by-products when creating their art works. Many of
these materials provide art historians with a greater understanding of how, when, where,
and why the art was made. Some materials relate very specifically to the creation of one
99 Lois Swan

Jones. Art Information on the Internet: How to Find It, How to Use lt. (Phoenix: Oryx
Press, 1 998): 21 .
100
"Overview." The Collections at the Archives of American Art. Archives of American Art.
(Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution). [web page]. Available online at URL:
http://artarchives.si.edu/collectn. htm. Accessed 25 May 2003.
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work (sketches, interviews, maquettes, preparatory photographs, and notes) while
others are part of the artist's personal l ife (letters, journals, and videos) and may speak
to the artist's oeuvre. Some items are created by the artist and provide his or her
personal insights Oournals, letters, and notes), while others are produced by other
individuals in response to direct contact with the artist or his or her work (newspaper
articles, films, oral histories, and letters) and can tell us how contemporary journalists,
curators or artist agents viewed the artist's creation.
Similarly, other art professionals (critics, historians, and curators) and art
organizations (societies, associations, galleries, and museu ms) create volumes of
materials during their lifetimes. Critical evaluations of art work tell us how critics and
museum curators responded to an artist's work during his or her lifetime: how the works
were grouped stylistically; who were the artist's associates; how the public responded to
,the artist's work; and much more. The records of art associations show another side of
the artisLhow he or, she i nteracted with peers.
The business of art also resu lts in the creation of primary resources that have
value to the art scholar. Galleries, agents, and reporters create such documents as
exhibition catalogs, press releases, newspaper clippings, pamphlets and brochures,
inventory records, bills, correspondence, slides and transparencies, exhibition
documentation, post cards, resumes and auction catalogs that may be found in art
vertical files or on the shelves of art libraries.
Specific examples include:
•

Drawings
Drawings are an integral part of many artists' work, particularly that of certain

watercolor artists and sculptors. Many artists work in their studios from drawings
created on site. These drawings often contain notations by the artist that refer to
colors, dates completed, light direction, and other relevant information. Artists
working before World War I I were often trained to work from sketch to finished art
work; painters were encouraged by the major art schools in America and Europe to
use a T-square device to transfer a final sketch to canvas so as to exactly reproduce
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. .

the proportions of the original drawing. Drawings can tell viewers how the artist's
vision changed from his or her initial layout to the final version. Drawings may also
take the form of school work or other early studies that give the viewer insight into
the artist's technical progression.
•

Photography
Photography can be an actual art work; an historical document; a family record; a

study for a final work; or a publicity image. Photography was first employed as a
method of documentation. Examples include the work of Lewis Hine ( 1 874-1 940),
who documented child labor in Tennessee in the first decade of the twentieth century
and Ben Shahn ( 1 899-1 969) who was hired by the Farm Security Administration to
document living conditions in Tennessee in the 1 930s. These photographs later
came to be viewed by the public as having artistic value beyond their documentary
function. Contemporary artists often use photography to capture a fleeting moment
. . , and .then reproduce the image or an altered version of the image on canvas.
.

. •,

Photographs are also taken for publicity purposes or they may be exhibition
installation photographs. Family photographs may also be included in this category,
as may other photographs found among associations and professionals' records.
Photographs originally taken for one reason may be used by researchers for
another purpose. The University of the South at Sewanee, Tennessee, Jessie Ball
duPont Library holds photographs of painter Johannes Adam Simon Oertel ( 1 8231 909), who spent much of his later life at the University. Cheekwood Museum of Art
recently used a publicity photograph from the Sewanee archives showing the artist
with recently completed paintings to date and identify the artist's work.
•

·

Maquettes
Like drawings and photographs, maquettes or models are the preliminary studies

for finished sculpture and paintings. Because they are often made of clay,
maquettes are particularly fragile and often are lost or destroyed . The Regionalist
painter and teacher Thomas Hart Benton ( 1 889-1 975) used maquettes to create his
large murals, which contain biomorphic, twisting figures and must be planned in
three-dimensions to make sense in two-dimensions. Benton typically destroyed his
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maquettes and drawings after a project was completed, but died before he could do
so while painting his last mural, The Sources of Country Music, housed at the
Country Music Hall of Fame in Nashville, Tennessee. The archives for the Country
Music Hall of Fame contain all of the preparatory materials for the mural and, as
such , are a rare collection that gives art h istorians greater insight into Benton's
working method .
•

Other preparatory materials
Occasionally, archives will contain three-dimensional objects such as artist

palettes, brushes, and other studio contents that could be included in this category.
•

Journals, diaries, and other manuscripts
Some artists use notebooks to record their thoughts as they produce art works.

For example, Hamlett Dobbins (b. 1 970), a contemporary artist working in Memphis,
Tennessee, keeps copious records of his progress along with paint samples and
drawings. When the work is historical in nature, some artists will research their
subject, making notes in journals, and others have even interviewed people
connected with their subjects. These materials have great value to art historians in
their interpretation of the work. Many artists keep journals or diaries during their
lifetimes and these personal records offer a unique insight that is rarely achieved
during interviews. Journals can also give art historians a view into what life was like
for artists in a specific place and time.
The Calvin M. McClung Historical Collection in the Knoxville Public Library holds
the journals of Eleanor McAdoo Wiley ( 1 876- 1 977). Wiley's daily entries tell of the
struggle to survive as an artist in Knoxville, Tennessee, in the 1 940s. Journals can
also tell us when certain works were com pleted; identify models and locations; and
tell us how much was charged for the art works. Conversely, some artists find their
inspiration in other people's journals. Pikeville, Tennessee, resident Andrew Saftel
(b. 1 959) studies eighteenth and nineteenth century journals and often incorporates
script from the journals in his painted canvases. Contemporary artists may keep
weblogs, which may be added to by their patrons and associates. Curators and
critics often keep notebooks that help them to evaluate art work. Manuscripts are
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included in this category (for example, artists such as Brentwood , Tennessee
resident Paul Harmon have written books and the preliminary manuscripts may have
been preserved); as are minutes of art clubs (such as the minutes of the Nashville
Art Association (established 1 883) that are housed at Cheekwood Museum of Art in
Nashville, Tennessee).
•

Correspondence
Letters and electronic correspondence are helpful tools in determining artists'

thoughts and issues relevant to their work. Electronic correspondence is radically
changing the collection of correspondence in repositories. It has led to a reduction in
the number of mailed lett.e rs but has precipitated an increase in correspondence in
general. However, few artists preserve their electronic messages and many may be
lost. Artist correspondence may occur between: ( 1 ) artists; (2) an artist and dealer;
(3) an a rtist and a friend; (4) an artist and family members; (5) a dealer and art
collectors; (6) an artist's family members: (7) an artist and art professionals or art
. critics; (8) an artist's friends or between (9) an artist and a patron . Each type of
correspondence alludes to the artist's different relationships and offers different
information to the art historian. Dealer correspondence can be particularly useful in
determining art provenance or its owner history; the work's changing market value;
exhibition histories; and the artist's relationship with the dealer. Very useful
information may sometimes be obtained from artists' personal correspondence,
where he or she may feel comfortable to tell a family member or friend private
opinions about their life and work. Correspondence may also include u nique artist
greeting cards; loan forms; and deeds of gift. Nashville, Tennessee's Cumberland
Art Gallery has sponsored the creation of artist holiday cards for a number of years.
Art organization and professional correspondence may contain letters to artists along
with other correspondence that leads to the evaluation of an artist's career.
•

Ephemera
The Library of Congress describes ephemera as "transient everyday items,

usually printed on paper, that are manufactured for a specific limited use, then often
discarded . [It] includes everyday items that are meant to be saved, as least for
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awhile, such as keepsakes and stock certificates."101 It often is considered by
scholars and information specialists as "the chaff'102 of the art files. But ephemera,
more than many other forms of primary resources, can give a reader a view to how
the art work was understood at the time of its production. Ephemera are particularly
useful in placing lesser-known artists in context with their better-known peers.103 This
group of items represents a range of two-dimensional materials that are part of the
artist's effects. Items include: art association scrapbooks; news clippings that may
also be kept in scrapbooks; exhibition invitations and posters; exhibition catalogs of
104
less than twenty-four pages
and pamphlets; awards and certificates.
•

Audio, video, and multimedia materials
These materials may include artists' oral histories, documentary videos or even

home movies.
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V. Results ·
Archives Survey
Surveys were sent to 246 u nique repositories in the testing phase. Of that
number, 36 percent (89) responded but only 26 percent (65) completed the survey; the
other 24 respondents declined to complete the survey. Reasons cited by those who did
not complete the survey were:
•

that they did not feel that the survey was applicable to their institution (79
percent);

•

they did not have the time to complete the survey ( 1 3 percent);

•

· poor health (four percent)

•

and other (four percent).

See Appendix X I I I for specific responses. Repository names and locations have been
deleted to allow respondents to remain anonymous. The group of non-respondents (see
Appendix XI) was composed of public archives (42 percent), public libraries ( 1 3 percent),
private museums (29 percent), and private archives (1 7 percent). Respondents to the
survey (see Appendix XIV) were more likely to be public museums ( 1 9 percent), public
libraries (1 8 percent), and private museums ( 1 6 percent). Generally, responses were
lowest among u niversities and private libraries, although representatives of all types of
institutions were represented among respondents. The lower response rate for
universities and private libraries may be due to the feeling that the survey was not
applicable to their institutions or it could be that there are fewer of those types of
institutions- in the state. The 65 responses gave us a response rate of 26 percent, which
was low but within the range of response percentages to qualify as acceptable u nder our
conditions. Appendix XIV contains the responses of all of the archives.
The large number of responses citing lack of applicability suggested that
respondents were unclear about the survey's purpose. Seventeen percent (four) of the
respondents citing this issue referred specifically to art works as opposed to primary
resources. This confusion did · not show up in the pre-test survey. While primary
resources in the visual arts were clearly defined within the request for submissio n , the
survey failed to make the point to some potential respondents. This suggests that the
survey may have been disregarded by repositories with art-related primary resources.
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For this reason, the numbers reported for art files should be considered a low estimate
of the rich resources held by Tennessee's repositories.
Estimating the Amount of Art-Related Resources in Tennessee's Repositories
The first set of questions asked respondents about the existence, n umber and
kind of vertical files in their institutions (see Appendix XIV for full results). Numbers of
total files were requested to determine the amount of art files in relation to the entire
collection. While ARLIS/NA's 1 985 national survey reported only three percent of art
5
libraries maintaining vertical files,10 the numbers for Tennessee's repositories proved to
be much higher. The survey respor:'ses showed that 71 percent of the responding
institutions maintain vertical files. Of those institutions 49 percent contain materials
about the visual arts and 28 percent keep those art files in a separate location. These
numbers suggest that there is a wealth of material about the visual arts in the state's
repositories (49 percent of the repositories feel that they have some materials in this
area), particularly when we consider that several of the possible respondents were
confused by the survey and declined to participate. It far exceeds the pre-survey
estimate of 31 percent made from the repository descriptions in the Official Museum
Directory and the TSLA's Directory.
Responses to the questions about numbers of vertical files showed that 1 8
percent cannot estimate the number of files in their collections. Approximately one
fourth of the respondents had no vertical files (29 percent), or had fewer than 500
vertical files (27 percent) or more than 500 vertical files (26 percent). Responses to
questions concerning institutional mission and acquisition policies showed that 82
percent of the respondents had missions, although only eight percent refer to art. On a
similar note, 79 percent of the repositories had acquisition policies, though only 1 2
percent of those policies referred to art.
I n regards to access to collections, Tennessee's repositories earned their best
marks i n finding aids (47 percent had aids for some or all of the collection) and projects
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(45 percent had produced a project about the collection in the last ten years in the form
of an exhibit, lecture, symposium or tour). Weakest responses were found in research
conducted about the collections (only 1 1 percent had produced a catalog, brochure or
Website about the collections), online presence (1 3 percent), and digitization (1 5 percent
had digitized some or all of the collections).
The i nstitutional types of the response group were largest for a rchives (27
percent) and museums (35 percent), the two largest groups in the solicitation sample.
Repositories showed a strong interest in g rant funding , with 74 percent of the
respondents having applied for grant fund ing in the last 1 0 years. Hig hest award rates
were found among private foundations (52 percent) and state funding (50 percent),
although 41 percent of respondents also generated federal fund ing awards. General
operating funds tended to come from "other" sources (58 percent), followed distantly by
city ( 1 9 percent}, federal ( 1 4 percent), memberships ( 1 3 percent) and, lastly, state
funding (five percent). Funding levels were strongest in the middle to lower range of our
survey choices: 32 percent of respondents had operating budgets of less that $1 0,000
and 55 percent had annual budgets under $ 1 00 ,000. Only 1 9 percent had annual
operating budgets of $500 , 000 or more. Art budgets were smaller still: 94 percent of
respondents had a rt-dedicated funds of less than $ 1 0,000. There was also strong
interest shown in collaborating with sister institutions: 65 percent of respondents had
done so in the last ten years.
A total of 30 respondents (49 percent) noted the presence of art-related vertical
files in their collections, but of that number, over one-third (1 1 ) could not estimate the
number of such files and one-fourth (nine) were unable to estimate a count for all of their
vertical files. The remaining two-thirds were fairly evenly divided between those with
less than 1 00 files (33 percent) and those with more than 1 00 files (27 percent).

If we

compare the total collection file numbers of all respondents (see Appendix XIV) with
those with art files (see Appendix XXXI I I ), we find that art files frequently are found in
larger collections: i n the general survey, 25 percent of collections contained over 500
vertical files, while 37 percent of the institutions with art files had total collections of over
500 vertical files. Repositories with art files frequently maintain those files in separate
locations (60 percent).
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Repositories with art files were more likely than their peers in the full survey to
refer to art in their missions ( 1 3 percent as compared with eight percent in the full group)
and twice as likely to refer to art in their acquisition policies (26 percent versus 1 3
percent of the full group).
In regards to access to collections, repositories with art files have more finding
aids (66 percent as compared with 47 percent in the larger group), more interpretive
projects about the col lections (50 percent versus 45 percent of the larger group), have
conducted more research on the collections ( 1 7 percent versus 1 1 percent), have an
online presence ( 1 4 percent versus1 3 percent) and are more likely to have some or all of
their collections digitized ( 1 7 percent as compared to1 5 percent in the full group).
Art files frequently are found in public institutions (69 percent). Highest
responses for art files were found among museums (33 percent), archives (28 percent),
and libraries (26 percent). What becomes clear when we look at a bar chart comparing
solicited repositories, responding repositories, and those with art files (see Appendix
XVI ) is that while the responses for art files were higher in museums, the num bers of
libraries and universities with art files is notably higher than would be expected based on
the profile of institutions in the original sample. For example, based on the institutional
titles, the sample was estimated to contain 1 9 percent libraries, but 26 percent of the
respondents with art files were libraries. Conversely, we estimated that 43 percent of
the original sample was museums, but only 33 percent of the art file responses came
from museums. Based on these result s we may conclude that museums were less likely
to respond to the survey solicitation.
Responses show that repositories with art files have higher funding levels than
the larger group. Twenty-one percent of repositories with art files have budgets under
$ 1 0,000 as compared with the 32 percent of the whole group. Numbers become closer
when comparing repositories with budgets of $1 00,000 or less: 53 percent of
repositories with art files have budgets of $1 00,000 or less as compared with 55 percent
of the full group. At the upper end, the repositories with art files again dominate: 24
percent have budgets over $500,000 as compared with 1 9 percent of the full survey.
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Numbers for art budgets are small for both groups: 96 percent of the repositories with a rt
files are under $ 1 0,000 as com pared with 94% of all respondents. Applications for
grants were down slightly from the number for the full group (74 percent versus 70
percent of repositories with art files). As with the full group, awards came most
frequently from private foundations and state funding (each awarded grants to 58
percent of the repositories with art files).
Those collections that maintain separate vertical files for the visual arts are
characterized as generally larger than that of the average respondent. Fifty-six percent
of repositories reporting separate art files had collections of over 500 vertical files.
Twenty-two percent noted more than 1 00 vertical files (see Appendix XV). This
compares with the mean of all respondents, 39 percent of which had over 500 files and
only 1 3 percent of which had over 1 000 files. This would suggest that separate art files
tend to be found in larger collections.

· '

Based on the responses, separate art files tend to be found in museums and
libraries. Thirty.-five percent are found in public and private museums and 30 percent
are fou nd i n public and private libraries. Smaller numbers of archives ( 1 3 percent) and
universities (nine percent) hold separate files for primary visual art materials.
If we look at Appendix XVI I , which lists the counties of repositories noting
separate art files, we find that 1 7 percent are in Knox County, which has the largest city
in East Tennessee ( Knoxville}, 28 percent are in Davidson County, which has the largest
city in M iddle Tennessee (Nashville), and 1 1 percent are in Shelby County, which has
the largest city in the West Tennessee (Memphis). These three counties are the only
areas with more than one positive response to the question of separate art files. These
findings suggest that art collections tend to be found in larger cities. If we expand the
range to include all repositories that identified art materials in their collections (see
Appendix XVI I I), we find that Knox County contains 33 percent of the arts materials in
reporting institutions in East Tennessee, Shelby County contains 67 percent of the a rts
materials of i nstitutions reporting i n West Tennessee, and Davidson County contains 53
percent of the arts materials for responding institutions in Midd le Tennessee. Based on
these results, we may conclude that repositories with primary art resources tend to found
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in larger cities, as Knox, Shelby and Davidson counties contain the largest cities in
Tennessee.
Repository responses were ranked as described in the methodology chapter and
mean ranks were determined for each question, so as to compare the repositories (see
Appendix XIX and XX).
Mission Statements and Acquisitions Policies
Also included in this first set of questions was the independent variable, the
existence of a mission that refers to art, and a question asking for references to art in the
institution's col lecting policy (see Appendix XIV). Here we found that of the responding
institutions that have a mission statement (74 percent), 90 percent do not refer to art.
Only five institutions, a total of eight percent, have missions that include art. This
suggests another reason for the lack of knowledge of art-related resources identified in
the previous q uestions: art i s not identified a s a part of the institutional mission.
Even more institutions (20 percent) reported that they had no written acquisition
policy. Of the 49 (75 percent) responding institutions with collection policies, 1 2 percent
(eight) made reference to art resources. These numbers support the hypothesis that
there is little emphasis on art withi n the state's collecting institutions, particularly in the
institutional policies.
Responses of Repositories with Art-Related Missions
When we examine the five institutions with art-related missions, we find that they
frequently have art files in their collections (80 percent as opposed to 49 percent of all
responding institutions}, and are far more likely to be able to estimate both file n umbers
(80 percent) than the group of all responding institutions ( 1 7 percent). They are less
likely to file their art materials with their other collections (40 percent file separately
versus the 28 percent of the entire responding list), and so their art materials are easier
to access (see Appendix XXI).
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All institutions with art-related missions have a written mission statement (1 00
percent versus 74 percent for all respondents), but they are also likely to have a written
acquisition policy (1 00 percent of those who responded to the question versus 79
percent of the entire responding group).
We found greater access to resources in institutions with art-related missions.
Sixty percent of these institutions have finding aids for some or all of the collection
versus 47 percent of respondents in general. The art-related institutions were also more
likely to have produced a project about the collections (60 percent versus 45 percent).
Publications and digitization projects were less frequently noted among institutions with
art collections. Only 20 percent had conducted research on the collections (still larger
than the reported 1 1 percent of the entire respondent group). I nterestingly, none had
digitized their resources ( 1 5 percent had digitized in the entire respondent group). None
of the institutions with art-related missions had materials online, through 1 3 percent of
the respondents in the full group did report onl ine activity. These numbers might also be
low due to the nature of the survey question: respondents were asked about publications
about the primary resource collections, not their art collections. However, it is clear that
institutions with art-related missions are exceeding the access options of Tennessee's
archives in every area except digitization.
Institutions with art-related missions were far more likely to be museums (57
percent) than those in the general respondent group (35 percent). Their primary sources
of funding were spread out among the choices, with only "city funding" receiving no vote.
Operating budgets were notably higher in institutions with art-related missions.
E ighty percent of those repositories had budgets of $500,000 or more; 40 percent were
over 1 million dollars. Their art budgets were less likely to be in the "under $ 1 0,000"
category (60 percent). Comparing these numbers with those of the entire respondents,
we see that operating budgets for the larger group found only 1 9 percent with funding of
$500,000 or more. Ninety-four percent of the larger group had art budgets under
$ 1 0,000.
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Responses for collaborative projects were also stronger for these institutions. All
of the respondents had col laborated with sister institutions in the past or were currently
collaborating (versus 62 percent of the whole responding group). However, institutions
with art-related missions trailed the entire group in grant applications. Sixty percent of
institutions with art-related missions had applied for grants, and, of the grants received ,
highest numbers were found in federal and private sources: 40 percent of those applying
for federal funds were awarded grants and 40 percent were similarly generated from
private foundations. Seventy-four percent of the whole group had applied for grants,
receiving the majority of the funding from private foundations (52 percent of those
applying received awards) and state organizations (50 percent), followed by 41 percent
from federal sources.
If we rank the responses of the five organizations with art-related missions (see
Appendix XXVI), we find that they are more likely to have access to some items through
a finding aid (average one rank per institution versus 0.62 for the respondents as a
whole); they average 0.20 publications per institution (more than the 0. 1 3 of the
respondents as a whole); one project per institution (lower than the 1 .85 of the full
response list); and have no online projects (the whole group averaged 0 . 1 3). Three
fifths have applied for grants (less than the 0 .73 average of the whole g roup) and they
average one grant per institution (less than the 1 .48 of the whole group of respondents).
Their mean ranking is 9.6, notably higher than the 7 .27 found among all respondents
(with the exclusion as noted above).
Accessibility
The survey's second set of q uestions examined access to collections based on
the availability of finding aids and other publications, special projects and events, and
online resources. Respondents were asked to quantify these resources for the entire
collection, not just the art materials. Results show: 53 percent of all respondents had no
finding aids for their collections; 89 percent had not published research on their
collections; 55 percent had created no projects involving their resources; and 85 percent
had not digitized any of the collection. Eighty-seven percent of respondents had no
materials available online.
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The most common access point (after the librarian) reported among institutions
was the finding aid. Forty-seven percent of the respondents reported having finding aids
for some (33 percent) or all ( 1 3 percent) of the collections. Projects, one-time events
that have a limited time span and often focus on one aspect of the col lection, offered the
second most common access to collections: exhibitions (37 percent) were most
frequently cited , followed by lectures (1 3 percent), tours ( 1 0 percent), and a small
number of symposia (two percent). It is interesting to note that digitization garnered the
third most numerous response, with 1 5 percent of institutions (nine) having done some
work with digitization. Less frequent were reports of traditional print publication
produced by staff on the collections: only ten percent had produced a catalog or a
brochure. Three percent had designed a website about the collections.
A comparison of the 29 institutions (45 percent) with access rankings greater
than the mean of 0.62 (see Appendix XXI II), shows 38 percent had a ranking of "2" (all
other ranks " 1 ") These institutions had one or more resource for finding materials in
.

their collections, either in the form of finding aids, digitized resources, Web sites,
brochures or catalogs. Those institutions with the highest ranking for access ('2") were
found in Middle Tennessee (50 percent), East Tennessee (38 percent), and West
Tennessee ( 1 3 percent). When we expand the question to all repositories with a ranking
of " 1 " or more, the breakdown becomes: East Tennessee (52 percent), Middle
Tennessee (41 percent) and West Tennessee (7 percent). In either case, the best
access to archival materials seems to be found in East and Middle Tennessee (see
XXI I). Counties with the highest access rankings are Davidson (20 percent of counties
with high rankings) and Knox ( 1 7 percent), counties with two of the state's largest cities.
Looking at institutional types (see Appendix XXI I I ), we find institutions with the
highest rankings ("2") for access are primarily public repositories (78 percent), with an
even distribution between archives, l ibraries, museums and universities. Opening the
question to all repositories ranking above the 0 .62 mean , we find that libraries and
museums tend to have the best access (29 percent and 32 percent, respectively),
followed by universities (2 1 percent) and archives ( 1 8 percent). Public institutions have
the greatest number of responses with high rankings (62 percent).
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Collection size seemed to have little connection with access ranking: while the
biggest collections were concentrated in repositories with high access ( 1 3 percent of "2"s
and 14 percent of " 1 "s had collections of over 1 000 files versus 3 percent of "O"s), mid
sized collections (between 1 00 and 1 000 files) were found evenly represented in all
three access categories (25 percent of "2"s, 28 percent of "1 "s and 30 percent of "O"s ).
Institutions with the highest access ran kings ("1 " or "2") drew their high numbers
from the presence of finding aids and special projects about the collections, primarily
exhibitions (see Appendix XX I I I). They were more likely to have art files in their
collections (37 percent versus 1 7 percent for institutions with a lower ranking). But
viewed separately, it was the repositories with the mid-range access rankings ("1 ") that
were most likely (52 percent) to have art materials. E ighty-eight percent of the
repositories with the highest access ranking had no art materials. High access
repositories tended to have mission statements (the top access rank all had mission
statements, as compared to 75 percent of the lowest ranked repositories. They were
also more likely to have art referred to in their mission statements ( 1 3 percent versus six
percent for the "0" ran kings). Only 1 3 percent of the highest access institutions had
acquisition policies (as compared with 95 percent of institutions ranked " 1 " and 61
percent of those ranked "0").
Highest responses to collaboration and grant questions came from the " 1 "
institutions (those repositories with above-average access, but not the highest level): 8 1
percent of these repositories had either collaborated in the past o r were currently doing
so and 86 percent had applied for a grant. The above-average access group had
received the most grants from private fou ndations. The higher access group was more
likely to have garnered a state grant, and low-access repositories were fairly evenly
distributed in grants awarded . As to operating expenses, all institutions ranked highest
in the "other" category.
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Funding Resources
The final set of q uestions on the survey looked at institutional governance, the
evidence of collaboration among repositories, the primary source of fu nding and the
level of funding for the whole collection as compared with that for art-related resources.
Respondents were asked about their form of governance to help to create a profile of the
kinds of institutions that collect a rt-related materials. However, in this overview, it is
interesting to note the broad diversity of the types of responding institutions: while some
of our highest response numbers came from public museums (1 9 percent) and private
museums ( 1 6 percent), in keeping with the higher number of museums in our sample, a
notable number of public libraries ( 1 8 percent), public a rchives (1 5 percent) and private
archives ( 1 1 percent) were also i ncluded . Moreover, 22 percent of the respondents
marked more than one category of governance. This tells us that repositories are being
asked to respond to the needs of more than one authority. They have multiple roles,
most frequently as an archive and library (five percent).
Questions about primary sources of funding and budgets suggest less diversity
among responding institutions. Fifty-eight percent of respondents marked "other" in
response to primary funding source. This question generated a great deal of write-in
responses on the print surveys (there was no area on the electronic survey to add
comments): four respondents added "county" to their "other" responses, suggesting that
the survey should have included county funding as an option. Another respondent wrote
that the husband and wife who ran the archive provided the funding. Clearly, funding is
a struggle for some repositories i n the state. Following the "other" category, city
allocations ( 1 9 percent), federal allocations ( 1 4 percent) and memberships (1 3 percent)
were the next areas of greatest response.
Thirty-two percent of respondents - the most frequently marked response -- had
operating budgets of less than $ 1 0, 000. Only 1 9 percent of responding repositories had
budgets of $500,000 or greater. Funding for art-related resources was even smaller: 94
percent of institutions listed less than $ 1 0,000 for art-related materials. It is possible that
many of these respondents would have preferred to mark "none" for art budgets, but that
was not a survey option . Two respondents wrote "none" with their "under $1 0,000"
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response and one wrote "not sure." N ot one repository had an art budget over $500, 000
and only three (six percent) had budgets above $1 0,000. This category was the most
likely in the survey to be left unanswered : 1 7 percent of respondents left this category
blank. This might have been due to respondents' uncertainty or lack of knowledge about
how to respond to the question or the lack of the "none" or "unknown" options.
Moreover, while operating budgets are frequently small, funding for art-related resources
is smaller.
Finally, the survey questioned respondents about their efforts to raise funds and
stretch their resources through collaborative programs and grant applications. Here we
find that efforts are being made to w.ork with sister institutions to maximize impact: 65
percent of responding institutions had collaborated in the past or were currently
col laborating with other organizations. Efforts to raise funds through g rants were even
more aggressive: 74 percent of respondents had applied for grants, with g reatest
success (or most concentrated effort) being found in private foundations (52 percent of
respondents were awarded grants in this area) and state grants (50 percent), followed
closely by federal funding (4 1 percent) and city funding (25 percent). Twenty
respondents (32 percent) listed more than one area of awards.
If we rank the institutions as noted earlier (see Appendix XXV), and eliminate one
response that varied greatly with the other responses (its answers for projects and
publications was over 550 times greater than the mean response), then we can rank
funding responses of the 64 remaining institutions. This ranking system allows us
to determine the mean number of finding aids (0.62 per institution), digita l projects (0. 1 5
per institution), publications (0. 1 3 per institution ) and the number of projects ( 1 .85 per
institution). It also allows us to find the mean number of institutions applying for grants
(0.73 per institution) and the number of grants awarded ( 1 .48 per institution). For
complete ranking information, see Appendix XIX.
Institutions with the highest funding levels ($500,000 to $ 1 m illion or over $ 1
million) tended to have art materials in their collections (58 percent) but those resources
were integrated into the general collection (67 percent). They were u nlikely to have a
mission state that referred to primary art resources (only 40 percent had such
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references) or an acquisition policy with references to art (only 42 percent did). A
majority had finding aids (58 percent), but only 1 7 percent had finding aids for all of their
collections, and those with the most complete finding aids were repositories whose
budgets were in the $500,000 to $1 million category, not the highest category. Most (75
percent) had neither digitized any of their collections nor published research on their
holdings (67 percent). In terms of projects, over half of the repositories had cu rated
exhibitions (58 percent had held at least one exhibition in the past ten years), but only
eight percent had given a lecture, held a symposium or given a tour a bout the
collections. Only eight percent had online resources (and , again, this came from the
$500,000 to $ 1 million group).
As found in the full group of respondents, museums typically had the highest
funding levels (75 percent of those in the top two brackets were museums), followed by
archives ( 1 7 percent), libraries (8 percent), and universities (8 percent). All of the
institutions in the higher operating brackets had either collaborated in the past or were
currently collaborating with sister institutions. Seventy-five percent had applied for at
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least one grant and grant funding was most likely to be awarded from private
foundations (75 percent), city (50 percent) or federal funding (50 percent), followed by
state funding, at 42 percent. Fifty-eight percent received their operational funding from
"other" categories (also top rated with the whole group), followed by state and federal
allocations (each at 1 7 percent) and memberships (8 percent). Archives with the highest
operating budgets were stil l likely to have small art budgets under $ 1 0 ,000 (90 percent);
only one respondent (1 0 perc�nt) in the $500, 000 to $1 million range had an art budget
over $ 1 0,000. Seventy-five percent of the group was interested to learn about primary
art materials in private collections.
If we examine the budget levels for operating and art resources for repositories
with high access rankings (see Appendix XXIV), we find that access frequently improves
with better funding. Fifty percent of the institutions ranked "0" had budgets under
$ 1 0,000; those with higher rankings were concentrated in the $1 00,000 to $500,000
budget range. However, there were examples that disputed this association: two
repositories with the highest access ranking had budgets u nder $1 0 ,000, as did four of
those ranked " 1 ". On a similar note, all of the repositories (both high and low access
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ran kings) tended to fall in the "under $1 0,000" art budget range. Funding alone does not
determine the level of access to collections.
Institutions with the highest art budgets (there were only three with budgets over
$1 0,000 for the visual arts) either had no art files (two) or did not know how many art
files they had in their collection (one). Thus, we cannot draw a correlation between high
art budgets and the existence of art collections.
Artists' Responses
A total of 66 arts councils were contacted for the survey, since between the time
of the first contact (spring 2004) and the final contact (fall 2004) two of the councils had
closed and a new council had been initiated. Council contacts that did not respond to
the first letter or email were sent a second , after which they were contacted by
telephone. Twenty-five councils responded, for a response rate of 38 percent. Four of
the responding councils chose not to participate, all of which said that they had no
information to contribute. Three of the four non-participating councils reported that their
mission was to bring performing arts to the schools, and so they had no information
about visual artists. The remaining 21 councils gave an actual response rate of 31
percent. The 21 councils submitted a total of 64 artists names, 63 of which were
contacted (one council submitted a writer, which was not acceptable for the survey).
Artists submitted by the councils work in a wide range of media (see Appendix
XXXII). However, artists working in some media tended to be recommended over
others: painters were most likely to be submitted ( 1 9 percent), followed by watercolorists
(eight percent), and artists who draw with pencils, pen & ink or charcoal (six percent).
These traditional "fine art" categories may have seemed more likely to fit the request for
"artists whose papers you would like to see in your local archive." Artists working in
wood sculpture, pottery, photography and glass generated five percent of the responses.
Lowest responses came in the media of book arts, cloisonne jewelry, fabric, mixed
media, mosaic, china painting, prints, and bronze and stone sculpture, each of which
had one percent of the response. This bias could account for the high response rate to
sketches and photography as collected materials, which can be part of the working
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process of painting. It might also have lead to the low response rate for maquettes ,
which wou ld frequently be part of the working method of a sculptor.
The councils represented 22 counties of Tennessee's 95 counties, for a
representative percentage of 23 percent. One county with more than one council
( McMinn) received responses from both councils. The results were sl ightly concentrated
toward middle Tennessee, with 1 0 responses, followed by seven responses from east
Tennessee and six responses from west Tennessee. The responding artists
represented 1 2 different media (two councils did not describe their nominee's medium):
book arts, ceramics, d rawing (pen & ink, charcoal and pencil were included), fabric,
glass, ironwork, mixed media, painting, pottery, printing, sculpture and watercolor.
Responses were received from 1 8 of the 63 artists contacted, for a total of 29
percent response (see Appendix XXVI I). While this was too small of a pool to be
predictable, it does give a basis for further research on the subject. One artist responded
that she would not participate because she did not believe that she was sufficiently
successful to be part of the survey. This is an interesting aspect of the results, as it
became apparent from a number of responses that some artists felt that only very
successful artists should consider donating their materials to archives . This was evident
in the responses as to why they had not considered donating their materials to a
repository (question two). One such response was "It never crossed my mind because I
am a beginning artist." A similar answer was "No, emerging artist, therefore not sure
anyone would want materials" (see Appendix XXVI I for full results). This may explain
the higher concentration of middle aged and older artists in the response group. Of the
1 8 responding artists, none were below the age of 35; the largest group was in the 46 to
55 year age group, followed by the 55 to 65 year age group, with a tie for third place
from those over 75 and those in the 36 to 45 year age group. A full 83 percent of
responding artists were over the age of 45. While age is not always associated with
establishment, it may have been a factor in the councils' selections.
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Types of Materials Collected by Artists in Tennessee
The artists' survey examined five categories of primary documents: materials that
were generated from preparatory stud ies, correspondence, written records, other
photographs and ephemera. Artists were give instructions about the purpose of the
survey and were asked to mark all appropriate answers. They were also given two
opportunities to write in other types of studies and ephemera that they collected. The
results showed that Tennessee's artists are collecting a wide range of materials: 72
percent of respondents collected sketches; 72 percent collected photographs; 50
percent collected digital materials and 39 percent collected three-dimensional
maquettes.

It appears from the responses that some of the artists did not understand

that they were being asked for information about their primary documents, not their
artwork. Seven of the responding artists (39 percent) included information about their
work medium in the "other" category. This was defined in the letter of inquiry, but it was
not fully communicated to seven of the artists who wrote in about their work medium.
This problem did not appear in the pre-test surveys.
In regards to correspondence, 67 percent of the respondi ng artists were
collecting letters and cards, and 56 percent were collecting email. Another 44 percent
kept other written records and 6 1 percent were collecting photographs other than those
used for their art studies. In the area of ephemera, newspaper clippings rated highest,
at 56 percent. This was followed by exhibition catalogs (50 percent), scrapbooks (39
percent), videos (28 percent) and audio tapes ( 1 1 percent). Thirty-nine percent also
chose to write-in other materials in this category and responses included such materials
as PowerPoint presentations, brochu res, digital inventories, slide files, magazine
articles, studio sales, promotional catalogs, Web-based documentation, working
drawings/fabrication diagrams, books and prints published and a Web site.
When separated out by artist medium (see Appendix XXVII I), we find that artists
working in all media except glass and ironwork keep sketches. In fact, sketches were
the most commonly kept material (see Appendix XXIX). Watercolor artists were the next
least likely to collect sketches, as only one out of three marked the answer; all other
artists had sketches in their estates. While many watercolorists will sketch their subject
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as a first step, they frequently paint over the sketch, and so might be less likely to retain
sketches. Digital materials and photographs were also noted among all med ium types
except for the glass artist, the potter and the blacksmith. Photographs ranked second
overall in terms of types of materials collected . Less likely to be found were three
dimensional maquettes, which are typically used by sculptors but may also be used by
painters trying to project the look of a three-dimensional space on their canvas. Artists
working in ceramic, fabric, and to a great extent, drawing, painting, printing and sculpture
collect three-dimensional maquettes. However, since 50 percent of the responding .
artists listed more than one working medium, these results are inconclusive. All artists
but the blacksmith and the watercolor artists collect letters and cards; email is only
slightly less popular, collected by all except an artist working in book arts, those working
in drawings,·the potter and the watercolor artists. The book arts artist and the
blacksmith, the mixed media artist, the potter and the watercolor artists did not keep
other written records, and other photographs (not pertaining to studies for works) were
kept by all except the book arts artist, the artists who draw, the m ixed media artist, and
the artists working in watercolors.
In regards to ephemera, all but the book arts artist, the glass artist, the
blacksmith, mixed med ia artist, the potter and the watercolor artists collected exhibition
catalogs. But the most common item of ephemera found overall was newspaper
clippings, which were collected by someone in every type of medium but the glass artist,
the ironworker, and the watercolor artists. Next in popularity (after exhibition catalogs)
were scrapbooks, collected by all but the categories mentioned a bove and the mixed
media artist. Lowest responses were found for videotapes and audiotapes.
Reports of Planning for Personal Papers among Tennessee Artists
Artists were asked if they had considered donating thei r personal archives to a
repository and , if so, what types of repositories they were considering. Answers
included a range of institutional types, from local, state, and national to international
repositories and included arts agencies, museums, archives and libraries. Seventy-five
percent of the artists said that they had not considered donating their materials ( 1 1
percent of the artists did not respond to this question). When asked why they had not
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considered donation, 43 percent had never thought about it; 1 3 percent wanted to keep
it in their family; six percent had no information about how to donate the items; a nd six
percent said that they were still using the materials. One respondent noted that "no one
has requested the materials . " Estate planning among artists in the full survey was less
apparent than in the pre-test group (see Appendix XXX and XXXI). Twenty-two percent
of the artists in the larger group had considered donating their papers, as compared with
50 percent in the pre-test.
Half of the respondents did not answer the question "have you chosen your
repository?" Many may have felt that their negative answer to the previous question
made this response unnecessary. Of the nine that did respond , 78 percent answered
"no." Only 1 1 percent of the 1 8 respondents answered that they had chosen a
repository for their materials. I nterestingly, 1 7 percent answered the following question
affirmatively, saying that they had selected a Tennessee repository. Seventy-eight
percent of the respondents did not answer this question.
When asked about the type of place that they might have considered as a
repository, 56 percent responded that they had not considered any place. Six percent
had no information to make a decision and 39 percent did not respond to the question.
However, the list of possible repository types seemed to generate interest, as all of the
1 4 types received some response. Top among the options was the local archive, which
all five positive respondents marked ( 1 00 percent), followed closely by the state
museum, which earned fou r votes for an 80 percent response. Next in votes was the
national museum (60 percent). The remaining choices received 40 percent or 20
percent responses. These responses coincide with the strong local repository
responses from the pre-test group, which favored the local a rchive and local museum,
followed by the state museum and national arts agency.
The last opinion q uestion asked about the artist's knowledge of estate planning
and artists were given the option of "no knowledge," "some knowledge," and "very
knowledgeable." The greatest response to the question fell in the "some knowledge"
response, which generated 72 percent of the answers. "No knowledge of estate
planning" had a 22 percent response rate and only one respondent (six percent) noted
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"very knowledgeable" as a response. I nterestingly, 61 percent of the total group asked
for information about repositories (22 percent declined and 1 7 percent did not answer
the question).
Results were separated by a rtist medium to identify any indicators that might be
specific to artists working in one medium. Again, these results cannot be considered
conclusive, since 50 percent of responding artists worked in more than one medium.
However, they do bear examination for future research (see Appendix XXVI I I). Artists
who had considered donation worked in the areas of ceramics ( 1 00 percent), painting
(20 percent), pottery ( 1 00 percent), printing (25 percent) and sculpture (40 percent).
None of the artists working in book arts, drawin g , fabric or ironwork had considered
donation. All artists working in ceramics, glass and pottery had chosen their repository,
with the next largest responses to the question coming from respondents working in
mixed media (50 percent) and scul pture (40 percent). Artists least likely to have chosen
a repository were blacksmiths ( 1 00%), fabric artists (1 00 percent), artists working with
drawing (75 percent) and watercolor (66 percent). Painters and printmakers had the
greatest range of types of repositories that they were considering and were the only two
categories of artists considering i nternational repositories. Together with watercolorists
and ceramic artists, these four were the only groups considering national archives.
Artists working in books arts, drawing, and sculpture only marked local repositories and
blacksmiths, fabric, mixed media and pottery made no selections. Here note that the
book arts artist had marked that he had not considered donation but did mark "local
repository" when asked. While confusing, it is possible that the survey itself generated
sufficient interest on the part of the artist to make him think where he would like to place
his papers. Such raised awareness of donation opportunities was one of the goals of
this project . .
Artists working in book arts ( 1 00 percent), drawing (75 percent), painting (60
percent), printmaking (50 percent) and sculpture (40 percent) were least likely to feel
that they had any knowledge of estate planning . On the other hand, the one respondent
marking "very knowledgeable" was a painter and printmaker.
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VI. Discussion
Relationship between Mission and Collections
One of the goals of this survey was to determine if there was a relationship
between the existence of a mission that prioritizes primary art resources and the
presence of primary art documents in vertical files. It was determined that there is a
notable level of art collecting activity in Tennessee's repositories. However, only five
organizations noted the existence of art references in their mission statement. While the
majority reported the presence of art-related resources in their collections, this small
response cannot statistically support a hypothesis. It would appear that in this instance
the existence of a mission that refers to art would increase the chances of having art
materials in the collection. Conversely, a total of 30 respondents (49 percent) noted the
presence of art-related vertical files in their collections, and yet only four of those with art
materials ( 1 3 percent) had a mission that referred to art resources. Here the numbers
do not bear out the connection between mission and collections. On a similar note, only
1 2 percent of the responding institutions referred to art in their acquisition policy. This
small number suggests that acquisition policy does not correspond with collections, as it
is far from the 49 percent reporting primary art materials in their collections. Again,
serendipity may play a part in the existence of primary art materials in repositories.
It is interesting to note that despite the lack of institutional focus on art, 49
percent of our respondents noted the presence of art materials in their files. Primary art
materials may enter the collection through a larger donation; an antebellum photograph
may be part of a family history and will be filed under the family name. For the student
doing research on photography in Tennessee, these resources are difficult to find and it
is likely that the story of the photographer will be lost. More research needs to be done
on the ways in which repositories create their mission statements and collection policies
in order to determine why repositories are collecting outside of their mission and policy.
When m issions are broadly defined to include such areas. as "local or regional history,"
subjective interpretation could easily include arts and crafts as part of the institutional
m ission. The 1 1 "no mission statement" responses ( 1 8 percent) and four non-responses
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(six percent) and similar acquisition policy responses also suggest that policies are an
area that might need work i n our repositories.
Relationship between Funding and Collections
Another goal of the survey was to determine if there was a relationship between
high funding levels in the arts and the existence of art collections. Thirty-two percent of
respondents had operating budgets of less than $ 1 0,000, the lowest budget category of
five options on the survey, ranging to over $1 million. Ninety-four percent listed less
than $ 1 0,000 for art-related materials, again, the lowest budget category on the survey.
Only three of the responding. organizations (six percent) had art budgets over $1 0,000:
two listed funding between $1 0,000 and $ 1 00,000 and only one respondent had an art
budget between $ 1 00,000 and $500,000. Of these three, none listed art materials in
their collections. Of the 30 institutions reporting the existence of primary art resources,
96 percent (26) had art budgets of $ 1 0,000 or less and only one organization (four
percent) had a budget of $ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000 (the remaining six did not respond to the
question). These survey results suggest that there is no relationship between funding
and the existence of art collections
Public Access to Documents in Tennessee Repositories
A third goal of the survey was to determine the level of access to archival
material in the state's repositories. The picture that emerged from the reports was one
of insufficient resources for adequate access to collection materials. Fifty-three percent
of all respondents had no finding aids for their collections; 89 percent had not published
research on their collections; 55 percent had created no projects about their resources;
and 85 percent had not digitized any of the collection. Eighty-seven percent of
respondents had no materials available online. Many of Tennessee's repositories have
room for improvement in providing access to their resources. These findings underscore
the dependence of the scholar on archivists and librarians in identifying useful resources
for their research. They also suggest that research must be performed at the site in
order to have access to most resources.
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Access to art resources is also limited by the filing systems of the state's
repositories. We found that while 49 percent of the respondents noted the existence of
primary art materials, only 28 percent maintained separate files for their arts materials.
When the art resources are interfiled by proper name with genealogical, h istorical and
government documents, they become difficult to find. While undergraduate students
favor proper name searching when performing research , graduate students, faculty and
scholars working in ground-breaking areas of research often do not know the names of
artists working in their subject area or geographical area. They depend on traditional art
subject headings (medium, style or period) to help to pinpoint useful materials. Art
historians, artists and students also tend to favor browsing

1 06

over other search methods

and the prevailing integrated system does not support such methodology.
Public Access to Documents in Repositories with Art-related Missions
Access to materials in repositories with art-related missions is somewhat easier
to find than those collections housed in institutions without art in their mission . Sixty
percent of these art-related institutions have finding aids for some or all of the collection
versus 47 percent of respondents in general. The art-related institutions were also more
likely to have produced a project about the collections. However, publications and
digitization projects were less frequently noted among institutions with art collections.
This may be due to the cost of creating publications, something that financially strapped
institutions can rarely make the case to do. Moreover, it is difficult for museums and
archives to allow staff the time to research and write a catalog , as that time is taken
away from their daily duties. The need for technological expertise in the creation of Web
pages can limit the Internet presence of the non-profit sector, where salaries cannot
match the opportunities for technologically-savvy staff in the for-profit sector. Still, it
would seem logical to assume that those institutions with art-related collections would be
more likely to have digitized some of the collections, as visual imagery is i ntegral to their
scholarship. Possibly, the long reliance on slides, which some see as a safer (and less
expensive) alternative to migrating images from one digital system to the next, 107 may be
due in part to the low numbers in digitization.
106
107
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State of Collecting Primary Art Resources in Tennessee
The profile of the average repository in Tennessee may be described as an
institution with a variety of purposes, both public and private. It is likely to have a
mission statement and a written acquisition policy, although neither mentions art
collecting. It frequently maintains vertical files of primary art resources, but tends to
integrate them into the entire collection, making it difficult for scholars to locate items by
traditional art historical subjects. It has a budget of less than $500,000 and an art
budget of less than $ 1 0,000. It is likely to have collaborated with a sister institution and
has been awarded a g rant. It typically has done some research on its collections in the
form of an exhibition, tour or lecture but has no written publication about the collection .
Its collection i s not d igitized and has n o I nternet presence. It may have a finding a id for
some of the collectio ns.
I n short, art-related materials as well as the general collections are not
accessible to patrons at a desirable level. However, based on the 49 percent response
rate for collections of art materials, Tennessee's repositories are making a strong effort
to collect and preserve these types of materials, without the support of policies and
funding .
Profile of I nstitutions with Art-related Missions
The survey results give us a profile of the average institution with an art-related
m ission. It has at least 50 vertical files devoted to art and it keeps them separately from
the rest of the collection. It has a mission statement and an acquisition policy, which is
likely to refer to art (80 percent). It has finding aids for some of the collection and has
produced an event ( lecture, exhibition, tou r or symposium).on the collections. However,
it is not likely to have a printed brochure or catalog about the collection and will have no
materials digitized. I nstitutions with art-related missions are active collaborators with
sister institutions, but they are less likely than other repositories to have applied for a
g rant. Sixty percent of i nstitutions with art-related missions had applied for g rants versus
7 4 percent for the whole group. This may be due in part to the higher operating budgets
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of the art related institutions, which could give these groups less incentive to apply for
grants. Thus, they receive fewer grants than other repositories but are less likely to be
affected as they have greater operating budgets (over $500,000) and are more likely to
have art budgets (though they typically are less than $1 0,000) than their sister
institutions.
Materials Found in the Collections of Artists in Tennessee
Tennessee's artists collect a wide variety of materials in the creation and
distribution of their art works. Working sketches and photographs are most typically
fou nd in their estates (72 percent e� ch). Half of the respondents also collect digital
materials, such as electronic sales records, PowerPoint presentations, and email. The
digital materials will prove to �e a challenge to archivists as maintenance issues arise
with evolving technology and should be considered when agreeing to accept a collection
containing digital documents. It would be interesting to survey artists to determine how
they are collecting email; whether they are printing off hard copies, keeping the materials
on diskettes or COs, or maintaining files on their hard drives. Again, this will present a
maintenance issue for archivists, who will have to migrate the data as technology
changes and/or create their own digital documents by downloading files from artists'
hard d rives. I nterestingly, the artists collecting email do not all fall in the younger age
category: one of three a rtists in the "over 75" age group col lects email; three of the five
artists (60 percent) in the "56-65" and in the "46-55" age gro u ps also confi rm the
collection of email, as do two of three (67 percent) in the "36-45" age gro u p. However,
these statistics suggest that email will become a greater issue for archivists as the
format becomes more commonly known. Archivists will also need to be knowledgeable
about computer software programs like PowerPoint to make some of these materials
accessible.
Thirty-nine percent of the artists collect three-dimensional materials, which will
require special storage solutions when given to repositories . . In an age of limited funding
and shelf space, these items that require more storage space will place additional strains
on repositories.
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Artists in Tennessee and Estate Planning
Estate planning for primary art documents is not on the radar of most artists
working in Tennessee. Seventy-five percent of responding artists have not considered
donating their papers to a repository. Forty-three percent of respondents said that the
idea had not crossed their minds. This suggests that a repository never broached the
option to them. Artists should not have to come up with the idea of donation on their
own; it is the responsibility of our archives to show artists the value of leaving their
papers in the care of a research institution. It does not appear that this is being done
consistently across the state. The Tennessee State Library and Archives would be the
natural leader of a program to raise interest in donation among the state's a rtists .
. Artists seem to be open to a number of types of repositories, with the greatest
interest in local and state facilities. This is a reasonable assumption, since most national
and international archives are seeking papers by artists with national and international
reputations. Artists working in the fine arts of painting and printmaking seem to feel that
they have the greatest range of options in terms of institutional focus, as they are the
only groups considering international repositories.
Conclusion
The results of the study should be sufficiently intriguing to encourage additional
research in this area. Humanities scholars have been notoriously slow to utilize
quantifiable data in their research. At the College Art Association's 200 1 annual
conference, some discussion was directed toward the need for art historians to use
these methods in their research. But most humanities scholars are not trained in
statistical research and are therefore hesitant to make use of this resource. Younger
scholars appear to be evaluating the use of these methods. Hopefully, this very early
trend will lead to more interest in this type of study.
It is general knowledge among the members of the a rt community that research
on the visual arts is weak in many regions of the country outside of the major art centers
of New York City, Philadelphia, Boston , and Washington, D.C. While these important
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cities do draw artists by their increased opportunities for gallery and museum exhibitions,
ed ucational resources, and art sales, there is also a great need to document the good
work going on in the rural areas of the country. Research into the primary resources
should tell us not only where efforts are being made to collect these materials, but
should also provide a partial explanation as to why so little scholarly interpretation has
been done about artists living outside the major art centers.
Futu re research topics on the development of art historical research would
include: government spending on art collecting activities in Tennessee; a quantifiable
study of the proportion of art historical work being done in Tennessee as compared to
different areas of the country; and a report of the profile of art history departments in the
state. For the question of where resources may be found, a full online database of
primary arts resources in Tennessee, similar in model to the Artists' Papers Register,
would be very useful to scholars. Additionally, research into the changing face of
materials designed for accessibility to primary source (from paper finding aids to .
electronic metadata) would be instructive, as would research about collection policies
that might lead to a text that could be approved by the American Library Association.
This author plans to request funds to conduct a series of estate planning
seminars across Tennessee to bring together local archives and artists. I nterest has
been verified from both parties and a series of discussions on issues and resources for
artists interested in placing their papers in repositories would be attractive to a range of
artists. Funding will also be sought to replicate this project in another state and to create
an online database of primary art materials in Tennessee.
Scholarly interest in primary sources i n the visual arts seems to be growing.
Some of the impetus for this new interest may be due to the recent millennium
celebration, when ind ividuals and institutions tend to reevaluate their history. There is
often a return to traditional roots during economic downturns, as was seen in the art
projects produced during the Depression under the Works Progress Administration
[WPA]. These activities reflect the levels of funding that may be available today. But
most importantly, there appears to be a growing interest in primary resource accessibility
by granting i nstitutions. This bottom line incentive can drive the programs of many
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collecting institutions. This analyzed information would be invaluable to organizations in
Tennessee and across the country that are considering the development of their arts
resources.
This survey shows that repositories in Tennessee are collecting primary art
materials, whether their mission mandates that they do so or not. It also shows that
there is an interest on the part of the state's artists to learn more about estate planning
options. The large communication gap between the repositories and artists is resulting
in the loss of notable collections that speak to the history and culture of our state but
also show Tennessee's place within the greater story of art in our nation . We cannot
rely on national organizations to preserve our regional art history. Hopefully, this project
will inspire other students and scholars to look further into the papers, journals,
photographs and ephemera of Tennessee's a rtists a nd to pursue efforts to bring these
unique materials home to our state's collecting agencies.
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Appendix 1 : Repository Letter
1 January 2004
•

Archivist
Institution
Address
Address
Dear _______________
I would like to request you r participation i n a survey designed to better understand the
distribution of visual arts resources in collecting institutions i n Tennessee. The following
questionnaire about primary resources in the visual arts is part of a thesis for the
University of Tennessee School of I nformation Science. The survey is available at
http://web. utk.edu/-wal ker02/ArchivesQuestionnaire. html and you can complete and
remit the form online or print the form and return it to me at the address below.
Tabulations of the results will be sent to any interested respondent. To receive the
resu lts, please be sure to include you r e-mail (preferred} or U . S mail add ress on the
form.
For the purposes of this study, we will use vertical files*, missions and acquisition
pol icies, and access tools (finding aids, web sites, etc.) that deal specifically with the
visual arts (paintings, drawings, prints, installation and video art, and decorative arts) to
determine collection emphasis withi n your institution. You will need to know your
approximate institutional budget and its distribution to the visual arts, as well as an
idea of the numbers of vertical files within the col lection. Additional ly, there are
questions about access tools such as finding aids and flyers.
An important goal of this project is to establish a finding aid for primary resources in the
visual arts i n Tennessee. For that reason, I wou ld like to publish information about those
holdings that relate to the visual arts in your repository, along with information about
available finding aids. Your completion of this questionnaire confirms your willingness to
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Appendix I , Continued .
make this information available to art scholars. All other responses will be coded to
protect confidentiality of information about you r budgets and collecting policies.
Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may decline to participate without
penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time
without penalty by contacting me at the address below. I hope that you will choose to
participate in this study, which aims to make scholars aware of your arts resources and
raise awareness of the importance of these documents. This project has received the
support of the Tennessee St?te Libra ry and Archives, and the Tennessee Arts
Commission. It has been reviewed and approved by the U niversity of Tennessee Office
of Research.
Please return the questionnaire within the next two weeks in order to reduce time and
budgetary constraints. Thank you in advance for your time and support of this project.
Sincerely,
Celia Walker
MS candidate, U niversity of Tennessee, Knoxville
230 Leonard Avenue
Nashville, TN 37205
(61 5) 385-3253 (home)
celiandrobert@comcast.net

Some Definitions
•

Vertical File: "Pamphlets, clippings, and other materials that are not suitable for
classification and a place on the library shelf are often filed i n a n 'information file'
or 'vertical file' (because the items are filed standing on edge). Such material is
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given a subject heading, placed in a folder with that same heading, and then filed in
deep-drawer cabinets." [source: Mona McCormick, The New York Times Guide to
Reference Materials, Revised Edition, New York: Dorset Press, 1 985: 1 8.]

Who Is Considered to Be an Artist?
For the purposes of this survey, painters, sculptors, craftspeople, and artists working in
alternative media (film, audio and installation artists) will be grouped under the term
"artist." By medium, this will include artists who work in:
* Painting in oil, acrylic, watercolor and gouache or less traditional solutions such as
earthen pigment in oil as might be used by an untrained artist
* Drawing in charcoal , pencil , pastel or marker
* Printing in etching , aquatint, engraving, serigraph, woodcut and linocut, monograph
(not photomechanical reproduction)
* Photography in color and black and white (not docu mentary photography as might be
taken by a newspaper photographer)
* Sculptu re in clay, marble, iron and steel, as well as alternative media
* Video art and computer-generated art
* Installation art and mixed media
* Craft in textiles, clay, wood, glass and mixed media
What Types of Materials Qualify as Primary Arts Resources?
Artists produce a number of by-products when creating their art works. Many of these
materials provide art historians with a greater understanding of how, when , where, and
why the art was made. Some materials relate very specifically to the creation of one
work (sketches, interviews, maquettes, preparatory photographs, and notes) while
others are part of the artist's personal life (letters, journals, and videos) and may speak
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to the artist's oeuvre. Some items are created by the artist and give his or her
personal insights Oournals, letters, and notes), while others are produced by outside
sources (newspaper reporters, film crews, oral histories, and letters) and can tell us
how the public or art professionals viewed the artist's work.
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Appendix I I : Repository Questionnaire
Art in the Archives
Archives and Repositories
The information generated from this survey will be used to create a finding aid for arts
scholars and will be studied to determine the availability of arts resources in the state's
archives. Please answer each question by checking the appropriate response. Mark one
and only one box for each question (unless otherwise noted). You may print the form
and return it by mail or submit this form electronically. If you have questions about this
project, please call Celia Walker at � 6 1 5) 385-3253 or email by clicking here. If you
would like to receive a summary of the responses to this survey, please be sure to
include your email address, below.
Collection Focus
Please characterize the scope of your collection:
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? _ yes

no

(3 How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts? _ unknown _ none
u nder 1 0_ under 50

under 1 00

under 250

over 250

(4) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection? _
unknown

none_ under 50

under 1 OO_under 500

under 1 000

over 1 000
(5) Does the collection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for a rts resources?
we have no written mission statement
no mention is made of art
mission refers to the need for art materials
_ mission is entirely about art
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(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
_ we have no written acquisition policy
_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
_ acquisition policy refers to art collecting
_ acquisition policy is entirely about art
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
_ no, we have no finding aids
_ yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
_ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
_ no, the collection is not digitized
_ yes, some of the col lection is digitized
_ yes, the collection is fully digitized
(3) In the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
_ no research has been published
_ yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:.

_.

_
_

_
· _ yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochures:
_ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites:

___.

_
_

__.

_
_

(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
_ no projects have been done on the collections
_ yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions

_,

_
_

_ yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:

_,

_
_

_ yes, a symposium was cond ucted [please note number of symposia:
_ yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tours created:
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(5) Are any of these projects available online?
no materials are available online
U..:..;
R=
L'"':
_ yes, the materials are available online [please note =

__.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
_ private archive

_ private library

_ private museum _ private university

_ public archive

_ public library

_ public museum

_ pu blic university

(2 In the past 1 0 years, has the institution work in collaboration with similar
organizations?
_ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
_ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
_ yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
_ Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_ No, grant funding has not been applied for.
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that a pply]
_ city funding

_ federal funding

_ private foundation

_

state funding

(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_ city allocation
_ memberships

_state allocation

federal allocation .

other

(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_ under $1 0,000 _$1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000 _$ 1 00,000 to $500,000
to $1 million

over $ 1 million
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(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
_

under $ 1 0,000 _$1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000 _$1 00,000 to $500,000 _$500,000 to

$ 1 million _over $1 million

·

Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?
collections.

__

__

Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results?
receive a survey summary.

__

__

Yes , I would like to

.No, I would not like to receive a survey summary.

Name and Title of Respondent
Mailing Address.

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

City

------

Telephone

State

-------

E-Mail Address

___

Fax

Zip Code

_
_
_
_
_
_

------ -----

------

Thank you.
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Appendix I l l : Letter to Arts Councils
Dear
I am writing to request your assistance with a project designed to facilitate research in
the state's visual arts and raise awareness of the value of related materials in
Tennessee's repositories. My proposal surveys repository holdings and compares those
numbers with estate planning needs of artists residing in Tennessee. I hope to create a
new means of communication between artists and our state's repositories . Additionally,
a finding aid will be created of the state's repository holdings in the arts. My goal is to
make primary art resources easier to find within our state and to encourage additional
research about the art of Tennessee.
To that end, I am conducting a survey of artists in Tennessee to determine what kinds of
primary documents they produce (letters, photographs, drawings and other items
associated with the work of being an artist) and their knowledge of local repositories.
The survey is being performed under the auspices of the University of Ten nessee
School of Information Science in preparation for my master's degree. It has received the
support of the Tennessee State Library and the Tennessee Arts Commission. The
project has been reviewed and approved by the University of Tennessee Office of
Research.
The survey is available online at http://web. utk.edu/-walker02/Counci1Questionnaire.html
and you may submit it electronically or print it and mail it to me at the address below. I
am asking you to nominate three artists from your county for me to contact. When
selecting an artist to refer, I would ask that you consider someone whose materials
might now or someday be important to the state's h istory. Who are the artists in your
area whose papers might be of interest to local or national art scholars? I will send each
artist a brief questionnaire for completion. If the artist checks the area of the form that
notes an interest in locating repositories for his or her primary documents , contact
information will be sent only to the artist (not the repository).
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Your participation in this study is voluntary and you may decline to participate without
penalty. If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time
without penalty by contacting me at the address below. All responses will be kept
confidential and respondents will be coded so that their names are not published.
Thank you for your support of this project. A copy of the questionnaire that will be sent
to the artist is attached to this e-mail, along with some definitions to help you select
candidates for the survey.
Sincerely,
Celia Walker
230 Leonard Avenue
Nashville, TN 37205
(61 5) 385-3253
celiandrobert@comcast.net
Some Definitions for This Survey
For the purposes of this survey, appropriate artist/participants will include anyone
working ful l or part-time in any of the following media: (1 ) painting in oil, acrylic,
watercolor and gouache or less traditional solutions such as earthen pigment in oil as
might be used by an untrained artist; (2) drawing in charcoal, pencil, pastel or marker;
(3) printing in etching, aquatint, engraving, serigraph, woodcut and linocut, monograph
(not photomechanical reproduction); (4) photography in color and black and white; (5)
sculpture in clay, marble, iron and steel , as well as alternative media; (6) video art and
computer-generated art; (7) installation art and mixed media; (8) craft in textiles, clay,
wood, glass and mixed media.
Primary materials are those documents that contain a person' s original thoughts. These
materials would include (but not be limited to): drawings, photography, maquettes, other
preparatory materials, journals, diaries and other manuscripts, correspondence,
ephemera (including exhibition catalogs, exhibition posters and other printed items
intended to have a short term usefulness}, and audio, video, and multimedia materials.
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Artist Questionnaire (to be sent to artists)
( 1 ) Please describe the types of materials that you prod uce in the creation of your art
(please check all that apply):
a. studies:
1 . sketches

_

_
_

2. three-dimen·sional maquettes
3. digital materials
4. photographs

_
_
_

__

__

5. other (please list)

b. correspondence:
_

1 . letters

_
_

2. e-mail ___
c. written records

_
_
_

d. other photographs

_

_
_

e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs

_

_
_

2. newspaper clippings

_
_
_

3. scrapbooks ___
4. videos

--

5. audio tapes __

_

6. other (please
l ist)

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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(2) Have you considered donating your personal a rchives to a repository?
Yes

__

No

__

If no, why not?

If yes, have you chosen your repository?
Yes

Is it in Tennessee?

Yes

__

No

_
_
_

No

(3) Have you considered where you might place your records?
a. I have not considered where to place my materials.

_
_
_
_

b. I have considered the issue but have no information about repositories that might
want my materials.

_
_
_

c. Yes, I am considering :
1 . 1ocal archive

_
_
_
_

2 . local art library

_
_
_
_

3 . local arts agency
4 . local museum
5. state archive

_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

_
_
_

6. state arts agency
7 . state museum

_
_
_

_
_
_

8. national archive

_
_
_
_

9. national art library

_
_
_
_

1 0. national arts agency
1 1 . national museum

_
_
_
_

_
_
_
_

1 01
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(4) How knowledgeable do you think you are about estate planning?
a.

___

b.

very knowledgeable

__

somewhat knowledgeable

no knowledge of estate planning

c.

(5) Participant's age:
a.

__

e.

1 8-2 1

b.

56-65

f.

22-35

c.

__

36-45

66-75

g.

__

over 75

__

d.

__

Would you like to receive information a bout art repositories in your area?
No

Yes
Artist Name:

-------

Mailing Address:
Telephone:

_
_
__
__

------

_____

E-Mail Address:

Fax:

_
_
_
_
_
__
__
__
_

------

Thank you.
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Appendix IV: Arts Council Questionnaire
Art in the Archives Questionnaire
Arts Councils
The information generated from the survey will be used to better understand the range
and depth of materials produced in the creation of art. You may print the form and return
it by mail or submit this form electronically. If you have questions about this project,
please call Celia Walker at (6 1 5) 385-3253 or email by clicking here.

Respondent's Name
Agency

----

_
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_

Address ------City

_
__
__
_
__
__
__
__

E-Mail Address
Telephone

State

______

Zip Code

_
_
_

------

-------

***************************************** ******************************

Recommended Artist ( 1 )
Address
City

------

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

______

E-Mail Address

State

______

Zip Code

_
_
_
_
_
_

------
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Telephone ----What Media Does the Artist Use? -----***********************************************************************

Recommended Artist (2) -----Address --------�City ______ State

_______

Zip Code

_
_
_
_
_
_

E-Mail Address -----Telephone ----What Media Does the Artist Use?

------

***********************************************************************

Recommended Artist (3) -----Address ------

City ______ State _______ Zip Code

_
_
_
_
_
_

E-Mail Address ------Telephone ------1 04
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What Media Does the Artist Use?

------

**************************************************************

Do you wish to receive results of the survey?
Thank you .
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_J
yes

_
_

no

___

Appendix V: Artist Letter
Dear Artist:
I am writing to request your assistance with a project designed to facilitate research in
the state's visual arts and raise awareness of the value of related materials in
Tennessee's repositories. As you may know, few finding aids are available for scholars
wanting to research the primary art documents (letters, drawings, photographs, oral
histories, etc.) housed in our repositories. My proposal surveys repository holdings and
compares those numbers with estate planning needs of artists resid ing in Tennessee. I
hope to create a finding aid for public repositories and increase communication between
artists and our state's repositories. My goal is to make primary art resources easier to
find within our state and to encourage additional research about the art of Tennessee.
To that end , I am conducting a survey of artists in Tennessee to determine what types of
materials they create as a byproduct of their art making. The survey is being performed
under the auspices of the University of Tennessee School of Information Science in
preparation for my master's degree. It has the support of the Tennessee State Library
and Archives and the Tennessee Arts Commission. The project has been reviewed and
approved by the University of Tennessee Office of Research. All responses will be kept
confidential and respondents will be coded so that their names are not published.
Please fill out the online form at http://web. utk.edu/-wal ker02/ArtistQuestionnaire.html
and mail it to me at Celia Walker, 230 Leonard Avenue, Nashville, TN 37205 or you
may complete and submit it online. If you are interested in receiving information about
repositories in your area, please note that on the bottom of your form. Your participation
in this study is voluntary and you may decline to participate without penalty. If you
decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time. without penalty by
contacting me at the address below. Thank you for your support of this project.
Sincerely,
Celia Walker
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230 Leonard Avenue
Nashville, TN 37205
(6 1 5) 385-3253
celiandrobert@comcast.net
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Appendix VI : Artist Questionnaire
( 1 ) Please describe the types of materials that you produce i n the creation of your art
(please check all that apply):
a. studies:
1 . sketches

_
_
_

2. three-dimensional maquettes

_
_
_

3. digital materials
4. photographs __
5. other (please list)

b. correspondence:
1 . letters

---

2. e-mail --c. written records

---

d. other photographs

_
_
_

e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs

_
_
_

2. newspaper clippings
3. scrapbooks

_
_
_

_
_
_

4. videos__
5. audio tapes

_
_
_

6. other (please
list).

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
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(2) Have you considered donating your personal archives to a repository?
Yes

__

No

__

If no, why not?

If yes, have you chosen your repository?
Yes

Is it in Tennessee?

Yes

__

No

_
_
_

No

(3) Have you considered where you might place your records?
a. I have not considered where to place my materials.

_
_
_
_

b. I have considered the issue but have no information about repositories that might
want my materials.

_
_
_

c. Yes, I am considering:
1 . local archive

_
_
_
_

2. local art library

_
_
_
_

3. local arts agency
4. local museum
5. state archive

----

_
_
_
_

---

6. state arts agency
7. state museum

_
_
_

_
_
_

8. national archive

----

9. national art library

_
_
_
_

1 0. national arts agency
1 1 . national museum

_
_
_
_

----

(4) How knowledgeable do you think you are about estate pla nning?
1 09
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,

a.

___

b.

very knowledgeable

__

somewhat knowledgeable

no knowledge of estate planning

c.

(5) Participant's age:
a.

__

e.

1 8-2 1

b.

56-65

f.

22-35

c.

66-75

g.

__

36-45
__

d.

__

over 75

Would you like to receive information about art repositories in you r area?
No

Yes
Artist Name:

------

Mailing Address:
Telephone:

----

-----

_____

E-Mail Address:

Fax:

_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_

------

Thank you .

1 10
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Appendix V I I : Variables for Archives Study

f

'

Variable

Description

description of collection

Textual su m mary of collection; supports prioritization
of art materials; also used to create profile of
collecting in the state

existence of art files

Numbers of a rt files as compared with overall file
numbers (exhaustive); supports prioritization of art
materials; also used to create profile of collecting
in the state

art in repository mission
(independent variable)

Yes or no answer (exhaustive); supports prioritization
of art materials; helps to link mission with existence of
collections

art in acquisition policy

Yes or no a nswer (exhaustive); supports prioritization
of art: helps to link policy with existence of collections

existence of finding aids

Yes, some or all answer (exhaustive); supports
prioritization of art materials; also used to create
profile of collecting in the state

...·
'

•

... .

existence of digitized
materials

Yes, some or all answer (exhaustive); supports
prioritization of art materials

existence of published
research

No response or number response to catalogs,
brochures or web sites; supports prioritization of art
materials

existence of
interpretive projects

No response or number response to exhibitions,
lectures, symposia or tours; supports prioritization of
art materials

existence of online
resou rces

Yes (with URL request) or no answer (exhaustive);
supports prioritization of art materials
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Variable

Description

institutional governance

Choice of private archive, private library, private
museum, private university, public archive, public
library, public museum or public university; used to
create a profile of collecting in the state

collaborative projects

No, Yes in the past or yes (currently) answers
(exhaustive): support s prioritization of art materials

grant funding

Yes or no response (exhaustive); supports prioritization
of art materials

primary source
of funding

Choice of city, state or federal allocation, memberships
or other (exhaustive); used to create a profile of
collecting in the state

total budget

Responses are under $ 1 0,000, $ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00 ,000,
$ 1 00,000 to $500,000, $500,000 to $1 million and over
$1 million; supports prioritization of art materials
(exhaustive); also used to create profile of collecting in
the state

total art budget

Responses are under $ 1 0,000, $ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000,
$1 00,000 to $500,000, $500,000 to $1 million and over
$1 million (exhaustive); supports prioritization of art
materials; also used to create profile of collecting in the
state
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Appendix VI I I : Archives Pretest Responses
Total completing the survey: 4 (Please note: not everyone completing the surveys
completed every question on the survey. )
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? _l_ yes

_l_ no

(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
_1_ none

....1._ under 1 0

_Q_ under 250

_Q_ under 50

_o
_ u nder 1 00

� over 250

(4) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
. _o
_ u nder 50

_1_ none

__
o under 1 000

_o
_ under 1 00

__
1 under 500

_l_ over 1 000

(5) Does the collection m ission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
_Q_ we have no written mission statement
...1..._ no mention is made of art
_1_ mission refers to the need for a rt materials
_1_ mission is entirely about art
(6) Does the acqu isition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
_o
_ we have no written acquisition policy
_.1_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
_l_ acquisition policy refers to art collecting
_1_ acquisition policy is entirely a bout art
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art m aterials?
_.1_ no, we have no finding aids
_
1 _ yes,

we have finding aids for some of the collection

__l_ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
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(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
__l_ no, the collection is not digitized
_2_ yes, some of the collection is digitized
_o
_ yes, the collection is fully digitized
(3) I n the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
__
2 no research has been published
...1.__ yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:__j
_1_ 1 catalog

_1_ 20 catalogs

_2_ yes, we have a brochu re [please note number of brochures:_1�--'
1 brochure
__
1

_1_ 1 5 brochures

_2_ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites: _1......___.
(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
__
2 no projects have been done on the collections
....i_ yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibition s

___.

_

_1_1 exhibition

_1_ 2 exhibitions

_!__ 3 exhibitions

_1_ 50 exhibitions

_3_ yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:
1 lecture
__
1

_.

_
_

_2_ 1 00 lectures
1

__
1
yes, a symposium was conducted [please note number of symposia: 30
.

_2_ yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tou rs created :
__
1
1 300 tours

_1_ many

(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
_1 no materials are available on-line
_1_ yes, the materials are available on-line [please note
URL:
Funding

1 14
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( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
private library
1
__Q__ private archive __

_1_ private museum

_1_ private university
__Q_ public archive

__
o public library

_1_ public museum

__Q__ public university
(2) I n the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations?
__Q_ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
_1_ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
__
3 yes, we are currently col laborating with other institutions
(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
__
3 Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
__
o No, grant funding has not been applied for.
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
_
1 _ city funding

__
3 federal funding

__
2 private foundation

_2
_ state funding

(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_
1 _ city allocation

_1_state allocation _o_ federal allocation

_o
_ memberships

__ other
_2

(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_1_ under $1 0,000 _
1_under $500,000

_o
_ $500,000 to $1 million

_1_ over $1 million
(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget? (note: $ 1 0,000-$ 1 00,000 was
deleted after the first response and divided into two categories, below)
1

$ 1 0,000-$ 1 00,000

__
1 under $50,000
115
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0

over $ 1 00,000 __
1 $500,000 to $1 million

Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?
collections.

0

4

Yes, I would be i nterested in hearing about

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results? 3
receive a survey summary.

1

Yes, I would like to

No, I would not like to receive a survey summary.
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Appendix IX: Variables for Artists' Survey

Variable

Description

materials produced
art making

Responses are: a . studies: sketches, three
d imensional maquettes, digital materials, photographs
and other (please list); b. correspondence: letters and
e-mail; c. written records; d. other photographs; e.
ephemera: exhibition catalogs, newspaper clippings,
scrapbooks, videos, audio tapes and other (please
list); used to create a profile of arts m aterials to be in
considered for archiving

if artist has considered
donation

Yes or no answer and If no, why not (exhaustive); If
yes, have you chosen you r repository (yes or no) and
is it in Tennessee (yes or no) (exhaustive); used to
support the need for communication between artists a
and art repositories

if artist has selected
repositorv

Answers are no, yes and list of options considered :
local archive, local art library, local arts agency, local
museum, national archive, national art library, national
arts agency, national museum, international archive,
international arts agency, or international museum;
used to support the need for com munication between
artists and art repositories; also to understand if a
materials are leaving the state

knowledge of
estate planning

Answers are very, somewhat and none (exhaustive);
used to support the need for communication between
artists and art repositories

Age

Answers are: 1 8-2 1 , 22-35, 36-45, 46-55, 56-65, 6675 and over 75 (exhaustive); used to support the
· need for communication between artists and art
repositories: a lso to support the validitv of the survey
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Appendix X: Artists Pre-Test Responses Tallied
The pre-test survey was submitted to five artists and was completed by four.
( 1 ) Please describe the types of materials that you produce in the creation of your art
(please check all that apply):
a. studies:
1 . sketches _4.......__
2. three-dimensional maquettes _1..___
1 _ (note: added in time for only one respondent to mark)
3. digital materials __
4. photographs _4_
5. other (please l ist) 1 response "slides, collection of old books, documents, handwritten
letters"
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

2

2. e-mail ---2---

-

c. written records

4

d. other photographs __...3....___
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs _4...___
2. newspaper clippings _4...__
3. scrapbooks ___.2....__
4. videos

3

5. audio tapes ____.;0;;..__
6. other (please list)__Q_
(2) Have you considered donating your personal archives to a repository?
Yes_2
_
No

(written in by one "But not a lot.")

2

If no, why not?
" I ' m not sure anyone would want them."
" I have not considered where to place my materials."
If yes, have you chosen your repository?
Is it in Tennessee?

Yes _o_

No

__
Yes _o
_o

_
_

1 18

No _4...___

No Response _4.....__

Appendix X, Continued.
(3) Have you considered where you m ight place your records?
a. I have not considered where to place my materials.

0

b. I have considered the issue but have no information about repositories that might
want my materials.

3

No Response _1_
c. Yes, I am considering :
1 . local archive

2

2. local art library

0

3. local arts agency

Q

4. local museum

2

5. state archive

0

6. state arts agency _Q_
7. state museum ....
1_
...._
..

'

8. national arch,ive ·

0

9. national art library

0

1 0 . national arts agency
1 1 . national museum

1

Q

1 2. international archive

0

1 3. international arts agency _Q_
14. international museum

0

(4) How knowledgeable do you think you are a bout estate planning?
o_ very knowledgeable b.
a. _
c.

1

3

somewhat knowledgeable

no knowledge of estate planning

(5) Participant's age:
a. _Q_ 1 8-21 b . .....:0:....___ 22-35
e.

0

56-65

f.

0

c. _.1_ 36-45
66-75

g.

0

d . __
3 46-55
over 75

Would you like to receive i nformation about art repositories in your area?
Yes

3

No

0

No Response _1..___
1 19

Appendix XI: Number of Non-Responding Repositories by Repository Type
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Appendix XI I I : Reasons Given by Archives that Did Not Complete the Survey
1 I'm sorry but we at the [ ] County Archives do not have a budget and have got a heavy
load of necessary work within the archives. I will pass.
2 We have four Samuel Shaver portraits of the Haynes family. We do not collect visual
art as a focus and have nothing in our vertical files.
4 We have Courthouse records and family histories. No art.
5 I am swamped with projects at the moment and will not be able to participate in your
questionnaire.
1 0 I don't think any of the records the wills, census, cemetery records and marriages,
etc. would qualify for you r survey.
1 5 We do not maintain any visual arts collections, so we will not be completing the
survey. Good luck with your thesis.
23 We have not art work. The questions do not apply.
32 We do not have a collection.
37 Our photographs are primarily snapshots and pictures taken for school purposes. I do
not thing we have anything that real ly fits what you're looking for.
42 We only have original copies of [ ] County Courthouse Records. We have loose
paper (being indexed), Chancery Court records up to 1 900; also, minutes and other
records--nothi ng after 1 900.
44 The [ ] houses the local history collection of the [ ] Library. Most of the material in
our Archives, formerly located at [ ], was made up of local government records and
these records were transferred to the [ ] County Archives which opened in 1 999.
Genealogical material and some collections held at the [ ] location were brought to the
new Central Library prior to its opening in November 200 1 . The acquisition of
dimensional art is not within the col lection policy of the History Department. The [ ]
Information Files, a large newspaper clippings file that contains more tha n 500,000
items, does have information on local artists and their work. We have also been given
prints of the work of some local artists, most of which are well-known locations in [ ]
such as Court Square, Beale Street, the levee, the zoo, parks, and other sites. We treat
this material as we do photographs and other visual images such as our large collection
of Leslie and Harper 1 9th century newspaper drawings. We are in the process of
developing a finding aid to the Leslie and Harper newspaper prints. A contact print file
enables individuals to search the more than 1 0,000 images in our photograph collection.
Photographs that are part of the manuscript collections are detailed in the individual
finding aids to the collection.
46 The [ ] County (TN) Archives consist solely of vertical files of early cou rt records.
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47 Thanks for asking me to participate, but I do not think that our small log house with
furniture and artifacts from the 1 9th Century, though of great historical interest, has
m uch of artistic interest.
48 My Dear, we have all of the loose papers from the court house in [
nothing of interest to you ! No art, etc. Sorry about that!

] TN and there is

5 1 The [ ] Library has no visual arts collection and appears to be an inappropriate
candidate for your survey. Thus, I see no reason to participate in it. (My time is limited ,
and in general I respond only to surveys that relate directly to the mission of our library.)
Sorry I can't be of more assistance on this.
52 We will be unable to participate in your survey, because of lack of time. We are too
busy and are in the midst of too many projects at this time. We wish you success with
your project.
·

55 This is to let you know that [ ]'s collections do not include the type of primary visual
arts you are looking for.
58 We are not a collecting museum so I did not respond to the survey. Let me know if
you need further information. Thanks!
63 Mr. [ ] regrets that he will not be able to participate in your survey and study at the
present because of health reasons. He appreciates you thinking of him and the [ ].
67 I decline to participate at this time. I believe my previous response to you indicated
that we had few if any relevant collections in our holdings.
76 I have received your recent letter and survey again. I did not reply to the earlier
letters, because I do not feel our Archives fits into the criteria of your survey. Our
archive deals mostly with old original court records, wills and deeds. We do have
vertical files but they are on family research for genealogical purposes. The courthouse
does have a museum which lines the hallways of the courthouse. The items are mostly
of donations of items such as coi ns, military items and I ndian relics but no paintings or
art items.
77 We are not participating in your survey because we do not col lect in the area of your
study.
82 The [ ] Museum has undergone a reorganization. We no longer maintain
collections within the visual arts.
86 The [ ] County Archives houses only official county records. We have no holdings
that relate to the visual arts.
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Appendix XIV: Archives' Responses
Total completing the survey: 65 (Please note: not everyone completing the surveys
completed every question on the su rvey. )
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained o n the visual arts? __1.§__ yes

� no

_.1_ no response (#53)
(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
__
1 1_ unknown
_2
_ under 1 00

...E._ none

_6
_ under 1 0

_6_ under 250

_2_ over 250

_3
_ under 50
_3
_ no response (#7, 39,

and 53)
(4) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
_jj__ unknown

..J.!L_ none

_a
_ under 500

.....a_ under 1 000

_7
_ under 50

__£__ under 1 00

_8_ over 1 000

_3
_ no response

(#7, 39 and 53)
(5) Does the collection mission or pu rpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
__
1 1_ we have no written mission statement
_i§__ no mention is made of art
__£__ mission refers to the need for art materials
mission is entirely about art
__
1
_4
_ no response (#1 7, 45, 8 1 and 84)
(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
___1d_ we have no written acquisition policy
__n_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
_6

_

acquisition policy refers to art collecting

_2
_ acquisition policy is entirely about art
_3
_ no response (#45, 54, and 84)
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
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_ll._ no, we have no finding aids
_1Q_ yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
_a
_ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
_5
_ no response (#21 , 29, 43, 45, and a4)
(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
__..§1_ no, the collection is not digitized
_9
_ yes, some of the collection is digitized
_o
_ yes, the collection is fully digitized
__§___ no response (#21 , 29, 43, 45 and a4)
(3) In the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
.....§.§._ no research has been published
_3
_ yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:_____...1___
_1_ yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochures:_1....___,
. _1__ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites: _1...____,
_1_ no response (# 45, 53, and a4)
(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
___M_ no projects have been done on the collections
...11__ yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions_____.
� 1 exhibition

_a
_ 2 exhibitions

_4
_ 3 exhibitions

_1_ 1 1 exhibitions

_1_ 1 5 exhibitions

_5
_ no number given

_1_ 4 exhibitions

_a
_ yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:
_1__ 1 lecture

_2
_ 2 lectures

_2
_ five lectures

_.

_
_

_1_ 20 lectures

_1_ over 2000 lectures
yes, a symposium was conducted [please note number of symposia : _1..___.
__
1
___§__ yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tours created : ____.
_2
_ 1 tour

4 tours _1_ over 2000
__
1

_1_ no number given
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_L_ no response (#43, 45 and 84)
(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
__§__ no materials are available on-line
_7
_ yes, the materials are available on-line [please note
URL:
_9_ no response (#26, 28, 30, 34, 43, 45, 64, 83, and 84)
Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
_9
_ private archive _5
_ private library

__!L private museum

_4
_ private university
___11_ public archive

._..1i_ public library

__1.§_ public museum

__
7 public university
_2
_ no response (#45 and 84)
Group responses (more than one area checked):
_L_ private archive and private library
private archive, private library and private museum
__
1
private museu m and private university
__
1
_2
_ public archive and public museum
_4
_ public archive and public library
public museum and public university
__
1
public archive, public library and public museum
__
1
_L_ private museum and public museum (described as a partnership)
(2) In the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations? (note: 2 respondents checked both past and current)
...11.._ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
...IL__ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
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__ll_ yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
__£_ no response (#45 and 84)
(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
.....§__ Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_j§_ No, grant funding has not been applied for.
_l_ no response (#45, 49 and 84)
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
_.1L city funding

_jjL federal funding

_a private foundation

__lL state funding

_l_ no response (#45, 83 and 84)
Grou p responses ( more than one area checked):
__£_ federal and private foundation awards
_1_ city, state and federal awards
_2
_ state, federal and private foundation awards
_1_ city and private foundation awards
__£_ state and federal awards
__
1
city and state awards
_3
_ city, state and private foundation awards
·_
_
5 state and private foundation awards
_3
_ awards granted in all areas
(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_.1L city allocation

_9
_state allocation _l_ federal allocation

__
8 memberships

__]§__ other

_3
_ no response (#45, 83 and 84)

Group responses ( more than one area checked):
_2
_ city allocation and other
_1_ city and state allocations and other
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L_ city allocation and memberships
(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_.1!L under $ 1 0,000 ___li_$ 1 0,000 to $1 00,000 __..1.§_$ 1 00,000 to $500,000
_4_ $500,000 to $1 million _L_ over $1 million
_5_ no response (#2 1 , 38, 45, 83 and 84)
(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
51

under $ 1 0,000 2

0

$500,000 to $1 million 0

-

$ 1 0,000 to $1 00,000 1

-

--

$ 1 00,000 to $500,000

-

over $1 million

-

_1_1_ no response (#2 1 , 22, 31 , 33, 39, 43, 45, 50, 53, 83 and 84)
Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?
collections.

17

46

Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

L_ no response (#1 2 and 45)
Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results?_4.._4..____ Yes, I would like to
receive a survey summary.

19

No, I would not like to receive a survey summary.

_2
_ no response (#45 and 50)
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Appendix XV: Archives' Responses for Repositories with Separate Vertical Files in the
Visual Arts
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? � yes
(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
_L unknown

_Q_ none _i_ under 1 0

_.1_ under 1 00

....i._ under 250

_2_ u nder 50

_j__ over 250

_Q_ no response

(4) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
_L unknown

__
o none

_3
_ u nder 50

_1_under 500

_1_ under 1 000

_o_ under 1 00

....i._ over 1 000

_Q__ no response

(5) Does the collection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
__L we have no written mission statement
_11_ no mention is made of art
_.1_ mission refers to the need for art materials
_.1_ mission is entirely about art
_.1_ no response (#1 7)
(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
_L we have no written acquisition policy
.Jl_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
_1_ acquisition policy refers to a rt collecting
_l_ acquisition policy is entirely about art
_.1_ no response (#54)
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the a rt materials?
_L no, we have no finding aids
_11_ yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
_l_ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
_Q__ no response
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(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
.....1..§._ no, the collection is not digitized
_2_ yes, some of the collection is digitized
_o_ yes, the collection is fully digitized
_o_ no response
(3) I n the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
.....1i._ no research has been published
1 ___.
...1.....__ yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:��
1
_3_ yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochures:��

___.

_

_2
_ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites:

1 __,
_....

_o
_ no response
Combination Responses ( Respondent marked more than one answer):
...1.....__ 1 brochure and 1 catalog
__
1
1 brochure and 1 website
(4) I n the last 1 0 years, have other i nterpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
_jQ_ no projects have been done on the collections
__
9 yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions.

...�

_
_

__
1 1 exhibition

_2
_ 2 exhibitions

_2
_ 3 exhibitions

...1.....__ 1 1 exhibitions

__
1
no number given

_1_ 4 exhibitions

_l__ yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures: -=2-_.J
...1.....__ yes, a symposium was conducted [please note number of symposia: _...1_...�
_4_ yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tours created :
__
1
1 tour

_2
_ 4 tours

_1_ no number given

__Q_ no response
Combination Responses ( Respondents Who Marked More than One Answer):
...1.....__ 4 exhibitions and 4 tou rs
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_j__ 3 exhibitions and 2 lectures
_1_ 2 exhibitions and 2 lectures
1

_
_

1 symposium and 4 tours

(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
.....1§_ no materials are available on-line
_j__ yes, the materials are available on-line [please note
URL:
__2.._ no response (#83, 28)
Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
3

_
_

__
5 private museum

private archive __2.._ private libra ry

_1_ private university
_3
_ public archive
1

_
_

__
3 public museum

__
5 public library

public university

__Q__ no response
Combination Responses (Respondents Who Marked More than One Answer):
1

private museum and private university

2

private archive and private library

2

public archive and public Library

_
_

_
_

_
_

(2) In the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations?
.....§___ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
l_ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
_3
_ yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
o

_
_

no response
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(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
__11_ Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_7
_ No, grant funding has not been applied for.
_o
_ no response
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
_6
_ city funding

__
4 federal funding

_7
_ private foundation

_§__ state funding

_l_ no response (#83, 9)
Combination Responses (Respondents Who Marked More than One Response):
_l_ federal and private foundation funding
_2
_ city, state and federal funding
_j__ city, state and private foundation funding
_j__ state and federal funding
_j__ all types of funding
(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_3
_ city allocation
_4
_ memberships

_o_state allocation _o_ federal allocation
12

other

no response (#83)
__
1

Combination Responses (Respondents Who Marked More than One Response):
city allocation and memberships
__
1
city allocation and other
__
1
(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_i_ under $ 1 0,000 _
5_$1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000 _
5_$1 00,000 to $500,000
_ over $ 1 million _1_ - no response (#83)
__
o $500,000 to $ 1 million _3
(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
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14

-

under $1 0,000 0

$ 1 0 ,000 to $ 1 00,000 0

--

$ 1 00,000 to $500,000

-

_0
_$500,000 to $1 million _O_over $ 1 million

_i_ no response (#83, 50, 31 , 22)

Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
16

might be available in your area?
collections.
o

_
_

2

Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

no response

Would you like to receive a � u mmary of the survey results?_1...,.6..___ Yes, I would like to
receive a survey summary.
1

_
_

1

No, I would not like to receive a survey summary.

no response (#50)
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Appendix XVI : Institution Types with Primary Art Resources
50

45

40

35

30
ll total sample

25

• respondents
C a rt files

20

15

10

5

0

museums

archives

libraries
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Appendix XVI I : Locations of Repositories with Separate Art Files
East Tennessee
Claiborne County ( 1 )
Cocke County ( 1 )
Hancock County ( 1 )
Jefferson County ( 1 )
Knox County (3)
Sevier County ( 1 )
Sullivan County ( 1 )
Middle Tennessee
Cheatham County ( 1 )
Davidson County (5)
Hamilton County ( 1 )
. . .. West Tennessee
Shelby County (2)
��

-

I
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Appendix XVI I I : Locations of Repositories with Art Files
East Tennessee
Claiborne County ( 1 )
Cocke County ( 1 )
Hancock County ( 1 )
Jefferson County ( 1 )
Knox County (4)
Roane County ( 1 )
Sevier County (1 )
Sullivan County (2)
Middle Tennessee
Cheatham County ( 1 )
Davidson County (8)
Hamilton County ( 1 )
Overton County ( 1 )
Perry County (1)
Robertson County ( 1 )
Rutherford County (2)
West Tennessee
Madison County ( 1 )
Shelby County (2)
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Appendix XIX: Archives' Responses Ranked

# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding
Aids
Digitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Appl ications
# of Grants
Art Budget

89
3

88
0

87
0

86
0

0
0

1
1

0
0

1
1
1
8
0
2
1

0
1
1
2
0
2
1

2
1

84
0

83
Unknown

NR
NR

NR
NR

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

2
1

0
1

NR
NR

76

75
0

74 73
unknown
0

72
U nknown

71
0

70
unknown

69
unknown

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

2

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
10
0
2
1

1
0
2
1
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1

NR
1

0
1

1
1

3
1

0

0

0
1

# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding Aids
Digitized
Publications
Prolects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Appl ications
# of Grants
Art Budget

78
4

77

85

81
0

80
5

79
0

0
0

NR
0

0
0

0
0

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

0
0
0
0
NR
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
4
1
2
1

0
0
0
2
0
1
0

NR
NR

NR
NR

0
1

2
1

0
1
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# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding
Aids
Digitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Applications
# of Grants
Art Budget

61

unknown

unknown

60
0

59
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

2

2

0

1

1

0

2

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
0
1
0

0
0
NR
NR
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
2
1

1
1

0
2

0

0
1

3

2
1

NR
1

1
1

47

46

65

unknown

64
0

1
0

0
0

1
1

1

0

0
0
0
0
1
0
0

# of Art Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding Aids
Digitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Applications
# of Grants
Art Budget

67

1

56
0
0
0

55

63

1

54
1
1

NR

0
1
0
1
0
2
1

NR
0
0
2
0
1
1

2

1

1

58

62

66
0

68
4

1

1

50
2
0
0

49
0

0
2
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
1
0
5
1
NR

NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR
NR

2
NR

NR
NR

2
3

NR
NR

53
NR
0
0
1
0
NR
1
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52

51

0

0

1

48

45
0
NR
NR

57
0
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44
# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding
Aids
Digitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Appl ications
# of Grants
Art Budget

32

# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
FindinQ Aids
Digitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Appl i cations
# of Grants
Art Budget

43
0

41
unknown

40 39
NR
2

38

36

35

34

33

0

0

4

0

unknown

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1

1

1

0

2

0

0

2

0

NR
NR
NR
NR

0
0
4
0
1
1

0
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

0
1

0
0
0
1
0
1

1

3

3

1

1
1

NR

NR

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

NR

42

3

37

31
4

30

0

29
0

28
4

27 2 6
0 0

25
2

24
0

0
2

0
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1
2
2
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

0

1
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0

0

1
1

NR

NR

0
NR

NR

0
0
0
0
1
NR

1

3
NR

1
1
4
1

3

1
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NR

23

1

22
4

21
0

0
0

2
2

0
0

0
0
2002
2000
0
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
1
1

NR
NR

2
1

0
0
0
0
0
2
1

2
1

2
1

4
1

2

1

NR

NR

NR

0
0
0
1
1
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14
0

13
0

12
0

11
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

2

0

2

1
0
1
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
1

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
2
1

0
0
0
0
2
1

0
0
1
0
1
1

1
0
7
0
1
1

2
1

2
1

3
1

1
1

4
1

2
1

2
1

2
1

9
1

8
1

7
NR

6
0

5

4

2

1

Total
52

Mean
1.02

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
1

6
10

0.1
0.16

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

1
1
0

37
9
2010

Projects

0

2

0

35

11

2111

Online
Collaborate
Grant
Applications
# of Grants
Art Budget
Total

0
0
1

0
0
1

0
1
1

0
1
1

1
0
1

54

0.62
0.15
0.13 or
33.5
1.85 or
35. 18
0.13
0.87
0.73

NR
1

NR
1

1
1

NR
1

2
1

# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Finding
Aids
Diqitized
Publications
Projects
Online
Collaborate
Grant
Applications
# of Grants
Art Budqet

# of Art
Files
Mission
Acquisition
Policy
Findinq Aids
Digitized
Publications

20
1

19
0

18
unknown

17
1

16
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

NR
0

0

1

1

0
0
0
0
1
0

1
0
0
1
2
1

NR
1
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15

3
5

7

44
77
57
4474

10

1.48
1.06
7.27 or
68.83

Appendix XX: Mean Response Rankings for Archives

Question

Mean

Number of Art Files

1.02

Institutional Mission

0. 1

Acquisition Policy

0. 16

Number of Finding Aids

0. 62

Is the Collection Digitized?

0. 15

Number of Publications

0. 13

Number of Projects

1.85

Online Resources

0. 13

Have You Collaborated?

0.87

Grant Appl ications

0.73

Number of Grants

1.48

Art Budget

1.06

Total

7.27
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Appendix XXI : Responses for Institutions with Art-Related Missions
Total number of respondents: 5
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? ___l__ yes

_L no

(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
_1_ u nknown
_o_ u nder 1 00

_1_ none _1_ under 1 0
_2
_

u nder 250

_o
_ under 50

__
o over

250

(4) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
_1_ u nknown _1_ none
__
1 under 500

_Q_ under 1 00

_1_ under 50

__
1
u nder 1 000

_0_ over 1 000

(5) Does the collection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resou rces?
_Q_ we have no written mission statement
_Q_ no mention is made of a rt
_i_ mission refers to the need for art m aterials
_1_ mission is entirely abou t a rt
(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
_Q_ we have no written acqu isition policy
_1_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
_l__ acquisition policy refers to art col lecting
_1_ acquisition policy is entirely about a rt
_1_ no response (#65)
Accessibilitv
(1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
_1_ no, we have no finding aids
_l__ yes , we have finding aids for some of the collection
_1_ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
_1_ no response (#54)
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(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
__[_ no, the collection is not digitized
_Q_ yes, some of the collection is digitized
_Q_ yes, the collection is fully digitized
(3) I n the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
.....!._ no research has been published
_1_ yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:

1

1
_Q_ yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochu res:_�

_.

_

_Q_ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites: -�1-...J
(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
_L no projects have been done on the collections
_L yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions.

_.

_
_

_!.._1 exhibition

_1_ 2 exhibitions

_!.._ no number given

_Q_ yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:

_.

_
_

_Q_ yes, a symposium was conducted [please note number of symposia: __..
1

_,

_

_1_ yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tou rs created :

_,

_
_

_1_ no number given
(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
__[_ no materials are available on-line
U�
R::.::L:.:.:
_Q_ yes, the materials are available on-line [please note .:::

---�

-

Funding
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( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
_Q_ private archive

_o
_

private library

_1__ private museum

_1_ private university
_1_ public archive

_1_ public library

_1__ public museum

_Q_ public university
Group responses (more than one area checked):
_!_ private museum and private university
_!_ public archive and public library
(2) I n the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations? (note: 2 respondents checked both past and current)
__Q_ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
__i_ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
_1_ yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
(3) I n the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
...1.._ Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_1__ No, g rant funding has not been applied for.
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
_1_ city funding

_1__ federal funding

_1__ private foundation

_Q_ state funding

Group responses (more than one area checked ):
_1__ federal and private foundation awards
(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_Q_ city allocation

_1_state allocation

_1_ memberships

_1__ other

_1_ federal allocation
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(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_Q_ under $ 1 0,000

_Q_$1 0,000 to $1 00,000

2 $500,000 to $1 million

1 $ 1 00,000 to $500,000

_2_ over $1 million

(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
_1._ under $ 1 0,000

_1_$1 0,000 to $1 00,000

0 $500,000 to $1 million

_0
_$ 1 00,000 to $500,000

_Q_over $ 1 million

_1_ no response (#22)
Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
� Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

m ight be available in your area?
collections.

0

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results?_5

_
_

receive a survey summary.

0

Yes, I would like to

No, I would not like to receive a survey summary.
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Appendix XXI I : Locations of Repositories with Access Rankings of " 1 " or More
* denotes repositories with ranking of "2"
East Tennessee
Anderson County (1 ) *
Carter County ( 1 ) *
Cali borne County ( 1 )
Hancock County ( 1 ) *
Knox County (5)
McMinn County (2)
Sevier County ( 1 )
Sullivan County (2)
Washington County ( 1 )
Middle Tennessee
Cheatham County ( 1 )
Davidson County (6) *
Putnam County (1 )
Rutherford County (3) ***
Robertson County ( 1 )
West Tennessee
Haywood County ( 1 ) *
Shelby County ( 1 )
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Appendix XXI I I : Responses for Institutions with H igh Access Rankings
Note: Totals are given for archives ranking "0", followed by those ranking " 1 " and then
those ranking "2" ( 011 12 )
.

(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts?
011 10

611 1 I 1

yes 301917 no

no response

(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
5151 1

unknown

211 I 1
21110

under 1 00

23.415 none 31310
01311

under 1 0

1 1210

01210

over 250

under 250

under 50

no response

(4) How many individ ual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
5.4�2 unknown
31312

under 500

1 31213 none 41310
81310

under 1 000

under 50
1 1311

over 1 000

01210

under 1 00

211 10

no response

(5) Does the col lection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
91210 we have no written mission statement
2211 617 no mention is made of art
211 I 1

mission refers to the need for art materials

011 10 mission is entirely about art
311 10

no response

(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
1 1 1 7 we have no written acq uisition policy
1 91 1 61 1

no mention is made of collecting art resources

21310 acquisition policy refers to art collecting
1 1 10 acquisition policy is entirely about art
I

31010 no response
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
321010 no, we have no finding aids
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0.20.0 yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
0.0.8 yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
4.1 .0 no response
(2) Is the collection digitized in ful l or in part?
28.1 6.7 no, the collection is not digitized
44 1

yes, some of the collection is digitized

0.0.0 yes, the collection is fully d igitized
4.1 .0

no response

(3) In the last 1 0 years, has staff published research a bout the art collections?
32.1 4.8 no research has been published
2.1 .0 yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs :

1

0.2.0 yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochures:_1.._____,
0.2.0 yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites: _1......___.
2.2.0

no response

(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the col lections?
21 .8.5 no projects have been done on the collections
1 0.1 1 .2 yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions

_.

_
_

4.3. 1 1 exhibition
0.1 .0
3.4. 1

5.2. 1

1 1 exhibitions

2 exhibitions
0.1 .0

1 .3.0 3 exhibitions

0.1 .0

1 5 exhibitions

yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:

1.1 .0

1 lecture

1 .0.0

over 2000 lectures

0.2.0

4 exhibitions

2 lectures

1 .0.1

5 lectures

_.

_
_

0.1 .0

20 lectures

0.1 .0 yes, a symposium was conducted [please note number of symposia: _1.......___.
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41310 yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tours created :
311 10

1 tour

211 1

no response

I

01210

4 tours

1 1010

_.

_
_

over 2000 tours

(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
27 1 616 no materials are available on-line
I

41310 yes, the materials are available on-line
51212

·

no response

Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
71 1

private archive

41 1 10

1 121 1

private university

8131 1

1 1 1212 public museum

private library
public archive

3131 1 public university

5/10 private museum
51613 public library
1 1010

no response

(2) In the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations? (note: 2 respondents checked both past and current)
1 6AA no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
1 31 1 22 yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
5181 1

yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions

(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
20�1 816 Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
1 31310 No, grant funding has not been applied for.
3102

no response

(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
8A10 city funding

71913 federal funding

911 32 private foundation

91815 state funding
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(5) What is your primary source of operation funding? (note: some checked more than
one answer)
5.2.1

1 .0.2 federal allocation

4 4 1 state allocation

8.3.0 city allocation

3.0.0

20.1 2.3 other

memberships

no response

(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
1 2.4.2 under $ 1 0,000

1 0.5.0 $ 1 0,000 to $1 00,000

6.8.3 $ 1 00,000 to $500,000
4.1.0

over $1 million

0.2.2 $500,000 to $ 1 million
41 1

no response

(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
28.1 7.6 under $ 1 0 ,000
1 .0.0
3.4.0

1 .0. 1

$1 0,000 to $1 00,000
0.0.0 $500,000 to $ 1 million

$ 1 00,000 to $500,000
over $ 1 million

3.4. 1

no response

Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?

22.1 8.6

about collections.

1 2.3.2

collections.

no response

2.0.0

Yes, I would be interested in hearing

No, I would not be interested in hearing about
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Appendix XXIV: Repository Responses Grouped by Access Ratings (in Percents)

Separate Art Files (yes)
Separate Art Files (nol
No Response
Art VF (unknown)
Art VF (none)
Art VF (under 1 0)
Art VF (under SOl
Art VF
(under 100)
Art VF
(under 250)
Art VF (over 250)
No Response
Total Files (unknown)
Total Files (none)
Total Files
(under 50)
Total Files
(under 100)
Total Files
(under SOO)
Total Files
(under 1000)
Total Files
(over 1000)
No Response
M ission (none)
M ission
(no mention)
M ission (refers)
M ission (all art)
No response

Rank 0
17
83
0
14
64
8
3
6

Rank 1
52
43
5
24
19
14
10
5

Rank 2
13
88
0
13
63
0
0
13

0

14

13

0
6
14
36
11

10
5
19
10
14

0
0
25
38
0

0

10

0

8

14

0

22

14

0

3

14

13

6
25
61

5
10
76

0
0
88

6
0
8

5
5
5

13
0
0
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Acquisition Policy (none)
Acquisition Policy (no
mention)
Acquisition Policy (refers
to art)
Acquisition Policy (all
art)
No response
FindinQ Aids (none)
Finding Aids (some)
Finding Aids (all)
No Response
Digitized (none)
Digitized (some)
DiQitized (all)
No Response
Publications (none)
Publications (catalog}
Publications (brochure)
Publications (Web site)
No Response
Projects (none)
Projects (exhibition)
Projects (lecture)
Projects (symposium)
Projects (tour)
No response
Online (no)
Online (yes)
No Response

Rank 0
31
53

Rank 1
5
76

Rank 2
88
13

6

14

0

3

5

0

8
89
0
0
11
78
11
0
11
89
6
0
0
6
58
28
8
0
11
6
75
11
14

0
0
95
0
5
76
19
0
5
67
5
10
10
10
38
52
19
5
14
5
76
14
10

0
0
0
100
0
88
13
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
63
25
13
0
0
13
75
0
25
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Institutional Purpose:
Private Archive
Private Library
Private Museum
Private University
Public Archive
Public Library
Public Museum
Public University
No Response
Collaboration (none)
Collaboration (past)
Collaboration (current)
No response
Grant Appl i cations (yes)
Grant Applications (no)
No Response
Grants Awarded (city)
G rants Awarded (state)
Grants Awarded (federal)
Grants Awarded (private)
No Response
Funding (city)
Funding (state)
Fundin_g_{federal)
Funding (memberships)
Funding (other)
No Response

Rank 0

Rank 1

Rank 2

19
11
14
3
22
14
31
8
3
44
33
14
0
56
33
8
22

3
5
33
10
14
29
10
14
0
19
57
38
0
86
14
0
19
38
43
62
0
14
19
0
10
57
0

13
0
0
13
13
38
25
13
0
50
25
13
0
75
0
25
0
63
38
25
0
0
13
25
13
38
0

25

19
33
0
22
11
3
14
56
8
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Total Budget (under $10,000)
Total Budget
($10,000 to $ 100,000)
Total Budget ($100,000 to
$500,000)
Total Budget ($500,000 to $ 1
million)
Total Budget (over $1 million)
No Response
Art Budqet (under $10,000)
Art Budget ($10,000 to
$100,000)
Art Budget ($100,000 to
$500,000)
Art Budget ($500,000 to $ 1
million)
Art Budget (over $1 million)
No Response
Information (yes)
Information (no)
No Response
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Rank 0
33
28

Rank 1
19
24

Rank 2
25
0

17

38

38

0

10

25

11
11
78
3

5
5
81
0

0
13
75
13

3

0

0

0

0

0

0
8
61
33
6

0
19
86
14
0

0
13
75
25
0

Appendix XXV: Responses for Archives with Highest Funding Levels
Note: First number represents total funding levels of $500,000 to $1 m illion; second
number represents total funding levels over $1 million
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? � yes
0,0

_ll_ no

no response

(3) How many individ ual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
__.lQ_ unknown
0.0

_ll.. none

under 1 00

2,2

01

under 1 0

under 250

1 0

0.0
over 250

under 50
0.0

no response

(4) How many individual vert� cal files are maintained in the entire collection?
__.lQ_ unknown
1 1

under 500

_M_ none
31

u nder 1 000

01

under 50

0.0

under 1 00

01

over 1 000

0.0

no response

(5) Does the collection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
__.lQ_ we have no written mission statement
_l.!_ no mention is made of art
2.1

mission refers to the need for art materials

0.1

mission is entirely about art

01

no response

(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
_Q.Q_ we have no written acq uisition policy
_M_ no mention is made of collecting art resources
1.2

acqu isition policy refers to art collecting

1 1

acq uisition policy is entirely about art

0.0

no response

Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
___.1A_ no, we have no finding aids
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...lcl_ yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
2,0

yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection

0.0

no response

(2) Is the collection digitized in full or in part?
....1.§_ no, the collection is not digitized
2.1

yes, some of the collection is digitized

0.0

yes, the collection is fully digitized

0.0

no response

(3) In the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
...M_ no research has been published
2.1

yes, we have a catalog [please note number of catalogs:

1 1

yes, we have a brochure [please note number of brochures:._...
1

01

yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites:

0,0

no response

1
__,

_

1 __.
_...

(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
...lcl_ no projects have been done on the collections
..M._ yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions

_.

_
_

1 .2

2 exhibitions

1 1

3 exhibitions

1 1

1 exhibition

1 1

yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:

1 .0

1 lecture

0.1

yes , a symposium was conducted [please note n umber of symposia}

0 1

__.

_
_

2 lectures

_JU_ over 2000
01

yes, a tour has been created [please note numbers of tours created:

0. 1

over 2000

(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
.....1.§.__ no materials are available on-line
1 ,0

yes, the materials are available on-line

01

no response
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Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
01

private archive

0.0

private university

0.0

private library � private museum

..l..,L public museum

.....lQ_ public archive __.1.&_ public library
1 0

public university

_M_ no response
(2) In the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations? [note: one respondent checked both past and current]
_M_ no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
__id_ yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
....u__ yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
0.0

no response

(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
_ll_ Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_1&_ No,_ grant funding has not been applied for.
0.0

no response

(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
__1.§_ city funding

___.L.2_ federal funding

_ll_ private foundation
2.0

� state funding

no response

(5) What is your primary source of operation funding?
_M_ city allocation
01

memberships

2.0

state allocation 2.0

1 6

other

0,0

federal allocation

no response
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(6) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
..M._ under $ 1 0,000

1 0

$1 0,000 to $1 00,000

_QJL$500,000 to $1 million

0.0

over $1 m illion

0.0

$ 1 00,000 to $500,000
0.0

no response

Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?
collections.
0.0

0.3

54

Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

no response
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Appendix XXVI: Rankings for All Respondents (*)
Versus Those with Art Related Missions (**)

Question

Mean*

Mean**

N umber of Art Files

1 .02

2.25

I nstitutional M ission

0.1

1.2

Acquisition Policy

0. 1 6

1 .0

Finding Aids

0.62

1 .0

Is the Collection Digitized?

0. 1 5

0

No. of Publications

0.1 3

0.2

No. of Projects

1.85

1 .0

Online Projects

0.1 3

0

Have They Collaborated?

0.87

1 .2

Grant Appli cations

0.73

0.6

No. of Grants Awarded

1 .48

1 .0

Art Budget

1 .06

1.25

Tot5!l

7.27

9.6
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Appendix XXV I I : Artists' Responses Tallied
The survey was submitted to 63 artists and was completed by 1 8.
( 1 ) Please describe the types of materials that you produce in the creation of your art
(please check all that apply):
a. studies:
1 . sketches

13

2 . three-dimensional maquettes __.7,____
3. digital materials _9

_
_

4. photographs __...13...__
5. other (please list)
copper plates for etching, decorative copper
clay molds, glaze formulae, · glaze and underglaze tests, firing schedules
glass
watercolor pai ntings
wheel thrown pottery, wood sculpture-walnut, red cherry, etc.
watercolor
paintings
silicon/plaster molds
slides
hand forged iron works for both home and garden using traditional and modern
blacksmithing methods
watercolors & oils, bronzes, giclees, lithographs, etchings
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

12

2 . e-mail ---1 0---

-

c. written records

8

------

d. other photographs 1 1
e. ephemera:
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1 . exhibition catalogs

9

2. newspaper clippings
3. scrapbooks

10

7

4 . videos---5

-

.2.

5 . audio tapes

6. other (please list)_
PowerPoi nt presentation, Brochures, Digital inventory
magazine articles, journal articles, slide files
studio sales
promotional catalogs
Web-based documentation
working d rawings/fab rication diagrams
books & p rints published, art in embassies website
(2) Have you considered donating your personal archives to a repository?
Yes_4
_

(one write-in "possibly [to] my own museum")

No _!L
No Response _.2�
lf no, why not?
Some art/craft organizations to which I belong have maintained slide registries and
brochures, but other than that no one has requested the materials. I am not sure where
other repositories a re, or what they are looking for, or even if they would have an interest
in what I am producing. Doing such research would take me away from my main focus
of producing art.
no, thought had not occurred to me
no, keep my art in fam i ly
no, never gave the topic any thought
no, just never thought of it
no, never thought about it
It has never crossed my mind because I am a beginning artist.
It has never crossed my mind.
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no, It hasn't occurred to me and I am still using much of it for reference, publicity
packets, and portfolio. I guess I assumed that some of it would go to family archives, if
folks deemed it interesting.
No, My work is on commission and in private hands.
Never thought about it
no, emerging artist, therefore not sure anyone would want materials
If yes, have you chosen your repository?
9

_
_

Yes .-...:2::....__

No

7

No Response
3
Yes ---

Is it in Tennessee?

-

No

1

No Response 1 4

(3) Have you considered where you might place your records?
a. I have not considered where to place my materials.

10

b. I have considered the issue but have no information about repositories that might
want my materials. _1....___
5
c. Yes ---

-

No Response _2
_
I am considering:
5 _
1 . local archive __
2. local art library _2_
3. local arts agency 1

_
_

1
4. local museum __
5. state archive _1_
6. state arts agency __
1
7. state museum 4

_
_

8. national archive 2

_
_

_
9. national art library _2
1 0. national arts agency _1_
1 1 . national museum _3_
1 2 . international archive 1

_
_

1 3. international arts agency _2_
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1 4. international m useum _!_
write-ins: "to my family" "Memphis College of Art; 30 years on faculty"
(4) How knowledgeable do you think you are about estate planning?
a. __1_ very knowledgeable b.
c. 4

1 3 somewhat knowledgeable

no knowledge of estate planning

_o
_ No Response
(5) Participant's age:
a. _Q_ 1 8-21 b.

0

22-35 c.

e. _..§.__ 56-65 f. _1......___ 66-75

3

36-45

d. __
6 46-55

3 _ over 75 _o_ No Response
g . __

Would you like to receive information about art repositories in you r area?
Yes 1 1

No 4

__
No Response _3
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Appendix XXVI I I : Artists' Survey: Responses by Artist Medium: Materia ls Collected
Book Arts (1 0)
a. studies:
1 . sketches

1----

-

-

2. three-dimensional maquettes

0

3 . digital materials _1....__
4. photographs _1....__
5. other (please list) slides
b. correspondence:
1

1 . letters or cards
2. e-mail _o _
_

c. written records ----=0�d. other photographs _1_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs ----=0�2. newspaper clippings
3. scrapbooks

1

1

O _
4. videos__
5. audio tapes

0

6. other (please list)

studio sales

Ceramic (6)
a. studies:
1 . sketches

1---

-

-

2 . three-di mensional maquettes _1�3. digital materials _1..:....__
4 . photographs _1.......__
5. other (please list) clay molds. glaze formulae. glaze and undergl aze tests.
firing schedules
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards
2. e-mail _1

1

_

_
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c. written records

1 _
_....
..__

d. other photographs _1_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs _1......___
2. newspaper clippings _1_
3. scrapbooks _1_
4. videos__
o _
5. audio tapes _Q_
6. other (please list) .

magazine articles. journal articles. slide files

Drawing (1 0. 1 3, 1 4. 1 6)
a. studies:
1 . sketches -4----2. three-dimensional maquettes _1:...__
3. digital materials ....1._
.

2 _
4. photographs __
5. other (please list) slides. paintings

b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards _L
2. e-mail _Q__
c. written records

1

---

d. other photographs _o_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs ___..2"--2. newspaper clippings _2_
3. scrapbooks _L
4. videos_1__
5. audio tapes _Q__
6. other (please list)

promotional catalogs

Fabric (1 8)
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a. studies:
1 . sketches _1.:...,___
2. three-dimensional maquettes _1.:...,___
3. digital materials ---:.
1_
..
4. photographs _1____
5. other (please list) slides
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

1

2. e-mail _1.....__
c. written records

-1----

d. other photographs __
1
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs _1...___
2. newspaper clippings _1_
3. scrapbooks

1

o _
4. videos__
5. audio tapes

0

6. other (please list)

Web-based documentation

Glass (7)
a. studies:
1 . sketches ___.0...___
2. three-dimensional maquettes ___..0...__
3. digital materials _o�_
4. photographs _o�5. other (please list) glass
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

1

2. e-mail _1.:..___
c. written records

-1----

d. other photographs __
1
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e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs ____,0....__
2. newspaper clippings

0

3. scrapbooks _o_
__
4. videos_o
5. audio tapes _Q_
6. other (please list)
I ronwork (blacksmithing) (1 9)
a. studies:
1 . sketches ___,;0:....__
2. three-dimensional maquettes ____.o____
3. digital materials _...;0�4. photographs _Q_
5. other (please list) hand forged iron works for both home and garden using
traditional and modern blacksmithing methods
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards _Q_
2. e-mail _1.:..__
c. written records ___..;:0"--d. other photographs _1_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs
2. newspaper clippings

0
0

3. scrapbooks _Q_
4. videos_...;Q�5. audio tapes __Q__
6. other (please list)
Mixed Media (1 6. 20)
a. studies:
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1 . sketches ----2---

-

2. three-dimensional maquettes ____.0....___
3. digital materials __.2...____
4. photographs _.2...____
5. other (please list)
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

1

2. e-mail _1..:.,..__
c. written records

0...._
____,
...._

d. other photographs .JL_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs ____.;0�2. newspaper clippings _1_
3. scrapbooks

0

4. videos_1__
5. audio tapes

Q

6. other (please list)
Painting (1 0. 1 3. 1 4. 20.22)
a . studies:
...._
1 . sketches ____5...._

2. three-dimensional maquettes ----=2�3. digital materials -'3.....___
5.. 4 . photographs ....�
5. other (please list) watercolors & oils. bronzes. giclees. lithographs. etchings.
painting
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

4

2. e-mail _1__
c. written records ____.;3....___
d . other photographs ...l._
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e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs �3�2. newspaper clippings

4

3. scrapbooks ____l_
3
4. videos----

-

5. audio tapes ___l_
6. other (please list) promotional catalogs. books & prints published. website
Potterv (9)
a. studies:
. _
. ._
1 _
_
1 . sketches ....
2. three-dimensional maquettes ___.0..____
3. digital materials _Q_
4. photographs .JL_
5. other (please list) wheel thrown pottery. wood sculpture-walnut. red cherry.
etc.
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards _1._
2. e-mail _a
___
_
c. written records

Q

d. other photographs _1._
e. ephemera :
1 . exhibition catalogs �0�2. newspaper clippings
3. scrapbooks

1

1

4. videos_..;0�5. audio tapes _Q__
6. other (please list) studio sales
Printing (5. 1 0. 22. 23)
a. studies:
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1 . sketches

4

2. three-dimensional maquettes

2

3. digital materials _3:...__
4 . photographs _4..:...___
5. other (please list) slides. coppe r plates for etching. decorative coppe r.
watercolors & oils. bronzes. giclees. lithographs, etchings
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

2

2. e-mail ....
2_
...._
c. written records

2

_
d. other photographs _3
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs

3

2. newspaper clippings _1_
3. scrapbooks

2

4. videos.___._
1_
5. audio tapes

2

6. other (please list) PowerPoint presentation, Brochures. Digital i nventory. books
& prints published, website
Sculpture (9. 1 0, 1 3, 1 8, 2 1 )
a. studies:
1 . sketches ___.;:5�2. three-dimensional maquettes ___,:3�3. digital materials .....:2=--4 . photographs _4..:...___
5. other (please list) slides (2), wheel thrown pottery. wood sculptu re-walnut. red
cherry, etc.,
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

4

2. e-mail ....
2_
...._
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c. written records

3

d. other photographs __!__
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs

4

2 . newspaper clippings __.§..__
3. scrapbooks ____!__
___
4. videos_.2
_

· 5. audio tapes _1_
6. other (please list) stud io sales. Web-based documentation. working
drawings/fabrication diagrams
Unknown (1 2. 1 7)
a. studies:
1 . sketches _1...__
2. three-dimensional maquettes _1...__
3. digital materials ....:.2=--4. photograp hs __L_
5. other (please list) silicon/plaster molds
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

2

2. e-mail _.2=--c. written records _1.:....__
1
d. other photographs __
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs

2

2 . newspaper clippings _1_
3. scrapbooks _1_
4. videos_1____
5. audio tapes _Q_
6. other (please list)
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Watercolor (8. 1 1 . 1 6)
a. studies:
1 . sketches ____
1 _
2. three-dimensional maquettes ----'0:;...__
1 ..
3. digital materials ---:.

_

4. photographs _1..:-__
5. other (please list) watercolor (2)
b. correspondence:
1 . letters or cards

0

2. e-mail _o

_
_

c. written records

0

------

d. other photographs _o_
e. ephemera:
1 . exhibition catalogs ----'0:;...__
2 . newspaper clippings _o_
3. scrapbooks

0

4. videos_o

_
_

5. audio tapes

0

6. other (please list)
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Appendix XXIX: Artists' Materials by Medium (in Percents)
Book

Ceramics

Drawing

Fabric

Glass

(1 )

I ronwork

Mixed

(1)

(4 )

(1)

1 00
0
1 00

100
100
100

1 00
25
25

1 00
1 00
1 00

0
0
0

0
0
0

(2)
1 00
0
1 00

1 00
1 00
1 00

1 00
1 00
100

50
50
50

1 00
1 00
1 00

0
1 00
1 00

0
1 00
0

1 00
0
50

Email

0

100

0

1 00

1 00

1 00

50

Written

0

100

25

1 00

1 00

0

0

1 00

100

0

1 00

1 00

1 00

0

0

100

50

1 00

0

0

0

1 00

100

50

1 00

0

0

50

1 00
0
0
1 00

100
0
0
100

50
25
0
25

1 00
0
0
1 00

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
50
0
0

Arts
Sketches
3-D Models
Digital
Materials
Photos
Other

Letters &
Cards

Records
Other
Photos
Exhibition
Catalogs
Newspaper
Clippi nQs
Scrapbooks
Videos
Audiotapes
Other

(1)

Painting

Sketches
3-D Models
Digital
Materials
Photos
Other

Letters &

Cards
Email
Written
Records
Other
Photos
Exhibition
Catalogs
Newspaper
Clippings
Scrapbooks
Videos
Audiotapes
Other

Pottery

Printing

Sculpture

Unknown

(1 )

Watercolor

(5)
1 00
40
60

(1 )
100
0
0

(4)
1 00
50
75

(5)
1 00
60
40

(2)
50
50
1 00

1 00
60
80

0
100
100

1 00
75
50

80
60
80

1 00
50
1 00

66
0

50

0

50

40

1 00

0

60

0

50

60

50

0

40

100

75

80

50

0

60

0

75

80

1 00

0

80

100

75

1 00

50

0

60
60
40
40

100
0
0
1 00

50
25
50
50

80
40
20
60

50
50
0
0

0
0
0
0
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(3)
33

0

33
33

Media

Appendix XXX: Estate Planning Responses for Artists by Medium
(2) Have you considered donating your personal archives to a repository?
Book Arts
Yes 0
1
No
If Not, Why Not? no, thought had not occurred to me
chosen repository? No _o
_
No I nformation ____..0..___
yes
1
local archive _1.;,..__
knowledge of estate planning
none
1
some _0.......__
very 0
Ceramic
Yes
No

1
0

chosen repository? No _o
_
No Information ___.0....
_
.
.._
yes
1
local archive 1
local art library 1
state museum
1
national archive
1
national art library _1..___
knowledge of estate planning
none 0
some _1�
very _O.......__
Drawing
Yes __
o
No 4
If Not, Why Not?
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no, thought had not occurred to me
no, just never thought of it
no, never thought about it
It has never crossed my mind because I am a beginning artist.
chosen repository? No _a_
No Information ___,0...__
_
yes _1._
local archive

1

knowledge of estate planning
none �
some _1._
very _Q_

Yes _Q_
No _1._
If Not, Why Not?
no, It hasn't occurred to me and I am still using m uch of it for reference, publicity
packets, and portfolio. I guess I assumed that some of it would go to family archives, if
folks deemed it interesting .
chosen repository? No _j__
No Information ___,0..__
yes _Q_
knowledge of estate planning
none _Q_
some _j__
very _O_

Yes _Q_
No _Q_
No Response

1

_
chosen repository? No _o
No I nformation ___,0,____
yes _1__
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local archive _1_
state museum _!_
knowledge of estate planning
none 0
some
1
very 0
I ronwork
Yes 0
No 1
If no, why not?
No, My work is on commission and in private hands.
chosen repository? No _1__
No I nformation ___.0..___
..
_
yes 0
knowledge of estate planning
0
none --some
1
very .....;O:...-_
-

Mixed Media
Yes 0
No 2
If Not, Why Not?
It has never crossed my mind because I am a beginning artist.
Never thought about it
1
chosen repository? No __
No Information ---::0�yes 0
no response _!_
knowledge of estate planning
none 0
some
2
very 0
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Painting
Yes _1..;.,.__
No ; 4
If Not, Why Not?
no, thought had not occurred to me
no, just never thought of it
no, never thought about it
Never thought about it
chosen repository? No _£__
No Information _1.:...,___
yes
1
no response 1
local archive _£__
local art library 1
local arts agency
1
1
local museum
state archive _1.:..._
.,__
state arts agency _1____
1
state m useum
1
national archive
national art library _1_
national arts agency
1
national museum _1____
international archive _1...._
.._
international arts agency 1
international museum
1
knowledge of estate planning
none 3
1
some
very _
1
·

Pottery
Yes
No

1
0

chosen repository? No _o
_
No Information ----::0.___
yes
1
(to my family)
knowledge of estate planning
none
0
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some _.1_
very _O_
Printing
Yes _!_
No _3;;...__
If Not, Why Not?
Some arUcraft organizations to which I belong have maintained slide registries and
brochures, but other than that no one has requested the materials. I am not sure where
other repositories are, or what they are looking for, or even if they would have an interest
in what I am producing. Doing such research would take me away from my main focus
of producing art.
no, thought had not occurred to me
no, emerging artist, therefore not sure anyone would want materials
_
chosen repository? No _2
No Information _1..___
yes _1_
local archive _2
local art library _1__
local arts agency _1_
local museum _1_
state archive
1
state arts agency _.1_
state museum _1_
national archive _.1_
national art library _1_
.._
national arts agency 1.._
-:-national museum _.1_
international archive 1--international arts agency _.1_
international museum
1
_
_

-

-

knowledge of estate planning
none 2
some _.1_
very _1_
Sculpture
Yes _L
No 3
If Not, Why Not?
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no, thought had not occurred to me
no, just never thought of it
no, It hasn't occurred to me and I am still using much of it for reference, publicity
packets, and portfolio. ! guess I assumed that some of it would go to family archives, if
folks deemed it interesting.
chosen repository? No �
No I nformation ___,a;..___
yes 2
(to my family)
s
no respon e
1
local archive
'

1

.

knowledge of estate planning
2.. _
none ....___
3
some
very a
Unknown
Yes _a=--2.. _
No ....___
If Not, Why Not?
no, never gave the topic any thought
It has never crossed my mind .
chosen repository? No _2
No Information ___.a____
yes a

_

knowledge of estate planning
.none a
2.. _
-..
some ....-very a
Watercolor
Yes _.a...___
No 2
No Response 1
If Not, Why Not?
no, keep my art in family
It has never crossed my mind because I am a beginn ing artist.
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_
chosen repository? No _2
No Information ____.0....
_
.
.._
yes _1__
state museum _1_
national museum _1__
knowledge of estate planning
none _Q_
some __..1__
very _Q_
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!/)
t::
<{

Chosen repository
(yes)
Chosen repository
(no)
No response
Local Archive
Local Art Library
Local Arts Agency
Local Museum
State Archive
State Arts Agency
State Museum
National Archive
National Art
Library
National Arts
Agency
National Museum
International
Archive
International Arts
Agency
I nternational
Museum
Knowledge of
Estate Planning:
None
Some

VP.rv

()

Ol
c::

�
....

0

()

·;:
ro
....

·;::

al

.E
ro
....
Q)

..c
ro
LL

ro
(5

-=

0

1 00

0

0

0

0

0

1 00

0

1 00

1 00

0

1 00

1 00

0

0

0

0

1 00

0

0

1 00

1 00

25

0

1 00

0

50

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

50

1 00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 00
1 00
0
0
0
0
1 00
1 00
1 00

25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1 00
0
0
0
0
0
1 00
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1 00
1 00

0
0

75
25

0
1 00

0
1 00

0
1 00

0
1 00

�
0
0

Considered
Donation (yes)
Considered
donation (no)
No response

!/)

n

n

()

0

n

n

18 1

!/)
!/)

n

;:

c::

0

n

-o ro
Q)
x "-o
Q)

·-

:::2: :::2:

n
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Cl
c:

:;:::

c:

Chosen repository
(yes)
Chosen repository
(no)
No response
Local Archive
Local Art Library
Local Arts Agency
Local Museum
State Archive
State Arts Agency
State Museum
National Archive
National Art Library
National Arts Agency
National Museum
International Archive
International Arts
Agency
International
Museum
Knowledge of Estate
Planning:
None
Some
Very

Q)
=

Cl
c:

:;:::

Q)
....
::J

c:

�

0

.!..

Q) ....
o
ro -

.9::J
u
(/)

c:
�
c:
::J

� 8

-

a..

a..

0

c:
·;::
a..

20

1 00

25

40

0

0

80

0

75

60

1 00

66

0

0

0

0

0

33

20

1 00

25

40

0

33

20

0

25

0

0

0

40

0

50

40

1 00

66

40
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

50
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

20
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
33
0
0
0
33
0
0

20

0

25

0

0

0

60
20
20

0
1 00
0

50
25
25

40
60
0

0
1 00
0

0
1 00
0

"ffi
Considered
Donation (yes)
Considered donation
(no)
No response

�
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book arts ( 1 ) ( 1 %)
ceramics (2) (3%)
cloisonne jewelry ( 1 ) ( 1 %)
drawing (4) (6%)
fabric ( 1 ) (1 %)
glass (3) (5%)
metalwork (2) (3%)
mixed media (1 ) ( 1 %)
mosaic ( 1 ) (1 %)
painting on canvas (acrylics, oil) ( 1 2) (1 9%)
painting on china ( 1 ) ( 1 %)
photography (3) (5%)
pottery (3) (5%)
prints ( 1 ) ( 1 %)
sculpture (no media given) (2) (3%)
sculpture, bronze ( 1 ) ( 1 %)
sculpture (stone) (1 ) ( 1 %)
sculpture, wood (3) (5%)
watercolor (5) (8%)
unidentifiable (2d & 3d ; literary arts; portraiture) (3) (5%)
unknown ( 1 2) ( 1 9%)
.
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Total number of respondents: 30
(2) Are separate vertical files maintained on the visual arts? ___1§_ yes

.11._ no

(3) How many individual vertical files are maintained in the arts?
_ll_ unknown
_2
_ under 1 00

_L_ under 50

_ under 1 0
_Q_ none _6
_§____ under 250

....£_ over 250

(4) How many. individual vertical files are maintained in the entire collection?
_i_ under 50

� unknown

Q_ none

_4_under 500

__
5 under 1 000

_2_ under 1 00

_ over 1 000
_6

(5) Does the collection mission or purpose speak directly to the need for arts resources?
___§_ we have no written mission statement
jjL no mention is made of art
...1.._ mission refers to the need for art materials
_1_ mission is entirely about art
_Q_ no response (#1 7)
(6) Does the acquisition policy prioritize or make mention of visual art materials?
___§__ we have no written acquisition policy
_..1l no mention is made of collecting art resources
___§__ acqu isition policy refers to art collecting
...1.._ acqu isition policy is entirely about art
_1_ no response (#545)
Accessibility
( 1 ) Is there a finding aid for the art materials?
_!Q no, we have no finding aids
__1§, yes, we have finding aids for some of the collection
...1.._ yes, we have finding aids for the entire collection
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_1._ no response (#54)
(2) Is the collection d igitized in full or in part?
25 no, the collection is not digitized
__§__ yes, some of the collection is digitized
_Q_ yes, the collection is fully d igitized
(3) In the last 1 0 years, has staff published research about the art collections?
_l§_ no research has been published
_1_ yes, we have a catalog [please note n umber of catalogs:_lj
� yes, we have a brochure [please no!e number of brochures:_lj
_1_ yes, we have a web site [please note number of web sites: _.1_j
(4) In the last 1 0 years, have other interpretive projects, such as exhibitions and lectures,
been conducted about the collections?
� no projects have been done on the collections
__.1l_ yes, an exhibition has been created [please note number of exhibitions.___.
_1_ 1 exhi bition

� 2 exhibitions

_1_ 1 1 exhibitions

_2_no number given

.2_ 3 exhibitions

� yes, a lecture was presented [please note number of lectures:
__
1
1 lecture

-'..__ 2 lectures

_1_ 4 exhibitions

__.

_

__
1
5 lectures

_1_ yes, a symposiu m was conducted [please note number of symposia: _1.....____.
� yes, a tou r has been created [please note numbers of tours created: ____.
_!__ 1 tou r

-'..__ 4 tou rs _!__ no number given

(5) Are any of these projects available on-line?
24 no materials are available on-line
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__i._ yes, the materials are available on-line [please note .:::
U:..:.
: R:::.:
.. L:..:.
::_
.. __________.
_2_ no response (#83, 26)
Funding
( 1 ) Describe the governance and/or purpose of the institution (check all that apply).
__l__ private archive

__l_ private library

l private museum

� public library

l public museum

_1_ .private u niversity
� public archive
__i._ public university
Group responses (more than one area checked):
_2_ private archive and private library
_1_ private museum and private university
_1_ public archive and public library
� public museum and public university
_1_ public archive and public museum
_1_ public university, museum and library
(2) I n the past 1 0 years, has the institution worked in collaboration with similar
organizations? (note: some respondents checked more than one response)
.Jl no, we have not collaborated with other institutions
__1_§. yes, we have collaborated with other institutions in the past
i yes, we are currently collaborating with other institutions
(3) In the past 1 0 years, has grant funding been applied for?
_l1 Yes, grant funding has been applied for.
_jL_ No, grant funding has not been applied for.
(4) Has grant funding been awarded? [Please note all that apply]
l city funding

.JL federal funding
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_.11 private foundation

_ll_state tunding

_11_ no response (#83,70, 69, 68, 65, 62, 59, 50,20, 9,8)
Group responses ( more than one area checked):
_.1_ federal and private foundation awards

_i_ state and

private funding

_L_ state and federal funding
__
1
city, state an.d federal founding
...1_ city, state and private fu nding
_L_ all
(5) What is you r primary source of operation funding?
(note: some respondents checked more than one response)
_§__ city allocation

_!_state allocation

_.§_ memberships

...1!._ other

_1_ federal allocation

_L_ no response (#83)

(6) What is the total annual operation budget?
_§__ under $1 0,000

l$ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000

_!_ $500,000 to $1 million

L$1 00,000 to $500,000

_3
_ over $1 million _1_ no response (#83)

(7) What is the total arts collection and care budget?
24 under $1 0,000

_1_$ 1 0,000 to $ 1 00,000

0 $500,000 to $1 million

_Q_$1 00,000 to $500,000

0 over $1 million

_Q_ no response (#83, 50,33, 3 1 , 22)
Would you be interested in hearing about collections of primary resources in the arts that
might be available in your area?
collections.

2.8 Yes, I would be interested in hearing about

_l_ No, I would not be interested in hearing about collections.

Would you like to receive a summary of the survey results? _1§._ Yes, I wou ld like to
receive a survey summary.

_1_ No,

I would not like to receive a survey summary.
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_1_ no response (#50)
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The Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution , Washington , D.C.
Archives and Special Collections, The Jessie Ball duPont Library, Sewanee: The
University of the South, Sewanee, . Tennessee
Calvin M. McClung Collection, Knox County Public Library, Knoxville, Tennessee
Cheekwood Museum of Art, Nashville, Tennessee
The Country Music Hall of Fame, Nashville, Tennessee
The Hunter Museum of American Art, Chattanooga, Tennessee
The Knoxville Museum of Art, Knoxville, Tennessee
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art, Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis College of Art, Memphis, Tennessee
Memphis/Shelby County Room, Memphis/Shelby County Public Library, Memphis,
Tennessee
Special Collections, Franklin Library, Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee
Special Collections, James D. Hoskins Library, The University of Tennessee Libraries,
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Knoxville, Tennessee
Special Collections, James E. Walker Library, Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro, Tennessee
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